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Abstract
In recent years, the advent of new Future Internet (FI) applications is creating ever-demanding
requirements. These requirements are pushing network carriers for high transport capacity,
energy efficiency, as well as high-availability services with low latency. A widespread practice
to provide FI services is the adoption of a multi-layer network model consisting in the use of
IP/MPLS and optical technologies such as Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM).
Indeed, optical transport technologies are the foundation supporting the current telecom-
munication network backbones, because of the high transmission bandwidth achieved in
fiber optical networks. Traditional optical networks consist of a fixed 50 GHz grid, resulting in
a low Optical Spectrum (OS) utilization, specifically with transmission rates above 100 Gbps.
Recently, optical networks have been undergoing significant changes with the purpose of
providing a flexible grid that can fully exploit the potential of optical networks. This has led to
a new network paradigm termed as Elastic Optical Network (EON).
A multi-layer Carrier-Grade Network (CGN) demands scalable and efficient protection
schemes with the ability to recover from failures in an agile manner. In light of this, the
throughput advantages of EON features have been evaluated aiming at reducing the Protection
Cost (Pcost ).
Recently, a new protection scheme referred to as Network Coding Protection (NCP) has
emerged as an innovative solution to proactively enable protection in an agile and efficient
manner by means of throughput improvement techniques such as Network Coding (NC). It is
an intuitive reasoning that the throughput advantages of NCP might be magnified by means
of EON features.
The goal of this thesis is three-fold. The first, is to study the advantages of NCP schemes in
planning scenarios. For this purpose, this thesis focuses on the performance of conventional
protection schemes such as DP in comparison with NCP assuming both a fixed as well as a
flexible spectrum grid. In addition, this thesis studies NCP schemes under the context of a
multi-layer network model since this is a widely adopted network model.
However, conversely to planning scenarios, in dynamic scenarios the accuracy of Network
State Information (NSI) is crucial since inaccurate NSI might substantially affect the perfor-
mance (blocking probability and Pcost ) of an NCP scheme. The accuracy of NSI is highly
sensitive to the frequency of its dissemination. The second contribution of this thesis is to
study the performance of protection schemes in dynamic scenarios considering inaccurate
NSI. For this purpose, this thesis explores prediction techniques in order to mitigate the
negative effects of inaccurate NSI.
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Abstract
The first two goals of this thesis focus on the study of distributed (source) protection
schemes considering realistic network scenarios. These scenarios are based on both single
and multi-layer networks with IP/MPLS and Optical technologies, assuming the conventional
host-oriented communication model, which is widely deployed in the current Internet and
Routing architectures.
On the other hand, Internet users are continuously demanding seamless connectivity
with mobility features. These requirements cannot be supported by the current IP-based
addressing scheme supporting the whole routing architecture because of its well-known
limitations, mainly driven by the unstoppable growth of Internet users and its host-oriented
design.
The host-oriented communication model embeds several issues, which are hindering its
deployment in future Internet architectures such as the so-called Internet of Things (IoT). For-
tunately, there is a new trend in network research referred to as ID/Locator Split Architectures
(ILSAs) which is a non-disruptive technique that can be adopted to mitigate the issues related
to the current host-oriented communication model. Moreover, a new routing architecture
referred to as Path Computation Element (PCE) has emerged as a centralized scheme with the
aim of overcoming the well-known issues of distributed routing schemes.
Undoubtedly, routing and protection schemes (including the one proposed in this thesis)
need to be enhanced to fully exploit the advantages provided by new network architectures
such as ILSAs and PCE schemes. In light of this, the third goal of this thesis introduces a novel
PCE-like architecture termed as Context-Aware PCE. In a context-aware PCE scenario, the
driver of a path computation is not a host/location, as in conventional PCE architectures,
rather it is an interest for a service defined within a context.
iv
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1 Introduction
This introductory chapter begins by providing a quick overview on the evolution of transport
and network technologies in the last 30 years. Then, it continues by discussing the motivations
driving this work and the objectives of this thesis. The rest of the chapter concludes with an
overview of the structure of this manuscript.
1.1 Evolution of Carrier-Grade Networks
Substantial modifications have been made on the transport and network technologies used
by Carrier-Grade Networks (CGNs), mainly driven by the ever-emerging requirements of new
applications, such as life video or real time gaming, and services such as cloud computing or
network resources virtualization.
The overall evolution of both transport and network technologies is depicted in Fig. 1.1. As
it can be observed, from earliest 80’s Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) and Synchronous
Optical Network (SONET) have been the standards mostly used in transport networks (SONET
and SDH are very similar, but SONET has been mostly used in North America, whereas SDH
has been used outside North America), reasoned by the set of key features SONET/SDH
brought to packet-based technologies, such as Frame Relay or Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM), as follows:
• High transmission rates.
• OAM support.
• Low Recovery time (50 ms).
• Grooming of multiple technologies [1] .
However, despite these features SONET/SDH has several issues that hinder its deployment
in current transport networks, such as: (1) Shortest-Path algorithms may not be always used
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Figure 1.1: Evolution of network and transport layers.
for lightpath provisioning; (2) the protection schemes for SONET/SDH demand the utilization
of dedicated links –turning into a Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) increase–, and; (3) SONET/SDH
nodes are not capable to set-up or torn-down lightpaths dynamically.
On the other hand, regarding the network layer evolution, service providers started to de-
ploy Frame Relay and ATM technologies in order to offer their services to potential customers.
Nevertheless, in early 2000 these two technologies were eventually replaced by IP/MPLS
services due to several well-known issues, e.g., routing performance, interoperability or opera-
tional costs.
Motivated by the shortcomings of SONET/SDH, in the mid 90’s, Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (WDM) emerged as the preferred transport technology among network carriers.
WDM came up as a suitable solution for using the vast amount of bandwidth provided by
optical fiber technologies. As a matter of fact, nowadays research studies claim that the limit
of fiber capacity is near 100 Tbps [2]. Such amount of bandwidth is incredibly higher than
the bandwidth offered for any other transmission media. In fact, recent optical transmission
testbeds show that reaching an optical bandwidth capacity above 1 Tbps is not an utopia
[3],[4].
Despite the benefits on the transmission capacity offered by WDM technologies, during
the 90’s decade, optical nodes had a major limitation related to their ease of configuration.
Consequently, great research efforts have been made in optical networking since the early
2000’s, in order to endow the optical nodes with enough flexibility to be remotely configured.
This effort led to the creation of Reconfigurable Optical Add Drop Multiplexers (ROADMs) that
enable the remote lightpaths management.
In order to fully exploit the dynamic operation of ROADMs certain control capacities are
required. This motivated the advent of control plane technologies such as Generalized Multi
Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) and Automatically Switched Optical Networks (ASON),
both aiming to provide optical equipments with the required functionalities to support a
variety of network features such as traffic engineering, recovery capabilities, among others.
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Also in the mid 2000’s new standards emerged in order to endow transport technologies
such as Ethernet with new network features, turning Ethernet into the so-called Carrier Grade
Ethernet (CGE)[5]. One of the main building blocks of CGE are the standards IEEE 802.1ad [6],
and 802.1ah [7], which increase the level of broadcast segmentation provided by the VLAN
stacking employed by the conventional Ethernet. As a result, there is an improvement on the
scalability, traffic engineering, and security features. On the other hand, the standards IEEE
802.1ag the IEEE 802.1qay (PBB-TE) endow CGE with resilience capabilities [8], [9].
Also in that decade, IP/MPLS started to become an essential part of the network core of
CGNs. This motivated the network community to start focusing on providing MPLS with
added-value features such as survivability and maintenance tasks among others. In this
regard, the MPLS Transport Profile (MPLS-TP) emerged as an initiative of both the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) and the Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T), to
expand MPLS for supporting features that are commonly demanded by transport technologies
[10].
In the last years, the control plane of both network and transport layers started to undergo
significant changes. New network architectures and third-party systems such as Path Com-
putation Element (PCE), and Software Defined Networking (SDN), were conceived with the
aim of offering new network features, such as advanced path computation and customized
configuration tasks. These network features are essential to enhance the resilience of CGNs.
Moreover, in recent years there is a trend in network research referred to as service or
context-oriented communications. This trend consists in adopting a service/context-oriented
communication model instead of the conventional host/location-oriented model. This new
network paradigm is motivated by the well-known limitations of the host/location-oriented
model, as well as by the poor benefits offered by the diverse set of ad-hoc solutions that have
been proposed to address these limitations.
A context-aware communication model comes up as an alternative to the traditional
“OSIfied IP networks”, raising two conceptual trends in network research: 1) Clean-Slate
architectures, that is solutions decoupled from the traditional OSI layered structure (for exam-
ple adopting a context-aware communication model), and; 2) Non-disruptive approaches,
that is solutions “friendly” to the current layered structure (but still offering context-aware
communication capabilities) such as ID/LOC Separation Architectures (ILSA) schemes. Both
approaches have become the target for numerous research efforts in the recent years. Although
some contributions may be found in the literature working in both trends, probably the right
(or more commonly used) approach would be the one best meeting the pragmatic aspect of
operational networks. In that sense, it is important to notice that network carriers are very
reluctant to adopt clean-slate architectures, mainly due to the difficulty of migration tasks, and
the potential disruption on the provided services that this migration could drive. Thus, based
on this pragmatic feeling, it seems that non-disruptive approaches, such as ILSA schemes,
come up to be more appealing (at least easy to deploy) than Clean-Slate architectures.
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Table 1.1: Requirements of CGNs.
Requirements
High bandwidth consumption: above 100 Gbits at
the aggregation/core level.
Energy Efficiency: minimize OEO conversions.
Low provisioning times: connection lightpath are
set-up and torn-down on a short-term basis.
High Performance RWA algorithms: minimize
blocking probability while reducing the amount
of signaling overhead.
Efficient Protection schemes: minimize both pro-
tection cost and recovery time.
Enhanced Network Features: mobility without com-
munication disruption (Full Mobility), TE engineer-
ing and resilience.
ILSA schemes deal with both the depletion (exhaustion) of addresses and the semantic
overload (double functionality) of addresses problems by assigning an independent set of
addresses for identification and location functions.
1.2 Thesis Motivation
As described in Chapter 1.1 both network and transport layers have undergone substantial
changes mainly motivated by requirements such as: 1) transport capacity, 2) energy efficiency,
3) high-available low latency services provisioning, and 4) short-term configuration/provi-
sioning tasks, among other requirements, see Table 1.1[11].
For instance, nowadays most of the CGNs are used as commodity for DCs, where traffic
is nearly four times global Internet traffic and it is expected to increase 50% in the next
two years [12]. This traffic increase expectation is mainly caused by: i) applications requiring
massive bandwidth and Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees, such as video content distribution
(YouTube, or Netflix), and; ii) applications generating bursty traffic loads, such as big data
analytics (e.g., Map Reduce), search (e.g., Google), Social Networking (e.g., Facebook, Twitter),
etc. Hence, CGNs must be designed and optimized to deal with huge volumes of highly
demanding traffic in a cost/energy efficient way.
Motivated by the need for handling huge volumes of traffic while simultaneously reducing
the power consumption, a widespread practice is to adopt an all-optical routing model for
the transport layer. Under this model, the transport layer is interconnected by means of
WDM fiber-optical links. In a WDM network –also referred to as Wavelength Routed Networks
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(WRNs)–, Wavelength Router (WR) nodes are capable of routing traffic in the optical domain
without Optical-Electrical-Optical (OEO) conversion at intermediate nodes. To this end, highly
efficient Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) algorithms, jointly with control plane
technologies capable of provisioning and torn-down lightpaths on a short-term basis such as
ASON, GMPLS or SDN, are required.
All-optical routing is highly demanded to reduce both power consumption and commu-
nication latency. As a matter of fact, all-optical WRNs are becoming a widespread practice,
conversely to electrical and opaque networks, due to the advantages related to both transport
capacity and energy efficiency. This is noticeable by the continuously growing deployment of
optical commodity switches based on WDM technologies, replacing electrical switches at the
core level in DCN scenarios [13].
It is widely accepted and broadly demonstrated (unfortunately even in real cases) that
in a CGN using WDM technologies as the transport medium, a link failure might lead to a
significant loss of traffic. Therefore, CGNs must be endowed with resilience mechanisms in
order to withstand and recover from failures in an agile and efficient manner. Undoubtedly,
these resilience mechanisms might potentially leverage the flexibility provided by both the
new control plane technologies as well the emergent network paradigms such as PCE and
ILSAs.
In planning scenarios, a resilience mechanism is commonly evaluated by its recovery
time and Pcost (amount of resources allocated to protection), whereas in dynamic scenarios,
another criterion to be considered is the blocking probability. The blocking probability of a
resilience mechanism is mainly affected by the so-called Wavelength Continuity Constraint
(WCC), which states that a lightpath can be solely established if the same wavelength is
available on the path selected from the source to the destination WR pair.
In order to meet the WCC constraint, the accuracy of the NSI, particularly the wavelength
availability per link, is significantly important. An incorrect selection of wavelengths might
increase the amount of blocked connections, because inaccurate (or outdated) NSI will not
represent a real “picture” of the current network topology state.
The negative effect added by inaccurate NSI is referred to as the Routing Inaccuracy (RI)
problem [14]. The RI problem has been widely studied in unprotected scenarios. It is an
intuitive observing that these negative effects are more harmful in protected scenarios where
resilient lightpaths are demanded, i.e., two link-disjoint lightpaths must be computed per
Connection Request (CR).
In a protected scenario, two major resilience approaches can be adopted: 1) Proactive pro-
tection, consisting in the simultaneous allocation of network resources for both primary and
backup paths, and; 2) Reactive protection, consisting in the allocation of network resources
for a backup path solely when the primary path is affected by a failure [15], [16].
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Proactive protection schemes, such as Dedicated Protection (DP), enable protection against
link failures in an agile manner, but unfortunately require a vast amount of network resources.
Conversely, reactive protection schemes such as Shared Protection (SP) are more efficient
in managing the network resources devoted to protection in comparison with proactive
protection schemes, but the demanded recovery time is much higher.
From the perspective of a CGN designer, it would be optimal to combine the advantages of
both proactive and reactive protection schemes. Driven by this necessity, a novel protection
strategy referred to as Network Coding Protection (NCP) has recently emerged as a promising
solution offering protection in an agile and cost-efficient manner. NCP strategies leverage
the use of throughput improvement techniques such as Network Coding (NC) jointly with
a proactive protection scheme. For more information related to NC operation,the reader is
referred to the Appendix Overview of Network Coding.
NCP has been widely studied in network research at the network planning phase, where
CR demands are known beforehand [17], [18]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is
not any study dealing with NCP under dynamic traffic considering inaccurate NSI. A rationale
extending the focus of this thesis is to fill this gap by extensively studying the behavior of
NCP in a source routing scenario under dynamic traffic and hence considering inaccurate
NSI caused, for example, by a periodic updating policy. This thesis shall show that NCP
yields a lower Pcost because of its efficient usage of network resources in comparison with
conventional proactive protection schemes such as DP. However, it might be more susceptible
to inaccurate NSI due to the routing constraints that must be met in order to obtain the
benefits of NC.
Moreover, the advent of new network paradigms such as ILSA schemes or PCE is encourag-
ing network researches to explore innovative opportunities to enhance network features such
as traffic engineering and resilience. Further investigation is yet required to combine both
network paradigms.
1.3 Objectives of this Thesis
The main conceptual objective of this thesis is to provide solutions aiming at optimizing
overall network resilience. To this end, the work done and the presented contributions fall
into the technical areas of network routing and protection. The main objective is then split
into two technical objectives as follows:
1. Technical Objective 1 (TO1): Proposing and validating innovative NCP-based strategies
to enhance network resilience considering both planning and dynamic scenarios.
2. Technical Objective 2 (TO2): Evaluating the benefits of new network paradigms such as
PCE and context-aware communications to enhance network routing and protection
performance.
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Activities in TO1 are separated in planning (static) and dynamic scenarios. For planning
scenarios, this thesis ends up providing a techno-economic analysis comparing proposed
NCP-based solutions versus conventional proactive protection solutions such as DP protection.
For this purpose, the scenario evaluated is based on the realistic multi-layer network of the
Spanish Backbone topology. Moreover, motivated by the need to reduce network resources
consumption, this thesis also evaluates the benefits of NCP in EONs, setting the seed in this
flexible-grid scenario for further analysis (to the best our knowledge, this is the first study
related toe NCP in a flexible-grid setting). In addition, this thesis proposes an innovative NCP
scheme called DPNC+. DPNC+ is devised to reduce the network resources required to enable
link protection (Pcost ) in multi-layer networks, being the first NCP scheme that leverages
cross-layer information. Since cross-layer information is very important for the design of
multi-layer protection schemes, this thesis provides an algorithm to dynamically discover
the cross-layer connections –connection between an IP/MPLS router and a WR–. The main
advantage of this algorithm is that it is vendor-agnostic.
Regarding dynamic scenarios, this thesis proposes a dynamic NCP scheme called Predictive
Network Coding Protection (PNCP). PNCP is able to reduce the total amount of network
resources required to protection (Pcost ) in comparison with conventional dynamic protection
schemes while also mitigating the negative effects of inaccurate NSI. This can be achieved by
combining prediction techniques (successfully evaluated in unprotected scenarios) with the
throughput advantages of NC [19].
Finally, in TO2, this thesis aims at evaluating new routing paradigms such as centralized
routing architectures, e.g., PCE and new communication models, and ILSA schemes. In light
of this, this thesis proposes a new PCE scheme so-called context-aware PCE. A context-aware
PCE leverages ILSA schemes in order to enhance network features such as traffic engineering
and resilience.
1.4 Thesis Structure
The rest of thesis is organized in four chapters. Chapter II and Chapter III are devoted to
the study of routing and resilience in single-layer and multi-layer CGN networks respectively.
Then, Chapter IV presents the future challenges and trends related to routing and resilience.
Finally, Chapter V concludes this thesis. In the following paragraphs the organization of this
thesis is described in more detail.
Chapter II.
Section 2.1 and 2.2. These two sections plunge into the issues affecting the routing and
wavelength assignment problems.
Section 2.3. In this section, distinct types of protection schemes are introduced for Optical
networks considering fixed and a flexible spectrum grid. In particular, this section emphasizes
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on the benefits of NCP. For this purpose, a novel technique of NCP called multiple-coding is
described. NCP enhanced with multiple coding is evaluated against other proactive protection
schemes in terms of Pcost , as well as both Capital Expenditures (CAPEX) and Operational
Expenditures (OPEX). Moreover, this section distills the technical issues concerning the de-
ployment of an NCP scheme
Section 2.4. This section discusses the RWA problem in online scenarios considering the
negative effects of inaccurate NSI on the RWA algorithms performance.To this end, this section
proposes two novel schemes, namely Hybrid Prediction based Routing (HPBR) and Finer
Prediction Based Routing (FPBR), devised to mitigate the negative effects of inaccurate NSI in
unprotected scenarios. Both HPBR and FPBR leverages prediction techniques with the aim of
improving routing performance while reducing the amount of signaling required. This section
extends the study related to the negative effects of inaccurate NSI to protected scenarios.
Moreover, this section also introduces an innovative scheme namely PNCP. The novelty of
PNCP is that it combines the advantages of both NCP and Predictive routing with the aim of
reducing the Pcost as well as the negative impact of inaccurate NSI in terms of blocking.
Chapter III.
Sections 3.1 and 3.2. These two sections present in a nutshell distinct recovery schemes for
multi-layer CGNs, as well as the challenges for managing resilience in multi-layer CGNs.
Sections 3.3. This section presents a protection scheme namely DPNC+ devised for multi-
layer networks is proposed. DPNC+ is an NCP-based scheme that leverages cross-layer infor-
mation.
Section 3.4. This section provides an insightful discussion of how cross-layer information
is useful for managing resilience in multi-layer CGNs. Moreover, an algorithm facilitating a
dynamic discovery of the multi-layer network topology is proposed.
Chapter IV.
Sections 4.1 and 4.2. In these two sections the future challenges as well new trends for
routing and resilience are described.
Sections 4.3. This section studies the resilience capabilities required by an ILSA scheme.
Sections 4.4 and 4.5. In these two sections is introduced and validated a novel PCE scheme
called context-aware PCE.
Chapter V.
This chapter reviews and summarizes the proposed ideas of this Thesis. Moreover, it
suggests avenues for future work.
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Grade Networks
This section deeply discusses both routing and resilience schemes for CGNs. First, the RWA
problem for planning and online unprotected scenarios is analyzed in a comprehensive
manner. Then, the RWA problem is extended for protected scenarios, presenting two novel
proactive protection schemes based on NCP. Finally, this thesis distils the RWA problem in
protected scenarios under the presence of inaccurate NSI.
2.1 Routing and Wavelength Assignment in WDM Networks
WDM technologies are becoming a widely used commodity for the transport layer of CGNs
due to their vast transmission capacity and low power consumption. This is noticeable
by the continuously growing deployment of optical commodity switches based on WDM
technologies, replacing electrical switches at the core level in DCN scenarios [13].
In a WDM network – also referred to as WRNs–WR nodes are capable of routing data in the
optical domain without OEO conversion at intermediate nodes –this is known as all-optical
WRNs. In order to successfully establish a connection between two WRs, a lightpath consisting
in both a route and an optical wavelength must be properly selected on a short-term basis
by means of a RWA algorithm. In planning scenarios, the set of CRs are known in advance.
Therefore, the RWA problem consists in establishing a lightpath for all the CRs (minimizing
blocking) while allocating the minimum amount of network resources (optical wavelengths).
This problem can be formulated as a Mixed-Integer Linear Problem (MILP) which complexity
is NP-Complete [20].
On the other hand, in dynamic (online) scenarios, a CR arrives at a WR in a random manner
(with certain inter-arrival time) and it remains in the network during a certain amount of time
(with certain holding time). Typically, it is assumed that the inter-arrival time follows a Poisson
distribution whereas the holding time is exponentially distributed.
The RWA problem in dynamic scenarios must be solved locally by each WR –in case that
it is assumed source or destination based routing—or by a dedicated lightpath computation
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Table 2.1: List of Routing Heuristics.
Routing Heuristics
Fixed-Alternate [23],[24],[25].
Adaptive Routing [26],[27],[28].
entity such as a PCE. Notice that source-based RWA algorithms combined with a distributed
control plane scheme such as GMPLS or ASON is the option commonly recommended [21],
[22].
In order to minimize complexity, the RWA problem can be either jointly solved or splitted
into two sub-problems: 1) the Routing sub-problem, and 2) the Wavelength Assignment
sub-problem; then each sub-problem can be independently solved. Heuristics are commonly
used for both the routing and the wavelength assignment sub-problems.
There are three major heuristics for addressing the routing sub-problem:
1. Fixed-Routing: consisting in a pre-computed single (candidate) route for each source-
destination pair.
2. Fixed-Alternate Routing: for this approach multiple candidate routes for each source-
destination pair are pre-computed offline.
3. Adaptive Routing: under this approach, a route is selected online according to a cost
function which uses (commonly) global NSI such as available bandwidth, number of
optical fibers, etc.
In Table 2.1 a wealth of routing heuristics are listed.
Both Fixed and Fixed-Alternate routing approaches yield a lower path computation time
as well as a less signaling overhead compared with adaptive routing since routes were pre-
computed offline.
Nevertheless, a handicap related to the pre-computation of candidate routes is the difficulty
in finding the set of optimal candidate routes under the absence of online NSI. Moreover, the
set of candidate routes must be recomputed whenever the network topology have changed,
e.g., link or node failures.
Once a route is selected, a heuristic is used to select a wavelength. Conversely to planning
scenarios, in dynamic scenarios the number of optical wavelengths as well as optical fibers
on a link is fixed. Hence, the main goal of a wavelength assignment heuristic is to minimize
blocking. In Table 2.2 distinct wavelengths assignment heuristics for single and multi-fiber
networks are listed.
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Table 2.2: List of Wavelength Assignment Heuristics.
Wavelength Assignment Heuristics
Single Fiber Random Wavelength Assignment (RR), First-Fit
(FF), Least-Used[29], Most-Used [30], Relative Ca-
pacity Loss [31], Wavelength Reservation, Protect-
ing Threshold [32].
Multiple Fiber Min-Product, Max-Sum, Relative Capacity Loss,
Least-Loaded [33].
Once a lightpath is computed a reservation protocol is required in order to allocate the
selected optical wavelength on the most suitable route. There are four main approaches of
resource reservation schemes.
1. Parallel Reservation . This scheme assumes that each WR has NSI related to the whole
network topology (global NSI). Once a lightpath is computed, the source WR sends
reservation messages to each WR on the selected route in order to allocate the selected
wavelength on the links forming the selected route [34].
2. Source-initiated Reservation . Under this approach, once a lightpath must be setup,a
source WR sends a reservation message along the selected route reserving some optical
wavelengths along this route. Once the reservation message reaches the destination
WR, this one selects a wavelength that has been successfully reserved and sends a
confirmation request to the source WR, releasing other reserved wavelengths [35].
3. Destination-initiated Reservation. Under this approach, the source WR selects a route,
then it sends a reservation message along this route to collect NSI related to the available
wavelengths along this route, i.e., NSI is collected on the fly. Once the reservation
message reaches the destination node, this one selects an optical wavelength based on
the NSI collected [35].
Since NSI is collected on the fly, destination-initiated reservation yields a higher performance
compared with parallel and source-initiated reservation schemes. However, destination-
initiated reservation schemes require a higher time to provision a lightpath due to the propaga-
tion delay of the fiber links. On the other hand, parallel reservation schemes are cumbersome
due to signaling overhead issues.
Source-initiated reservation schemes do not have the disadvantages related to signaling
overhead and lightpath set-up of both parallel and destination initiated schemes. As a matter
of fact, a source-initiated reservation scheme is the option commonly recommended for
distributed control planes such as ASON.
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2.2 Challenges for RWA Algorithms
As mentioned in section 2.1, the WCC substantially impacts the blocking probability of a RWA
algorithm under inaccurate NSI.
There are several sources that may potentially cause inaccurate NSI such as: 1) the in-
formation aggregation caused by a hierarchical network design; 2) the non-negligible delay
propagation; 3) the failure of control messages;) 4) frequent CRs arrivals; and 5) the trigger
policy that determines when NSI should be disseminated, which often follows a periodic
behavior [36],[37].
The traditional main vehicles to offset the negative effects caused by inaccurate NSI are
supported by: i) the use of multi-fiber systems; ii) enhancing WR nodes with wavelength
conversion capabilities– WCRs; and, iii) decreasing the update time [38], [39].
On one hand, the simplest strategy (from a CAPEX perspective) to mitigate the negative
effects of inaccurate NSI is to reduce the update time. However, this might be cumbersome
because of signaling overhead (update NSI messages) concerns that lead to scalability issues.
Moreover, it is worth mentioning that even with unrealistic updating periods, i.e., flooding
update messages per network state change, NSI might still be inaccurate due to non-neglected
propagation delays [19].
On the other hand, the use of both multi-fiber systems and WCRs tend to be overlooked
because of the added high costs. In addition, WCRs deployment is also avoided because of
technical difficulties and power consumption. In light of this, there are several studies available
in the literature dealing with both the WCRs placement with a limited range of wavelength
conversion –sparse and limited WI networks–, and the deployment of non-uniform multi-
fiber systems, –the number of fibers on the network links are different–, aiming at reducing
both costs and technical difficulties [40]. However, the deployment of WCRs and multi-fiber
systems may not completely guarantee NSI accuracy.
The potential inaccuracy of the NSI is substantially affecting the routing decision process,
this is a well-known problem referred to as the RI problem [14]. There are several studies
available in the literature dealing with the RI problem in unprotected scenarios. It is institutive
that the negative effects of inaccurate NSI are more harmful in protected scenarios, where for
each primary lightpath a link-disjoint backup lightpath must be computed.
In this thesis it is considered that further investigation is needed aiming at designing RWA
algorithms capable of handling the negative effects of the RI problem in protected scenarios.
In addition to mitigate the RI problem, protection RWA algorithms must be efficient (low
Pcost ) and fast recovery times.
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2.3 Offline RWA in Protected Scenarios
The deployment of RWA in protected scenarios has the same constraint (WCC) as unprotected
scenarios. However, a new constraint must be added, this is that a primary and backup
lightpath must be link-disjoint. In the following sections it is discussed the issues related to
the deployment of NCP in planning scenarios with fixed-grid. Moreover, it is introduced the
benefits of multiple-coding related to the Protection Cost.
2.3.1 Network Coding Protection in WDM Networks with Fixed-Spectrum
In recent years, NCP has started to gain momentum in network research driven by its fast
recovery times and low Pcost . NCP is a proactive protection scheme that combines NC and
a proactive protection schemes such as DP. The pioneer work found in [41] introduced the
benefits of NC to improve network throughput specifically in multicast and wireless network
scenarios. On the other hand, DP schemes are one of the most widespread protection strategies
used due to: (1) simplicity, (2) low recovery time, and (3) near hit-less recovery features.
Nevertheless, DP schemes are severely limited by bandwidth availability.
Among the list of studies related to NCP it can be mentioned studies such as [17], proposing
the use of NC combined with a 1+N protection strategy on p-cycles. Other studies such as
[42],[18] proposed network coding combined with a DP scheme, hereinafter referred to as
DPNC. In this thesis it is proposed an NCP scheme based on a DP strategy referred to as DPNC*
scheme which uses multiple-coding to reduce the Pcost . DPNC* is able to operate in both
IP/MPLS and Optical network layers.
For the purpose of illustrating the basic operation of DPNC* in a planning scenario, it
is considered the network topology depicted in Fig. 2.1a showing a single layer connected
digraph, G(V ,E), where V can be either the set of WRs or IP/MPLS routers and E is set the of
optical links or IP/MPLS virtual connections.
To protect the traffic sent along links e4,5, e1,5 and e3,5 (T4,5,T1,5 andT3,5) using a DPNC*,T4,5,
T1,5 and T3,5 are simultaneously sent along link-disjoint paths which are (e4,7, e7,3, e3,2, e2,5),
(e1,2 , e2,5) and (e3,2, e2,5), respectively.
In addition, in order to benefit from NC features, node 3 codes the traffic T3,5 (not shown
in Fig. 2.1a) and T4,5, producing T ′′3,2, and node 2 codes all protected traffic (as well as already
coded data), i.e., T ′1,5+ T
′′
3,2 , producing T
′′
2,5, and then sends T
′′
2,5 to node 5 along the link e2,5.
Under this configuration, whenever there is a failure affecting only one of the protected links,
for instance, e1,5, node 5 can recover (in an agile manner) the affected traffic by decoding T ′2,5,
e.g., T ′′2,5+T3,5+T4,5 = T ′1,5. Thus, all protected traffic is aggregated (coded) into a single data
stream T ′′2,5, resulting in a lower Pcost . Indeed, the main advantage of a DPNC scheme resides
on the coding of traffic. By coding traffic (by means of a simple linear coding strategy, i.e.,
Exclusive-Or) is possible to transmit several data streams while using the same amount of
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Figure 2.1: Protection strategies: a) DPNC*; b) DPNC; c) DP.
network resources required to transmit solely a single data stream.
Consider that the Pcost for protecting links e4,5, e1,5 and e3,5 using DPNC* with multiple
coding is: Pcost (e4,5, e1,5,e3,5) = 5U –count the number of T ′x,y and T ′′x,y–, beingU a network
resource unit, such the number of optical wavelengths allocated for link protection. This cost
is lower than the obtained by a conventional DP scheme (7U ), and DPNC which is 6U due to
the inability of multiple-coding, see 2.1c and Fig. 2.1b respectively. Therefore, it can be stated
that NC with the capacity to code data already coded significantly reduces the Pcost .
In the scenario described in this section the following settings are considered:
1. The input traffic for all links has the same bitrate and requires the allocation of 1U .
2. The objective is to protect all links.
3. The finest traffic granularity to be protected is the whole traffic sent along a link.
4. For simplicity, all coding operations are based on the exclusive-or over GF (2), i.e., the
Galois field of two or more data streams.
5. The NCP schemes described on this thesis are based on systematic coding. For more
information concerning other coding strategies the reader is referred to [43].
6. A standard fixed spectrum grid of 50GHz.
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Table 2.3: List of Symbols and Terminology for Section 2.3.1
W The set of protection groups.
P j ,k Set of protection paths for protection group j ,
where j∈W and k ∈ j .
P ′j ,k Pre-eliminary set of protection paths for protection
group j .
Din Function that given a node returns its indegree.
V ′ Set of nodes with an indegree greater than 2.
U Represents the cost to send traffic along a link.
7. Links with common terminal vertices are protected. It is worth mentioning that links
with different terminal vertices can be also protected. However, in this thesis it was
considered that the protection of links with common terminal vertices minimizes the
complexities of NC operations, i.e., minimize coding operations as well as NSI related to
the coded data streams1.
8. Single link failures are assumed since they are the most frequent type of failures in
communication networks. It is worth mentioning that the paths e2,5 and e3,2, e2,5 are
referred to as coding paths. A coding path is a path that conveys coded (protected)
traffic. In addition, note that T ′′2,5 encodes the already coded traffic (T
′′
3,2), this is the
concept of multiple-coding introduced in [45], which minimizes the Pcost . Moreover,
Table 2.3 summarizes the list of symbols used in this section.
The goal of DPNC* is to maximize the amount of coded data as long as it reduces the
Pcost . For instance, more coded traffic leads to the allocation of less optical wavelengths, see
Equation 2.1.
min
∑
j∈W
∑
k∈ j
|P j ,k | (2.1)
The set of protection paths for a protection group j can be defined as shown in Equation
2.2. This is the set of coding paths (common links) and the no-common links.
P j ,k =
(
P ′j ,k/
(⋂
k∈ j
P ′j ,k
))⋃(⋂
k∈ j
P ′j ,k
)
(2.2)
The operation of DPNC* is shown in Algorithm 1. The main aim of DPNC* is to avoid
1It is worth mentioning that there are studies available in the literature that deal with NCP with different
destinations [44].
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the forwarding of coded traffic by the terminal vertices of the links jointly coded (protected),
i.e., only links or paths with common terminal vertices are protected. Moreover, candidate
protection paths are selected as long as the cost of a candidate path is not more than x times
(we set x to 4) the cost of the shortest-path for the same pair of endpoints. This is done in
order to reduce the time complexity of DPNC*.
Algorithm 1 Overview of DPNC*.
Input: (G(E ,V ), l ayerTechnolog y), Output: (Pcost )
Pcost = 0 {Initialize the total protection cost}
W =Create protection groups according to the network layer technology(l ayerTechnolog y).
for i in W do
G ′ (E ,V )=G (E ,V )
for j in i do
Remove each j∈ i from G(E ,V ){Remove primary links.}
Backupi =Compute a set of candidate protection paths(G(E ,V )).
δ =Create subgroups formed by a single protection path belonging to each set (protection
paths/link)
(
Backupi
)
.
for k in δ do
αk =∩|k|n=1δk {find common links among the protection paths, this implies that along these links
traffic is suitable for coding.}
P
′
cost =;{Initialize the protection cost set of each protection subgroup.}
if αk !=; then
βk =δk \αk {find no common links.}
P
′
cost .add
(
Cost (αk )+Cost
(
βk
))
{Compute the protection cost and add it to the set P ′cost }
else
P
′
cost .add (Cost (δk ))
Pcost = Pcost +min
(
P
′
cost
)
G(E ,V )=G ′(E ,V ){add primary links.}
Furthermore, it is created what is called protection groups (the data streams sent along
links with common terminal vertices which are suitable for NCP) following two strategies.
In case that the network to be protected uses optical technologies the goal of DPNC* is to
maximize the size of protection groups. This is handy for topologies with a low Average Node
Degree (AVND). DPNC* attempts to find a balance between the size of protection groups and
the use of conventional DP for those data streams that cannot be coded (protected with NCP)
for topologies with a high AVND, as it is the usual case with optical technologies the goal of
DPNC* is to maximize the size of protection groups.
On the other hand, based on the conditions assumed in this section, it can be deduced
that the number of links that can be protected using NCP based on a DP scheme for single
failure scenarios can be computed as shown in Equation 2.3.
∑
i ′∈V ′
Din
(
i ′
)−1 (2.3)
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Figure 2.2: Evaluated Network Topologies assuming a planning scenario with a fixed-grid.
Therefore, it will be impossible to protect the traffic sent along all links of a network using
NCP based on a DP scheme. As a consequence, for those cases conventional DP is used
instead, i.e., DP is used for small protection subgroups, | j | < 3.
2.3.2 Evaluation of Protection Schemes in WDM Networks with Fixed-Spectrum
For the purpose of evaluating the performance of the proposed NCP scheme, namely DPNC*,
against other proactive protection solutions, in this thesis it is used the well-known program-
ming language python [46] and the library NetworkX [47] (a tool for creating and manipulating
graphs and networks) to build the simulation testbed. The performance of the proposed
protection scheme is evaluated on the two network topologies shown in Fig. 2.2, the well
known NSFNET topology (14 nodes, 21 links), and a model of the real Spanish Backbone
topology, hereinafter referred to as TID topology.
The performed trials assumed the following conditions: 1) routes are computed through
the shortest-path routing algorithm using hops as the metric; and 2) a link is considered
“congested” whenever more than half of its capacity is used for link protection. It is worth
mentioning that when a link is congested it cannot be used to allocate protected traffic.
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Figure 2.3: Total of Congested Links.
It must be noticed that the proposed protection scheme is designed to be employed at the
network planning phase; hence, traffic is not generated dynamically, and rather it is assumed
a certain fixed link capacity to cope with the expected traffic demand and the traffic to be
protected. Moreover, the evaluation is performed under the premise that the network topology
is static, i.e., it maintains its structure during time. Therefore, a modification in the network
topology will require a new network planning for defining the protection levels.
Evaluation results for both network topologies are depicted in Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4. The
metrics used in the evaluation are: 1) the percentage of congested links – links which more
than 50% of their capacity is allocated to protected traffic; and 2) the Pcost—the total amount
of network resources allocated to link protection.
It can be observed that for the NSFNET topology the performance obtained with DPNC*
is higher than the one for both DP and DPNC schemes. On one hand, only 1% of links were
congested when using DPNC*, compared with 17% using DP and 5% using DPNC. On the
other hand, the protection cost when using DPNC* is 138U compared with 140U and 154U
when using DPNC and DP respectively, whereU represents the cost to send traffic along a link.
Finally, for the TID topology, DPNC* shows a Pcost reduction of 12% (231U ) compared to
DP protection (264U ), while 2% reduction (259U ) is obtained with DPNC. However, the ad-
vantages of multiple-coding related to the percentage of congested links are not so noticeable
since the connectivity of the TID topology is high.
In addition to the evaluation results obtained in Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4, Table 5 summarizes
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Table 2.4: Percentage of Pcost over the total network capacity.
Protection schemes Evaluated network topologies
B1 topology NSFNET topology Telefonica I+D topology
DP 28% 36% 23%
DPNC 27% 33% 22%
DPNC* 26% 32% 20%
the percentage of Pcost over the total network capacity available for each network topology
evaluated. It can be observed that the proposed protection strategy, DPNC* shows a more
efficient utilization of the available network resources.
2.3.3 NCP in WDM Networks with Flexible-Spectrum
In the previous section we evaluate the benefits in terms of Pcost brought by NCP schemes
assuming a fixed-grid spectrum. In this section we study the performance of NCP schemes
considering a flexible-grid spectrum.
WDM networks commonly use a 50GHz fixed-grid [48] that may result in an inefficient
utilization of the OS. To overcome this issue, EONs have been proposed with the aim of
enabling enough flexibility to adapt the transponders bit rate to heterogeneous line rates [49].
It has been already demonstrated in the literature that an efficient utilization of the OS leads
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Table 2.5: OS utilization for Flexible and Fixed 50GHz grid WDM solution
Demand bit rate (Gbps) Modulation Format Reach (Km) EON Fixed-Grid
Br <40 QPSK (1 subcarrier) 2000 12.5 50
40≤Br ≤ 100 16-QAM (1 or 2 subcar-
riers)
500 12.5-25 50
100<Br < 200 16-QAM (3 or 4 subcar-
riers)
500 37.5-50 100
200≤Br ≤ 300 32-QAM (4 or 5 subcar-
riers)
250 50-62.5 150
200≤Br ≤ 300 64-QAM (3 or 4 subcar-
riers)
125 37.5-50 150
to a reduction in both equipment power consumption (OPEX cost), as well as equipment
installation, i.e., transponders or optical fiber (CAPEX cost) [50].
The major building blocks of EONs are the Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) and the Coherent Detection techniques, both combined with the exploitation of
distinct modulation schemes. It is worth mentioning that a flexible-grid configuration is not
limited to an unique multiplexing technique such as OFDM.
There are several studies in network research discussing the benefits of EONs with regard to
energy efficiency compared to traditional fixed-grid optical networks [51], [52]. Other studies
available in [53], [54] focus on combining EON techniques with protection schemes for the
purpose of reducing power consumption.
It is an intuitive reasoning that a substantial reduction on the Pcost can be achieved by
combining the flexibility of EONs with NC techniques. However, these benefits remain unad-
dressed. In light of this, in this thesis we derive a mathematical formulation for the deployment
of DPNC* enhanced with the flexibility inherent to the OS utilization enabled by EON. The
proposed NCP scheme is referred to as E-DPNC*.
In the previous section it was highlighted the operation of a DPNC* scheme in fixed-
grid scenarios. Nevertheless, in flexible grid setups there are several issues that need to
be considered when deploying a DPNC* scheme. Consider that in EONs the OS allocation
depends on the modulation format used, e.g., BPSK, QPSK, 16, 32 or 64-QAM. The modulation
format is selected according to the transmission rate as well as the distance length (transparent
reach), i.e., maximum distance without OEO conversion. On this basis, the computation of
link-disjoint paths must take into account both the transmission rate of the demands sent
along primary links to be protected as well as the (geographic) distance length of the backup
paths.
Table 2.5 shows the OS utilization for both fixed and flexible (EON) grid WDM solutions
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Figure 2.5: Link Protection using an E-DPNC* scheme in an EON scenario.
according to the transparent reach (the optical signal transmission without OEO conversion)
as well on the Bitrate (Br) of the data stream to be transmitted [54]. Notice that an additional
10GHz guard band (not shown in Table 2.5) must be allocated to avoid the negative effects of
adjacent channel interference. To illustrate the operation of DPNC* scheme in EON scenarios
we consider the network topology shown in Fig. 2.5. It is also worth noticing that in this
flexible grid scenario, the Pcost refers to the amount of OS required to enable link protection.
In order to protect the traffic sent along the primary links e1,4 and e3,4 –which are modulated
using a 16-QAM and 64-QAM schemes respectively– with DPNC*, the following configuration
is enabled: 1) The backups paths e1,2, and e3,5, e5,2 are provisioned, and; 2) the path e2,4 is
configured as the coding path. With this configuration the Pcost –according to the spectrum
slicing shown in Table 6 for EONs— is 175GHz:37.5GHz allocated to path e1,2; 100GHz
allocated to path e3,5, e5,2, and 50GHz allocated to the coding path (e2,4). This configuration
is the most suitable according to both the geographic distance of the backup paths, and
the demanded bit rate traversing the primary links. Otherwise, if the backup path e3,6, e6,2 is
configured instead of backup path e3,5,e5,2, the Pcost would reach almost 190GHz because the
transparent reach for a optical signal modulated with a 64-QAM scheme is 125 Km (kilometers).
Note that the distance length of path e3,6, e6,2, is 130 Km, hence, a 32-QAM modulation scheme
must be used.
On the other hand, in case that a fixed-grid solution is used for the scenario depicted in
Fig. 2.5 the Pcost would be 550GHz. Nevertheless, a higher Pcost (650GHz) is obtained if
conventional DP is used instead of DPNC*. Therefore, DPNC* combined with the features
of EONs (hereinafter referred to as E-DPNC*) provides a significant Pcost reduction in EON
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scenarios.
Operation of E-DPNC* in single link failure scenarios
The goal of E-DPNC* is to link enable protection in such a way that the coding of traffic is
maximized, while simultaneously minimizing the Pcost . Notice that the deployment of NCP
in EON scenarios is a sub-problem of the 1+1 DP formulation proved to be NP-Complete by
authors in [55].
In the following lines it is described mathematical model for the deployment of E-DPNC*
in single link-failure scenarios. The notation used for this model is depicted in Table 2.6.
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Table 2.6: List of Symbols and Terminology for section 2.3.3.
Symbol Meaning
G(V ,E) Directed graph representing a EON
scenario, where E is the set of optical
links and V is set of WRs.
W Set of Protection Groups.
g A Protection Group, where g ∈W .
s Protection Subgroup, where s ∈g .
δ
(
j ,d
)
The OS required to route a traffic de-
mand along a given link
ι
(
j
)
The length of link j (kilometers).
D1 (d) D1 (d)= 1 if demand d < 40 Gbps, oth-
erwise 0.
D2 (d) D2 (d) = 1 if demand 40Gbps ≤ d≤
100Gbps, otherwise 0.
D3 (d) D3 (d) = 1 if demand 100Gbps < d<
200Gbps, otherwise is 0.
D4
(
d , ι
(
j
))
D4 (d) = 1 if demand 200Gbps ≤ d≤
300Gbps and the length of link j is >
125 and ≤ 250, otherwise is 0.
D5
(
d , ι
(
j
))
D5 (d) = 1 if demand 200Gbps ≤ d≤
300Gbps and the length of link j is ≤
125, otherwise is 0.
xdj x
d
j = 1 if link j is the primary link for
demand d , 0 otherwise.
ydj y
d
j = 1 if link j belongs to the protec-
tion path of demand d , otherwise is
0.
y1,dj y
′d
j = 1 if link j belongs to the second
protection path of demand d , other-
wise is 0.
zs zs = 1 if protection subgroup s is pro-
tected, 0 otherwise.
Rd Receiver Node of demand d .
Sd Source Node of demand d .
L′ The set of affected failure links.
Γsj Γ
s
j = 1 if link j belongs to protection
subgroup s, otherwise Γsj = 0.
L′ The set of failed links.
D ′ The set of failed demands.
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The objective function is defined as given a graph G(V ,E)(representing a flexible-grid
optical network) minimize the Pcost . The mathematical model is as follows.
min
∑
k∈g
zs ×
[∑
j∈E
∑
δ
(
j ,d
)× ydj −∑
d∈s
max
(⋃
δ
(
j ,d
)× ydj )
]
(2.4)
Equation (2.4) defines the objective function as the OS needed to route the traffic demand
along a protection path, minus the OS saved by the throughput improvement achieved by
means of NC features.
The mathematical constraints are the following.
xdj + ydj ≤1∀s ∈ g , d ∈ s, j ∈ E (2.5)
Equation (2.5) ensures link-disjointness between a primary link and its backup path.
∑
s∈g
Z s = 1 (2.6)
Equation (2.6) defines that solely one protection subgroup belonging to a specific protec-
tion group will be protected.
∑
∀(v,u)∈E
xd(v,u)−
∑
∀(u,v)∈E
xd(u,v) =

1, i f v =Rd
−1, i f v = Sd
0, otherwi se
(2.7)
∑
∀(v,u)∈E
yd(v,u)−
∑
∀(u,v)∈E
yd(u,v) =

1, i f v =Rd
−1, i f v = Sd
0, otherwi se
(2.8)
Equations (2.7) and (2.8) formulate the flow conservation constraints for the primary links
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and the backup paths respectively.
δ( j ,d)= 12.5D1(d)+25D2(d)+37.5D3(d)+50D4(d , l ( j ))+62.5D5(d , l ( j )),∀d ∈ s, j ∈ E (2.9)
Equation (2.9) captures the strategy for OS assignment.
Operation of E-DPNC* in multiple link failure scenarios
Despite the fact that multiple simultaneous link failure scenarios are not as common as single
link failure scenarios, they must be also addressed by a protection scheme since their direct
impact on traffic losses might be highly significant. This is proven by several works already
available in the literature related to multiple link failure scenarios caused by natural disasters,
power outages or even by malicious attacks [56], [57], [58].
An NCP scheme may not be feasible under certain type of multiple link failure scenarios,
i.e., two or more links fail simultaneously. By feasible, it is referred to the cases where the Pcost
lower than the one obtained using a DP scheme. In this thesis three types of multiple link
failure scenarios (A, B, C) are distinguished assuming in all of them that the network topology
maintains its connectivity. Figure 2.6 depicts all three scenarios as well as the primary (Tx,y )
and backup (T ‘x,y ) data streams sent for every source-destination pair.
In Failure Scenario A (see Fig. 2.6a) we consider that two or more primary links fail
simultaneously, e.g., e1,4 and e1,3. In this scenario, an NCP scheme can efficiently recover the
affected traffic traversing the failed optical links, as long as: i) the protection paths of the failed
links are link disjoint, and; ii) no more than two primary links with the same terminal vertex
simultaneously fail. Failure Scenario A is formulated as follows.
∑
j∈L′
r sj ≤ 1∀s ∈ g (2.10)
∑
d∈D ′
xdj + ydk = 1∀ j ,k ∈ L′,k 6= j (2.11)
In Failure Scenario B (see Fig. 2.6b) we consider that two or more links fail simultaneously,
assuming that; i) at most two primary links with the same terminal vertex fail, e.g., e1,4 and
e3,4, and; ii) the terminal vertex indegree of the failed links is greater than one. We also assume
that a failed link does not belong to the protection path of another failed link. This scenario is
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Figure 2.6: Multiple link failure scenarios: 1) Scenario A; 2) Scenario B; 3) Scenario C.
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formulated as follows.
∑
j∈L′
r sj ≤ 2∀s ∈ g (2.12)
∑
d∈D ′
xdj + ydk = 1∀ j ,k ∈ L′,k 6= j (2.13)
It is worth mentioning that in Failure Scenario B, DPNC* might recover affected traffic, but a
different the strategy related to both selection of protection paths, and decoding operations, is
required see Fig. 2.6b. However, ThePcost used might be high in comparison with conventional
DP.
In Failure Scenario C (see Fig. 2.6c), two or more links fail simultaneously, e.g., e1,4 and
e1,2, assuming that: i) neither of the failed links have a terminal vertex in common, and; ii) at
most one of the failed links is part of the backup path of another failed link, i.e., link e1,2 is
part of the backup path of link e1,4, which is (e1,2,e2,4). In this scenario a DPNC* scheme can
efficiently recover the affected traffic, but a second protection backup path might be required.
This scenario is formulated as follows.
∑
j∈L′
r sj ≤ 2∀s ∈ g (2.14)
∑
d∈D ′
xdj + ydk = 1∀ j ,k ∈ L′,k 6= j (2.15)
Equation (2.5) must be modified to meet Failure Scenario C as shown in Equation (2.16):
xdj + ydj + y1,dj ≤ 1∀s ∈ g ,d ∈ s, j ∈ E (2.16)
Moreover, the following constraints must be added to achieve the proper deployment of
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E-DPNC*.
∑
j∈E
y1,dj + y1,d2j > |s|∀s ∈ g ,d ∈ s,d 6= d2 (2.17)
Equation (2.17) defines the conditions to enable traffic coding for the second protection
path. Equation (2.18) defines the flow conservation for the second protection path.
∑
∀(v,u)∈E
y1,d(v,u)−
∑
∀(u,v)∈E
y1,d(u,v) =

1, i f v =Rd
−1, i f v = Sd
0, otherwi se
(2.18)
On the other hand, notice that Equation (2.16) may not be fulfilled, since it depends on
topology characteristics such as edge connectivity, i.e., maximum number of link-disjoint
paths. Thus, Equation (2.16) should not be considered and the following constraints must be
added to the E-DPNC* problem.
xdj + ydj = 1∀s ∈ g ,d ∈ s, j ∈ E (2.19)
xdj + y1,dj = 1∀s ∈ g ,d ∈ s, j ∈ E (2.20)
∑
j∈E
(
ydj + y1,dj
)
∑
k∈E
(
ydk + y1dk
) ≥ |ϕ|∀s ∈ g ,d ∈ s (2.21)
Equation (2.19) and (2.20) define link-disjointness between primary paths and protection
paths. Finally, Equation 2.21 defines the so-called protection grade, which is the link-disjoint
degree between the protection path, and second protection path for a certain protection
subgroup. The protection grade was set to 0.33 –according to [59]– for all protection subgroups,
hence, a protection path and a second protection path must be at least 33% link-disjoint.
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Figure 2.7: Pcost for single link failure scenarios.
2.3.4 Evaluation of Protection Schemes in Optical Networks with Flexible-Spectrum
In this section we compare the performance of an E-DPNC* scheme with both DP for a fixed-
grid (assuming 50GHz channels), and E-DP for a flexible spectrum configuration respectively.
The evaluation environment was built using the Python graph library NetworkX. In this
performance evaluation we consider the Telefonica Spanish backbone optical topology, with a
traffic matrix reaching a total traffic volume of 1.20 Tbits [59], see Fig 2.1b.
Figure 2.7 and Fig. 2.8 depict the total Pcost for single, and multiple link failure scenarios
(Failure Scenario C), where thePcost is the amount of optical spectrum required to enable link
protection. In addition, Fig. 2.9, depicts the Pgain for both E-DP and E-DPNC* schemes on
single and multiple link failure scenarios. The Pgain computed as shown in Equation (2.22),
defines the improvement in the Pcost for a protection scheme compared to a conventional
dedicated protection scheme, where Pcost (DP ) and Pcost (NCP ) are the Pcost for a DP and an
NCP scheme respectively.
Pgain = Pcost (DP )−Pcost (NCP )
Pcost (DP )
(2.22)
Note that a Pcost reduction of 32.6 and 20.5 % can be obtained with E-DP compared with
DP for single and multiple link failure scenarios respectively. Nevertheless, a higher Pcost
reduction is obtained when NC techniques are used, that is, 42% and 38% respectively.
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Figure 2.8: Pcost for multiple link failure scenarios.
Figure 2.9: Pgain for single and multiple link failure scenarios.
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of the Pcost per WR in a single link failure scenarios.
On the other hand, with E-DPNC*, the Pgain is 41.5% and 34.7% for single and multiple link
failure scenarios respectively. Therefore, the usage of NCP techniques significantly increases
the Pgain for the E-DP scheme on a 8.9% for single link failures and a 14.2% for multiple link
failures.
Moreover, Fig. 2.10 shows the Pcost per WR for each of the evaluated protection schemes
on single failure scenarios. The Pcost for a specific WR strongly depends on the routing metrics
used as well as on the traffic matrix. Furthermore, for the specific case of a E-DPNC* scheme, a
intuitive thought is to assume that nodes with a high degree centrality (highly connected) [60],
and their neighbors (direct connected nodes) are also high connected, tend to have a high
Pcost , such as WRs 9, 10 and 6, see Fig. 2.10. Therefore, whether a WR x is highly connected
and its neighbors are too, x will be probably selected as coding node, i.e., a node that codes
(mix) traffic; hence, it will allocate optical resources to protected traffic. In a similar manner,
Fig. 2.11 depicts the Pcost per WR for multiple link failure scenarios (Failure Scenario C).
Based on the numerical results presented in this section, it can be concluded that a proac-
tive protection scheme such as E-DPNC*, that combines the advantages provided by the
flexible-grid of EON and network coding related to network throughput improvement, outper-
forms conventional proactive protection schemes using either a fixed or a flexible grid in both
single link and multiple link failure scenarios.
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of the Pcost per WR in a multiple link failure scenario.
2.3.5 Techno-Economic Analysis of NCP schemes
Most of the studies related to NCP evaluate the Pcost in a technology agnostic manner, i.e.,
the specific topology technology issues, either IP/MPLS or Optical, are not considered. In
fact, there is limited information in the research literature regarding the performance of NCP
deployed on Optical and IP/MPLS topologies, and the advantages that NCP may bring to a
network provider concerning its CAPEX and OPEX. In order to provide some lights on this issue,
in this section we conduct a novel techno-economic study with the aim of evaluating both
CAPEX and OPEX required by proactive protection schemes, with and without NC features,
and deployed either at the IP/MPLS or at the Optical layer of a multi-layer CGN with a fixed
grid.
It must be highlighted that the intention of this techno-economic study is to adopt the
NCP strategies proposed in this thesis and in [18] in order to perform an extensive evaluation
regarding the impact of NCP schemes (specifically NCP based on a DP scheme) on CAPEX and
OPEX of a network provider. To this end, in this thesis we consider the following: 1) network
layer technology (IP/MPLS or Optical); and 2) NCP schemes deployed solely at the IP/MPLS
or at the Optical layer.
It can be stated that an NCP scheme might be deployed as a protection scheme either at the
IP/MPLS or at the Optical layer since NC operations can be executed in the optical or in the
electrical domain. Therefore, this flexibility with regard to NC operations could be exploited by
distinct types of multi-layer recovery schemes, such as Top-Down, Bottom-Up or Integrated
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Table 2.7: Building blocks of the multi-layer network model.
Component Type Cost
4x 100GE line cards 36
Short-Reach Transceiver 1
All optical NC 3
WDM Transponder 15
Amplifiers: (Ap , Ab) 0.8
AWG (40 channels) 0.9
Interleaver (80 channels) 0.5
WSS 1×9 (including splitter and filter) 4
approaches [61]. However, despite of this network layer agnosticism, there are several issues to
be considered before deciding on the most “suitable” network layer to deploy an NCP scheme.
This can encompass several metrics. For instance, notice that recovery actions executed at the
IP/MPLS layer have a high granularity level, i.e., distinct protection paths can be selected per
IP flow –even thought protection per MPLS label may required relevant configuration efforts.
Conversely, a high granularity level cannot be achieved by a recovery action executed at the
Optical layer, because the traffic is more aggregated at this layer, i.e., wavelength granularity,
several IP flows may be aggregated into a single wavelength.
Another metric to be considered is the recovery time. Recovery actions executed at the
Optical layer have a coarser-granularity. This implies a lower recovery time compared to
recovery actions executed at the IP/MPLS layer, because recovering the traffic affected by a
failure on an optical link may lead the simultaneous recovery of multiple IP flows, since along
an lightpath is aggregated multiple IP flows.
This section focuses on both CAPEX and OPEX as the metrics to decide the most suitable
layer to deploy an NCP scheme. To this end, we assume that the evaluated protection schemes
are deployed either at the IP/MPLS layer or at the Optical layer; hence, cross-layer information
is not required. Moreover, all cost values used in this thesis are normalized to the cost of a 10
Gbps transponder, i.e., 1 cost unit= cost of a 10 Gbps transponder [62]. The network compo-
nents assumed in the techno-economic study and their respective costs are summarized in
table 2.7. It is worth mentioning that the assumptions regarding all-optical coding devices
are referred to a future scenario in which these components will be commercially available.
However, based on the strong research efforts available in the literature (see Section 2.3.6) it
is realistic to assume that NC components will be available soon. The cost of All optical NC
features is cost computed based on the NC architecture shown in [63]
Moreover, since the costs of both IP and Optical technology equipments tend to decrease,
it is reasonable to predict the cost evolution of the NEs over a period of time by means of
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Figure 2.12: Multi-layer node architecture.
forecasting price models. Otherwise, it would not be fair to compare CAPEX or OPEX in
different time periods. Forecasting models are traditionally used as network planning tools
to estimate (predict) the cost evolution of technology equipments. For instance, the study
available in [64] presents a cost prediction model that leverages learning curves and logistic
functions. Driven by the accuracy of this prediction model, in this thesis a derivation of this
model is employed in order to estimate the cost of IP/MPLS and Optical equipments. The used
model includes parameters such as equipment cost in a reference year, relative accumulated
production volume sold at the reference year, etc. These parameters must be adapted for each
of the network equipment that will be modeled.
On the other hand, regarding the multi-layer nodes architecture, we assume a separate
multi-layer network model as shown in Figure 2.12. The rationale driving this assumption is
that an integrated architectural model is not a mature technology. There are several issues
that need to be addressed for an integrated model such as multi-vendor interoperability.
Figure 2.13 shows the multi-layer Spanish backbone topology used for the techno economic
study presented in this section. Moreover, the list of symbols and terminology are described
in table 2.8 .
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Figure 2.13: Multi-layer Spanish backbone topology.
On one hand, the following assumptions apply to the settings for the IP layer network
model.
• Each IP router embeds 2 IP/MPLS router 4x100 GE line cards, since the maximum link
degree of the IP topology shown in Fig. 2.13 is 6.
• The cost of each card is 36 cost units.
• The cost of short-reach transceiver is 1 cost unit.
• A 50% traffic increase per year [59].
The total IP network capacity is C ×E= 100×84=8.4 Tbps, where C and E are the capacity and
total amount of IP/MPLS interfaces respectively.
• It was not considered both CAPEX and OPEX concerning electrical NC features, since
they do not have a significant impact in comparison with the cost related to data streams
transmission.
• It was used a protection-threshold policy, which defines the percentage of the total
network capacity that is allocated for protection. In the particular testing scenario
evaluated, a 50% protection-threshold was used. Whenever the protection-threshold is
exceeded it is necessary to invest in new network equipment. e.g., IP/MPLS Router Line
Cards.
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Table 2.8: List of Symbols and Terminology for Section 2.3.5
d A WR degree
Wss Wavelength Selective Switch.
AWG Arrayed Wavelength Grating (optical multiplexers)
Ab Boost amplifier.
Ap Pre amplifier.
I Interleaver.
GX The cost of All-Optical NC features, which is zero
when conventional DP is used.
• It is considered that the 100 Gbps IP/MPLS line cards have a power consumption of
351W [65].
On the other hand, the following assumptions apply for the Optical layer network model.
• 50GHz fixed-grid WRs.
• The traffic sent along each optical link demands the allocation of 5 optical wavelengths.
• A single fiber system, i.e., one optical fiber per link.
• The WR type is a 80 channel OXC with a link degree equal to 5.
• The total capacity of the optical network is 30×80 = 2400 channels, where 30 is the
number of WRs of the Spanish backbone topology and 80 is the number of channels
supported by each WR.
• The cost of a short-reach transceiver, e.g., gray, is 1 cost unit.
• The traffic sent along each optical links have a 50% increase per year, i.e., year-0 = 5
optical channels, year-1 nearly 8 optical wavelengths and so on.
• With the aim of providing realistic results the multilayer cost model presented in [62] is
extended to cover the cost of WRs with all-optical coding functionalities. For this pur-
pose, it was assumed all-optical XOR logic gates using Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers
(SOAs) based on Cross-Phase Modulation (XPM) with integrated interferometers. This
type of XOR gate is widely used because of its low power consumption, high operations
speed –over 40 Gbps–, and its support of 3R functions [63]. The cost of an all-optical
XOR gate is 3 cost units. In addition, all nodes, both Multi-Layers (MLs), i.e., IP/MPLS
routers connected to WRs, and WRs (without cross-layer connections) have All-Optical
NC features, even though not all nodes code traffic.
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• The cost of a 50GHz fixed-grid ROADM/OXC node with a capacity of 80 channels is
obtained using the Equation (2.23).
• WDM transponders with 100 Gbps and 2000 km of distance reach. The cost of the used
WDM transponders is 15 cost units.
• The power consumption for all-NC features is negligible due to its low consumption in
comparison with other features, e.g., data transmission, processing.
Coxc = d(Wss + Ab + Ap )+2dI +4dAwg +2Gx (2.23)
Techno-Economic Study of the IP/MPLS Layer
In this section numerical results related to the evaluation of proactive protection schemes and
their impact on both CAPEX and OPEX of a network provider are introduced.
The evaluated proactive protection schemes are: DP, DPNC and DPNC*. It was assumed
that these protection schemes are deployed at the IP/MPLS layer. The metrics to be evalu-
ated are: 1) The IP/MPLS Pcost (the total amount of IP bandwidth required to enable link
protection); and 2) the CAPEX and OPEX required to enhance the ML nodes for DP, DPNC and
DPNC* schemes, deployed at the IP layer on the network topology shown in Fig. 2.13
In Fig. 2.14 we show the percentage of IP/MPLS Pcost for a time window of 4 years. As it
can be observed, in year 1 a DP scheme already exceeds the (50%) protection-threshold level,
whereas for DPNC and DPNC* schemes is shifted till two years later. However, the Pcost of
DPNC* is less compared to DPNC and DP schemes.
On the other hand, Fig. 2.15 depicts the cost evolution for the IP/MPLS Router Line Cards.
The IP/MPLS Router Line Cards cost evolution has also been estimated with the forecasting
model introduced in the previous section. Notice that for a DP scheme, in year 1, the IP/MPLS
Pcost already exceeds by 11% the protection-threshold. Therefore, it is required the investment
of a 16% in terms of capacity (assuming a 5% safe margin) or an investment of 322 cost units
in order to not exceed the protection-threshold. However, no investment is necessary in year 1
for both DPNC and DPNC* schemes, rather in both cases this would be only required in year
3, measured in terms of 164 and 125 cost units for both schemes respectively.
Based on the results depicted in Fig. 2.15, it can be stated that with NCP based on a DP
strategy (DPNC or DPNC*) the CAPEX required to add new IP/MPLS Router Line Cards is
delayed two years. Moreover, DPNC* requires 72% less CAPEX compared with the required by
a DP scheme in the first year, and nearly 5% less than a DPNC scheme in the last year.
Finally, to properly evaluate the impact of the evaluated protection schemes on the OPEX,
it was conducted a power cost analysis. In light of this, Fig. 2.16 shows the overall power
consumption of the three evaluated schemes for a 4 year period. As expected, the reduction in
the network capacity allocated for NCP schemes protection has a direct impact on the power
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Figure 2.14: IP/MPLS Pcost over the total network capacity.
Figure 2.15: CAPEX of the IP/MPLS layer.
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Figure 2.16: OPEX of the IP/MPLS layer
consumption, since less transceivers and less IP/MPLS line cards are required. Notice that the
Power Consumption of a DPNC* scheme is 52% power compared with a DP scheme.
Techno-Economic Study of the Optical Layer
This section focuses in the techno-economic study of proactive protection schemes deployed
at the Optical layer. To this end, two evaluation tests are performed: 1) The percentage of
network resources (optical wavelengths) allocated to protect the traffic sent along optical
links (Optical Pcost ); and 2) The CAPEX related to the Optical layer, i.e., the cost required by
transceivers and WDM transponders.The first evaluation test assesses the Optical Pcost as
shown in Fig 2.17. From the results depicted in this figure it can be concluded that when using
DPNC* the Optical Pcost is reduced 13% and 3% compared with DP and DPNC respectively.
The second evaluation test depicts the CAPEX required by each evaluated scheme, see
Fig.2.18. From the results depicted in this figure it can be concluded that DPNC* requires the
lowest CAPEX compared with DP and DPNC schemes. Notice, that DPNC* requires 49% less
CAPEX compared with the DP scheme in year 1; despite of the cost required to enable NC
features.
To the best of our knowledge, this section introduces the first techno-economic study
evaluating NCP schemes in multi-layer scenarios. Based on the obtained results, it can be
concluded that by means of the multiple-coding features, both CAPEX and OPEX can be
substantially reduced independently of the network layer where DPNC* is to be deployed.
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Figure 2.17: Optical Pcost over the total of network resources.
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Figure 2.18: CAPEX of the Optical layer.
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Figure 2.19: All-optical XOR architecture.
Indeed, using DPNC* an average CAPEX reduction of 60.5% can be achieved independently
of the network layer technology. For instance, 49% and 72% of CAPEX reduction is obtained
when deploying DPNC* at the Optical and the IP/MPLS layer respectively. On the other hand,
a 52% of OPEX reduction is obtained at the IP/MPLS layer.
Therefore, since NC operations are supported at both IP/MPLS and Optical layers, the
network layer where an NCP scheme will be deployed, may be selected according to the
specific requirements of a network operator.
2.3.6 Implementation Issues with regard to NCP
In this section we discuss the technical issues related to the implementation of NCP schemes.
Conventional protection schemes such as DP have been widely and successfully deployed in
real optical network scenarios [66]. In light of this, it would be reasonable to suppose that the
deployment of NCP schemes based on a DP strategy seems feasible in the coming years.
A key issue regarding the deployment of NCP schemes refers to the execution of NC (XOR)
operations; in particular considering that the deployment of optical NC operations is more
complex in comparison with electrical NC. In the optical domain, the implementation of
all-optical XOR gates is widely studied in network research [67], [63]. Typically, the building
components of All-Optical XOR gates are Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (SOAs), see Fig.
2.19, supported by the fact that SOAs offer low-power consumption, easy deployment and
short-latency.
The execution of All-optical NC operations can be done at line speed for transmission
above 10 Gbps and up to 100Gbps with modulation schemes such as QPSK. Therefore, from
a practical perspective, the deployment of NCP schemes in a near future seems feasible. It
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has been already shown [63] that the practical implementation of optical XOR operations for
optical signals with different modulation schemes such as BPSK and QPSK is also possible
under test lab scale. However, the all-optical XOR of other modulation schemes needs further
study.
On the other hand, another issue to be considered for the deployment of NCP schemes,
specifically to Optical technologies such as Optical Burst Switching (OBS), is the utilization of
all-optical buffers. By means of all-optical buffers it is possible to cope with the delay added by
the coding of data streams with different bitrates. For more information related to all-optical
buffers the reader is referred to [68], [69].
Finally, another issue hindering the deployment of NCP schemes is related to signal features
such as phase tracking. The degradation of signal phase stability caused by the long fiber
signal transmissions as well as by Physical Layer Impairments (PLI) factors has a strong impact
on the performance of coherent signal distribution [70]. This affects both coding and decoding
functions require for the correct operation of an NCP scheme. Long optical fiber transmissions
are typical in multi-domain scenarios. The deployment of NCP schemes in multi-domain
scenarios is out of the scope of this thesis and it is left as a future research trend.
2.4 Online RWA
This section is devoted to the study of online RWA algorithm under the presence of inaccurate
NSI. An online or dynamic scenario is the one where a Connection Request (CR) arrives in
a random manner. In the rest of this document the words dynamic and online scenario are
used interchangeably.
In online scenarios, lightpaths are continuously setup and tear down on a short-term basis.
This dynamism might severely affect the performance of an RWA algorithm. This negative
effect is mainly motivated by two issues: 1) the connection setup delay; and 2) the inaccuracy
of the NSI.
The study of RWA in the context of online scenarios is gaining momentum in network
research, motivated by the fact that nowadays FI applications, such as Video on Demand
(VoD) or DCNs, demand huge bandwidth and seamless connectivity in an agile manner, which
undoubtedly can overload the network with a high volume of Connection Requests (CRs).
The following subsections focus on the study of RWA algorithms on online scenarios with
inaccurate NSI.
2.4.1 The Routing Inaccuracy Problem
The availability and accuracy of NSI have a profound impact on both performance and
scalability of source-RWA algorithms. Indeed, inaccurate NSI might result in sub-optimal path
selections that potentially lead to an increase of the blocking probability. The main sources of
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inaccurate NSI are: 1) the NSI aggregation caused by a hierarchical network design, which is a
common case in DCN scenarios in order to improve scalability; 2) the non-negligible delay
propagation, which are commonly generated by Physical Layer Impairments (PLI) factors; 3)
the failure of control messages, which can be caused by malfunctioning nodes, and; 4) the
updating policy that determines when the NSI should be disseminated, which often follows a
periodic behavior.
The accuracy of NSI is important to meet the WCC, which states that a lightpath can be
solely established if the same wavelength is available on the path selected from the source to
the destination WR pair. Therefore, the accuracy of NSI, particularly reporting about overall
wavelength availability is significantly important, since suboptimal lightpath selections might
increase the amount of blocked connections.
Among the main vehicles to offset the negative effects caused by inaccurate NSI we can
mention the following: i) the use of multi-fiber systems; ii) enhancing WR nodes with wave-
length conversion capabilities–Wavelength-Convertible Routers (WCR); and, iii) decreasing
the time interval to disseminate NSI, hereinafter referred to as the update time.
The simplest one (from a CAPEX perspective), is reducing the update time. However, this
can be cumbersome because of signaling overhead (update NSI messages) concerns that lead
to scalability issues. Moreover, it is important to notice that even with unrealistic update times,
i.e., flooding update messages per network state change the NSI might still be inaccurate.
On the other hand, the use of both multi-fiber systems and WCRs tend to be overlooked
because of the added high costs, technical difficulties and power consumption. Nevertheless,
the deployment of multi-fiber systems is a more widespread practice in comparison with
WCRs.
A pioneer work related to the study of the RI problem in CGNs using optical technologies
(WRNs) for the transport medium can be found in [38], where authors analyze the performance
of conventional RWA algorithms under inaccurate NSI. This study successfully positions the RI
problem in WRNs by effectively demonstrating that in highly dynamic large scenarios under
inaccurate NSI the performance of conventional RWA algorithms significantly decreases, i.e.,
the blocking probability increases. This study also shows that RWA algorithms such as First-
Fit (FF) combined with shortest-path routing, that are considered optimal under accurate
NSI conducts suboptimal performance in comparison with other schemes such as Random
Wavelength Assignment (RR), i.e., FF is suboptimal under inaccurate NSI. More recent studies
propose analytical models for evaluating the performance of source and destination based
RWA algorithms under inaccurate NSI caused by propagation delay [71].
Another important study dealing with the RI problem can be found in [14], where the
authors focus on the RI problem for IP networks considering delay and bandwidth constrained
applications. To this end, the authors propose probabilistic models to express the inaccuracy
of NSI. More recent works such as [72] propose a so-called Bypass-Based Routing. The Bypass-
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Based Routing is based on a innovative metric utilized to model uncertainty combined with a
mechanism that bypasses congested links –whenever a path selection is sub-optimal.
The proposals dealing with the RI problem in WRNs can be categorized into three main
approaches.
1. Update Policies . These proposals do not focus on the design or improvement of RWA
algorithms, rather propose novel updating policies aiming at minimizing the signal-
ing overhead while attempting to maintain accurate NSI [73], [74]. Conversely to the
conventional periodical dissemination of NSI, an updating policy triggers NSI updates
according to a certain policy, e.g., an NSI update is disseminated when the residual ca-
pacity (the available wavelengths on a link), is less than a certain threshold. A handicap
of this approach is its disruption in the current flooding NSI mechanisms.
2. RWA based on global NSI. These proposals do not attempt to minimize the signaling
overhead. Instead, they assume a global NSI scenario –an unrealistic assumption for
source RWA using distributed control planes– and propose to enhance WRs with rerout-
ing capabilities. For instance, in case a lightpath cannot be established, an intermediate
WR selects an alternative lightpath, i.e., connection reattempts are performed [75],
[72]. A handicap of this type of approach is that it may lead to high connection setup
times due to reattempts. This issue should be avoided in CGNs demanding stringent
constraints such as provisioning times within hundreds of milliseconds.
3. RWA based on local NSI . Under this approach the dissemination of NSI is confined
solely to network topology changes. Common examples of these schemes are Predictive
RWA algorithms which rely on prediction techniques –successfully used in the com-
puter architecture field [76], supported by predictive counters used to model lightpaths
availability. Some contributions such as [19], [77] propose Predictive RWA algorithms
that minimize both signaling overhead and blocking probability.
As mentioned in this section, a possible strategy that can be adopted in order to offset the
effects of inaccurate NSI caused by periodic updating policies is to decrease the update time.
Nevertheless, this strategy might be cumbersome and can lead to signaling overhead issues.
In order to illustrate the negative effects on the signaling overhead caused by low update
times, consider the network scenario shown in Fig. 2.20. This scenario represents a smaller
fragment of a full-mesh Clos fabric network topology often used within DCNs, hereinafter
referred to as DCN topology, implementing a flooding update mechanism for NSI dissemina-
tion, as is the case for the widely used OSPF-TE protocol [78]. It is worth mentioning that all
WRs within a spine are connected –not shown in Fig. 2.20.
According to a flooding update policy, when a lightpath is provisioned between the WR
pairs S and D using wavelength λ1, WR A as well as other WRs within spine 2, will receive 4
update messages sent by spine 1. Then, each WR in spine 2 will reflood all received update
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Figure 2.20: Signaling overhead issues related to the update time.
messages to WRs in spines 3, 4, and 5. Therefore, a total of 16 update messages will be
generated in the network. This might be cumbersome in highly dynamic large scenarios
due to signaling overhead issues, where connections are provisioned and released in a short-
term basis. Conversely, low flooding rates (high update times) might not reflect the actual
(real) network state, what unquestionably drives higher blocking probability rates due to the
inaccuracy related to NSI. Moreover, regardless the updating policy strategy to be deployed
there is not any guarantee about the degree of NSI accuracy; hence motivating a non-negligible
ratio of connection blocking that cannot be ignored.
On the other hand, another source of inaccurate NSI is the aggregation caused by a hierar-
chical network design. Hierarchical topologies are becoming a widespread practice in DCN
design because of scalability issues related to signaling overhead and network size increase
[79]. However, as shown in Fig. 2.21, the aggregation imposed by a hierarchical topology design
has a collateral (negative) effect, namely the NSI is non-complete because it does not contain
low-granularity information about wavelengths availability, i.e, wavelengths availability per
link. For instance, in the scenario shown in Fig. 2.21, WR S does not have the wavelength
availability for all links within a network segment, e.g., Segment 2.
Other sources introducing inaccuracy on the NSI are non-negligible delay propagation,
and the failure of control (OSPF-TE and RSVP-TE) messages. The former factor might have an
impact on both source and destination-based routing and it is mainly caused by PLI factors
jointly with network topology characteristics such as large diameter –it is worth mentioning
that large networks do not necessary have a large diameter. The latest factor can be caused
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Figure 2.21: Negative effects of inaccurate NSI due to the aggregation imposed by a hierarchical
network design.
by a malfunctioning WR. Albeit this rarely occurs, it can potentially have an impact on both
distributed and centralized RWA algorithms.
On the other hand, it is worth mentioning that although the RI problem also affects
centralized control architectures such as a PCE or SDN, these architectures are out of the
scope of this thesis with regard to the RI problem.
In fact, the main reason positioning the focus on source-RWA approaches is the recent
concern in speeding up the packet-optical integration in DCNs by adopting centralized control
architectures such as OpenFlow for the packet domain; whereas the optical domain remain
under distributed control architectures such as GMPLS or ASON (since OpenFlow requires to
be further enhanced to support optical capabilities), being source-RWA the option commonly
preferred by this type of control planes [80], [81]. For more information the reader is referred
to [82].
2.4.2 Hybrid Prediction based Routing
In this section, it is proposed a source-based RWA algorithm for addressing the routing inaccu-
racy problem in WRNs without considering the WCC. Therefore, the proposed RWA algorithm
can be easily extended for IP/MPLS networks since the only constraint related to the blocking
of a lightpath is the available bandwidth. The symbols used in this section are listed in Table
2.9.
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Table 2.9: List of Symbols and Terminology for Section 2.4.2
Symbols Meaning
G(V , E) Directed graph where V is the
set of WRs and E is the set of op-
tical links.
p(s)i Predictive counter of link i lo-
cally computed by a WR s,
where s ∈ V , i ∈ E , and p(s)i ∈
{0,1,2,3}.
L 1(s)j Availability of route j locally
computed by a WR s for a
Moderate-Dynamic scenario.
L 2(s)j Availability of route j locally
computed by a WR s for a
Highly-Dynamic scenario.
v (s)i Vulnerability degree of link i lo-
cally computed by a WR s.
b(s)i The residual bandwidth of link i
locally computed by a WR s.
² Predefined threshold defining
the degree of inaccuracy toler-
ated by HPBR.
λ A wavelength unit.
breq Optical bandwidth demanded
by a CR.
C1(s)j The cost of route j locally com-
puted by a WR s for a Moderate-
Dynamic scenario.
C2(s)j The cost of route j locally com-
puted by a WR s for a Highly-
Dynamic scenario
N j Number of hops along route j .
V (s)j Vulnerability of route j locally
computed by WR s.
The proposed RWA algorithm is referred to as Hybrid Prediction-based Routing (HPBR).
HPBR also exploits the use of prediction techniques but differs from the predictive RWA
algorithms proposed in [19], [83], [77] in several aspects.
First, the previus RWA algorithms assume coarse-granularity counters (prediction counter
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per route), i.e., a two-bit counter (assigned locally by each node) for each route. HPBR adopts
a finer granularity approach. To this end, each WR keeps track of links availability by means of
a two-bit counter–prediction counter per link. Secondly, HPBR is not bounded to a unique
routing metric; it dynamically selects the most suitable metric according to the network
scenario.
HPBR makes use of two-bit counters to predict routes availability. A counter value is
increased as follows. p si = p si + 1 only when a CR along link i is blocked, i.e., during the
lightpath reservation the connection cannot be provisioned due to the lack of bandwidth, and
p si < 3. Conversely, a counter value is decreased as follows. p si = p si −1 only when a CR along
link i is successfully provisioned and p si > 0.
The rationale driving the adoption of two-bit predictive counters is because two-bit coun-
ters are enough to keep historical behavior of routes or in the case of HPBR of the links.
Otherwise, a low counter value is unable to properly model routes availability, whereas higher
values add a high degree of hysteresis which might cause sub-optimal paths selections –driven
by the inertia generated by high counter values.
Whenever a route is evaluated, the availability of this route is locally computed by each
WR according to the offered load conditions. For moderate offered loads (Moderate-Dynamic
scenarios) the availability of a route is computed as shown in Equation (2.24), where a high
value of L1,sj means that route j may be unavailable, the contrary occurs with low values.
L1,sj =
∑
i∈ j
p si v
s
i (2.24)
Moreover, the vulnerability degree ( v si ) is a concept introduced by authors in [83] and used
to model whether an optical link may lead to a connection blocking. The vulnerability degree
of a link is computed as shown in Equation (2.25).
v si =

1, i f and onl y i f
(
1− breq
b(s)i
)
< ²
0, otherwi se
(2.25)
The vulnerability degree of a link is selected according to the pre-defined threshold (²),
so-called blocking factor. Thus, the blocking factor parameter must be properly set according
to the offered load conditions.
In addition, notice that a predictive counter value is only considered for computing the
route availability whenever the link is considered vulnerable. Therefore, even though the value
of a predictive counter of a link is greater than zero, if this link is not vulnerable its predictive
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counter does not affect the availability of a route.
On the other hand, for high offered loads (a Highly-Dynamic scenario) the availability of
a route is computed as shown in Equation (2.26). Notice that in this case, the vulnerability
degree is not taken into account for computing the availability, L1,sj . Moreover, the hysteresis
degree of a link counter is decreased by means of changing the update policy of the two-bit
counters: p si = p si+2 solely when a connection along link i is blocked and p si < 2; whereas
p si = p si −2 solely when a connection along link i is successfully provisioned and p si > 0.
L2,sj =
∑
i∈ j
p si (2.26)
To clearly explain the reasons that motivated the adoption of a fine-granularity approach
(two-bit counter per link )for the predictive counters conversely to previous proposals (two bit
counter per route), such as Prediction-based Routing (PBR) and Fuzzy-based Routing (FRA),
let’s consider the topology depicted in Fig. 2.22a where source-based routing is assumed and
the offered load is moderate. A connection request (CR1) needs to be provisioned demanding
the allocation of 4λ with WRs S and D as endpoints. As a consequence, WR S selects the path
S−1−2−D forCR1. However, this path cannot be provisioned due to lack of bandwidth along
this route. This occurs because of the inaccuracy of the NSI in WR S, which reflects bs1−2 with
a residual capacity of 8λ. However, the real residual bandwidth of link 1−2 is 3λ, less than
the bandwidth requested by CR1, i.e., the local NSI stored in WR S is inaccurate. If predictive
counters per route (coarse-granularity counters) are used, then the predictive counter of route
S−1−2−D is increased.
Consider now the scenario depicted in Fig. 2.22b, where a second connection request (CR2)
reaches WR S with similar characteristics (5λ) on the requested bandwidth and WRs (S and
D as endpoints) as CR1. In order to provision CR2, WR S avoids selecting route S−1−2−D ,
due to its predictive counter value and attempts to provision this connection along path
S−1−2−3−D . However,CR2 cannot be provisioned because link 1−2 does not have enough
bandwidth to allocate CR2 as it was the case for CR1. Therefore, coarse-granularity predictive
counters do not capture the unavailability of link 1−2 and this is why route S−1−2−D is
shown as available.
Fortunately, contrary to coarse-granularity predictive counters, the use fine-granularity
predictive counters can predict the unavailability of link 1−2. In light of this, consider the
scenario depicted in Fig. 2.22c. WhenCR2 reaches WR S, this one captures the unavailability of
route S−1−2−3−D . This is because the counter of link 1−2 (a link part of route S−1−2−3−D)
is not 0; hence, route S−4−5−6−D is selected since all links belonging to this route have
their predictive counter values on 0. Therefore, based on this illustrative example it can be
stated that the use of fine-granularity predictive counters reduces the blocking probability.
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Figure 2.22: Negative effects of inaccurate NSI: a) and b) Coarse-granularity predictive coun-
ters; c) Fine-granularity predictive counters.
As such, HPBR uses fine-granularity predictive counters jointly with two cost metrics in
order to select a route. On one hand, the first cost metric, computed as shown in Equation
(2.27), is an enhancement of the metric presented by [83]. This cost metric can be categorized
as a dynamic metric since has high dependency on global NSI (hence, potentially inaccurate)
such as residual bandwidth and link vulnerability. Therefore, this cost metric is used for
Moderate-Dynamic scenarios, since the NSI is less susceptible to inaccuracy under load
offered loads. Notice that bmin is the minimum bandwidth available on the links forming
route j , where bmin =min bsi ∀i ∈ j . The parameter bmin is locally computed by each source
WR.
C1,sj =
L1,sj
N j −1
+N j
(
1
bmin
)
(2.27)
Moreover, since the availability of a route (left term of Equation (2.27)) usually has more
weight than the other parameters, we propose to divide it by the route length in order to
balance the weight of each parameter. In addition, in case that a route vulnerability is 0, HPBR
does not rely solely on the predictive counter value to compute C1,sj , see the right term of
Equation (2.27). This issue was not addressed by authors in [83].
On the other hand, the other cost metric used by HPBR, cf. Equation (29), can be catego-
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rized as a quasi-permanently metric since it has a low dependency of variable NSI, i.e., it avoids
both vulnerability and bandwidth parameters. This cost metric is used for Highly-Dynamic
scenarios.
C2,sj =
L2,sj
N j −1
+N j (2.28)
In order to select a route for a given CR, HPBR evaluate all candidate paths using both cost
metrics shown in Equations (2.27) and (2.28). To reduce path computation complexity, the
candidate paths (each source WR has exactly 4 candidate paths per source-destination pair)
were computed offline using Dijkstra algorithm with the number of hops as the cost metric.
The mechanism used by HPBR to select either C1,sj or C
2,s
j depends on the offered load. This
mechanism is discussed in the following lines as well as the rationale driving the use of an
hybrid cost metric approach.
Based on extensive simulations, the obtained results lead to consider that for Moderate-
Dynamic scenarios, a dynamic metric as the one shown in Equation (2.27) provides good
performance in comparison with other routing schemes. However, for Highly-Dynamic
scenarios a quasi-permanently metric based solely in static NSI such as the one shown in
Equation (2.28) exhibits a better performance. This is because as the inaccuracy related to NSI
(in particular the overall wavelengths availability) increases (since the available bandwidth
is rapidly changing due to high frequency of lightpaths being set-up and torn-down) it is
better to rely on routes that span less hops in order to use less bandwidth, and add less
inaccuracy. Indeed, the simulation results presented in the next section validate that in Highly-
Dynamic scenarios selecting paths that span several hops might potentially lead to suboptimal
performance. Therefore, for Highly-Dynamic scenarios it is better to rely on local NSI such as
the number of hops along a path. This has been discussed by authors in [84]. Nevertheless,
authors do not consider inaccurate NSI.
In order to select which cost-metric will be used, HPBR gathers NSI such as destination and
arrival time of CRs in order to evaluate the offer load in the network. The overall procedure
of how this is done is elucidated in Algorithm 2. As it can be observed, if a WR receives a
high amount of CRs during a short period of time (determined by variable Del ta− value
in Algorithm 2) and the destination WRs (variable Destinations in Algorithm 2) of these
requests are highly heterogeneous, then HPBR computes a route cost based on Equation
(2.28), otherwise it uses Equation (2.27). In Algorithm 2, the parameter th1 determines the
amount of collected information; whereas th2 specifies when the condition of CRs with highly-
heterogeneous destinations is met; finally, th3 specifies temporal proximity of the CRs. The
threshold values of th1, th2 were set to 20 and 8 respectively, whereas th3 value was set to 4
time units.
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Algorithm 2 Overview of the metric adaptation mechanism of HPBR.
Input: (dest , breq , t imestamp)
Output: (metr ic)
{dest ,breq and t imestamp are the destination, bandwidth, and arrival time of the requested light-
path respectively.}
if H .si ze()< th1 then
H .append(dest ){H is a set containing different lightpath’s destinations, the maximum size of H
(H .si ze()) is determined by th1, append() is a method that inserts the specified content into a
given set. }
RT.append
(
t imestamp
)
else
Destinations = di st inct (H){di st inct is a method returning a set of distinct elements of a set
(H). }
for i in range (0, si ze (RT )−1) do
Del ta.append
[
abs
(
RT [i+1]−RT [i ]
)]
{rate of change of the connection requests.}
Del ta−value=Di stinct2(Del ta){Di stinct2 is a method returning the amount of elements with
values less than th3, where th3 is a predefined threshold.}
if |Destinations| > th2 and Del ta−value > 0.7× th1 then
metr ic = Equation (5)
Set Increment/Decrement Values o f counter s
else
metr ic = Equation (4)
Set Increment/Decrement Values o f counter s
RT, H =;{Reinitialize H and RT }
2.4.3 Simulation Results with regard to Hybrid Prediction based Routing
In this section, we present the simulation results obtained by the proposed scheme namely
HPBR versus other similar predictive routing schemes available in the literature, such as
PBR, FRA, Balanced Vulnerable Predictive Path (BVP2) –BVP2 was adapted for WRNs–, the
well-known Least-Congested Path (LCP) [26], which among the evaluated schemes is the only
one that requires periodically dissemination of NSI, and finally these proposals are compared
with a routing scheme referred to as HOPS, which uses a routing metric based solely on the
number of hops along a path.
In order to ensure realistic findings, we build a simulation model for a WRN based on the
NSFNET topology (see Fig. 2.2a) using the well-known network simulator Omnetpp [85]. All
the plotted values have a 95% confidence interval not larger than 0.5% of the plotted values.
The traffic models for the evaluated scenarios are as follows.
• Moderate-Dynamic. In this scenario the Connection Requests Arrivals (CRA) for each
source WR are as follows: CRA1(t1), CRA2(t1+ t ),. . .CRAn(tn−1+ t ), where t and tn are
Poisson-distributed. This scenario has a moderate offered load since CRs arrive in an
incremental manner.
• Highly-Dynamic. In this scenario the CRA for each source WR are as follows: CRA1(t1),
CRA2(t2),. . .CRAn(tn) , where t and tn are Poisson-distributed.
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In addition, the following settings are assumed:
• The Holding time per connection is exponential distributed with a mean never exceeding
ten times the inter-arrival time.
• The average bandwidth requested per connection is Poisson-distributed with a mean
never exceeding the 10% capacity of an optical link respectively.
• WRs with 80 channels on a 50GHz fixed-grid, which is one of the channel spacing
standards defined by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU).
• The time required by a connection setup is neglected.
• Reattempt is not done once a connection is blocked.
• All WRs support full wavelength conversion.
• Single fiber system.
• Once a connection is established it cannot be reconfigured during its lifetime.
On one hand, Fig 2.23. shows the blocking probability versus distinct update times for a
Moderate-Dynamic scenario. In this scenario, LCP and HPBR present a good performance.
However, the performance of HPBR is not affected by the update time (as well as all the
predictive schemes), as it is the case with LCP. This is because for HPBR the dissemination of
NSI information is solely restricted to topological changes. Notice that the performance of a
prediction routing scheme based on coarse-granularity predictive counters such as PBR is not
as optimal as HPBR. Other similar schemes such as BVP2 and FRA yield a better performance,
but their performance is also not as good as HPBR.
On the other hand, Fig.2.24 shows the blocking probability versus distinct update times for
a Highly-Dynamic scenario. The purpose of this trial is to simulate a network heavily loaded
of CRs. For this purpose, a holding time ten times higher than the inter-arrival time is selected,
in order to increase the number of active connections in the network at any time.
Based on the results shown in Fig. 2.24 it can be seen that in Highly-Dynamic scenarios the
performance of routing schemes relying on Global NSI, such as LCP is significantly degraded.
This is not the case for predictive routing schemes. Among all predictive routing schemes,
HPBR yields the best performance.
Finally, Fig. 2.25 depicts the simulation results related to a mixture of a Moderate-Dynamic
and a Highly-Dynamic scenario, where the total amount of possible destinations is increased
–increase the number of active connections at any moment– for a CR. In this scenario, HPBR
switches from computing routes as shown Equation (2.27), to computing routes using Equa-
tion (2.28), once it detects (according to Algorithm 2) that the network conditions entail a
different network scenario –based on the offered load.
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Figure 2.23: Blocking probability for a Moderate-Dynamic scenario with 100 requests per WR,
6 WRs as sources and 14 WR as destinations, average holding time and inter-arrival time of 4
units; average breq =10% of total link capacity; and ²=5%.
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Figure 2.24: Blocking probability for a Highly-Dynamic scenario with 100 requests per WR,
6 WRs as sources, average holding time and inter-arrival time of 100 units and 10 units
respectively; average breq=2% of total link capacity; and ²=5%.
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Figure 2.25: Blocking probability for a mixture of a Moderate and a Highly-Dynamic scenario
with 200 requests per WR, 3 WRs as sources, average holding time and CRA time of 4 units
respectively; average breq=5% of total link capacity; and ²=5%.
It is important to notice how the performance of a static routing strategy, such as HOPS,
improves as the inaccuracy degree increases, i.e., more active connections at any moment.
This behavior was validated by a similar approach followed by authors in [84]. This rationale
motivated us to incorporate a hybrid metric system for HPBR.
Notice that for a low amount of distinct destinations FRA shows a low blocking prob-
ability, but for higher amounts its performance is reduced. The opposite occurs with the
HOPS scheme. However, HPBR shows low blocking probability independently of the network
scenario type.
A lesson learned from the obtained simulation results is that fine-granularity predictive
counters are the best option for addressing the routing inaccuracy problem in WRNs. Indeed,
the obtained results validate that the proposed scheme shows a better performance related to
the blocking probability in distinct dynamic scenarios.
2.4.4 Finer Prediction based Routing
As mentioned in this thesis, an important constraint limiting the performance of RWA al-
gorithms –specifically in WRNs without wavelength conversion capabilities referred to as
Wavelength-Selective (WS) networks– is the so-called WCC, which states that a lightpath can
be solely established if the same wavelength is available on the path selected from the source
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to the destination WR pair.
The rationale driving this section focuses on the RI problem caused by both large periodic
updating policies and high offered loads, considering the WCC. Thus, the envisioned scenario
considers WRNs without wavelength conversion capabilities under dynamic traffic, assuming
both single and multi-fiber systems. This section proposes a distributed source-based RWA
algorithm addressing the RI problem, referred to as Fine Prediction based Routing (FPBR),
which is based on prediction techniques (predictive counters) to model lightpaths availability.
Contrary to the prediction routing scheme proposed in this thesis called HPBR, FPBR considers
the WCC for routing purposes.
The main contribution of this section is twofold. First, to introduce a new algorithm,
namely FPBR that, similar to HPBR, makes use of fine-granularity predictive counters, con-
versely to other Predictive RWA algorithms which use predictive-counters per route/wave-
length –coarse-granularity predictive counters; second, to introduce an insightful discussion
on how the topology connectivity, the offered load, and the update time, all affect the blocking
probability of a RWA algorithm when the WCC is considered. The study presented in this sec-
tion may help to understand the performance of distinct source RWA algorithms in different
dynamic large scenarios. For the sake of understanding Table 2.10 lists the set of symbols and
terminology used in this section.
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Table 2.10: List of Symbols and Terminology used for Section 2.4.4.
Symbols and Terminology Meaning
de The ceiling operator, given a
value it returns the smallest inte-
ger greater than or equal to the
given value.
λn An optical wavelength where
n ∈ {1, ...|W |} .
W The set of wavelengths
used by any WR, where
W ∈ {λ1,λ2, ...λ|W |} .
F The set of fibers on any link, all
links have the same number of
fibers.
Ms,d The set of candidates paths for a
source-destination pair, where
s, d ∈V and s 6= d .
C si ,λ Fine-granularity predictive
counter locally computed by
WR s, where i ∈E , λ ∈W , and
C si ,λ ∈ {0,1,2,3} .
C s Total of fine-granularity predic-
tive counters per WR.
l sj ,λ Availability of a lightpath using
route j and wavelengthλ locally
computed by WR s.
N j Is the length of route j in terms
of hops.
W si Available wavelengths on link i
locally computed by WR s.
R si ,λ Residual capacity of wavelength
λ on link i locally computed by
WR s, where R si ,λ∈ {1, ...|F |}.
th Average holding time for all CRs.
tu Periodic time interval defining
the dissemination of NSI.
P j ,λ Blocking probability of a light-
path using route j and wave-
length λ.
ρi Utilization of a wavelength on
link i .
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FPBR is proposed as a predictive source RWA algorithm that selects lightpaths based on
historic information related to lightpaths availability. To this end, FPBR uses two-bit predictive
counters C si ,λ with fine-granularity, whose values from 0 to 1 and values from 2 to 3 model a
lightpath availability and unavailability respectively, on link i using wavelength λ. Notice that
predictive counters values are locally computed by each WR. Therefore, in case that a lightpath
selected by WR s cannot be setup on link i using wavelength λ, the predictive counter C si ,λ is
increased (solely when the counter value is less than 3), otherwise it is decreased solely when
counter value is greater than 0). As mentioned in this thesis, the use two-bit counters because
as is enough to predict routes availability since higher or lower counter values add a high or
low hysteresis level both leading to the improper modeling of lightpaths availability.
The availability of a lightpath (l sj ,λ) using wavelength λ and route j is locally computed by
a WR as shown in Equation (2.29). As a result, a WR using FPBR can select lightpaths without
requiring global NSI.
l sj ,λ =
⌈∑
i∈ j C si ,λ
N j −1
⌉
(2.29)
To illustrate the rationale driving the fine-granularity approach for predictive counters
when considering the WCC, (conversely to other Predictive RWA algorithms which adopt a
coarse-granularity approach), let’s observe the scenario depicted in Fig.2.26 . In this scenario,
W accurate stands for real (accurate) wavelengths availability on an optical link, whereas WS
stands for the wavelengths availability locally computed by a WR; hence, it is potentially
inaccurate. Moreover, FF is a source RWA algorithm consisting in the use of First-Fit (FF) for
wavelength assignment purposes and shortest-path algorithm for routing.
A CR arrives to WR S1 demanding a lightpath between WR nodes S1 and D. For this pur-
pose, in case that a conventional source RWA algorithm such FF or either Predictive RWA
algorithms using fine or coarse-granularity predictive counters are used, all three RWA algo-
rithms will select lightpath S1,1,2,D using wavelength λ1. This will cause the blocking of the
selected lightpath, because the NSI computed by WR S1 related to the available wavelengths
(specifically for link 1−2) is outdated (inaccurate), see Fig. 2.26a.
For subsequent CRs (connections arriving before the next update time) FF and predictive
algorithms will work differently. FF will continue selecting lightpath S1,1,2,D using wave-
length λ1, as long as the NSI in WR 1 is kept outdated, see Fig. 2.26b. Conversely, Predictive
RWA algorithms can capture the unavailability of lightpath S1,1,2,D using wavelength λ1,
thus selecting wavelength λ2 for the same path as shown in Fig. 2.26b. It is also important
to show the different behavior shown by fine and course granularity predictive counters. Fig.
2.26c shows how coarse-granularity predictive counters cannot model the unavailability of
wavelength λ1 on the path S1,1,2.
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Figure 2.26: An illustrative example of the RI problem in WRNs: a) Handicaps of conventional
RWA algorithms; b) Advantages of Predictive source RWA algorithms; c) Advantages of FPBR.
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This is a handicap for coarse-granularity predictive counters that can be overcome by using
fine-granularity predictive counters such as FPBR. Indeed, FPBR will select lightpath S1,1,2
using wavelength λ3, avoiding the blocking of future CRs.
The overall procedure related to the lightpath selection of FPBR for single-fiber networks
is shown in Algorithm 3. The first step (step. 1) of the FPBR algorithm consists in randomly
selecting –assuming uniform probability distribution for all wavelengths– a wavelength for
each path to a given destination d. In this thesis it is considered that under inaccurate NSI
a random selection of wavelengths is more suitable in order to offset the negative impact of
inaccurate NSI. Then, by means of fine-granularity predictive counters, FPBR computes the
availability of the selected lightpath, cf. Equation (2.29). If a lightpath’s availability is lower
than 2 and the selected wavelength is available on the output link towards the destination,
the lightpath is then selected; otherwise, FPBR will continue to evaluate the availability of the
remaining optical wavelengths. FPBR assumes that the NSI on the output link for all source
WRs is 100% accurate. It is worth mentioning that in the case that all lightpaths are predicted
to be unavailable, a source WR selects a lightpath based solely on its output links wavelengths
availability, cf. step. 2 in Algorithm 3. This is also useful to unblock the lightpaths that are in
an unavailable state (l sj ,λ). Finally, if there are no lightpaths available the incoming connection
is blocked.
For multi-fiber scenarios, the operation of FPBR is similar to the single-fiber scenario, but
for the former scenario FPBR selects the optical wavelength with the highest residual capacity,
i.e., the optical wavelength less used along an output link. In case that two or more optical
wavelengths have the same residual capacity, then an optical wavelength is randomly selected.
Algorithm 4 depicts this wavelength assignment strategy.
Moreover, the computational complexity of both Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4 is discussed
in the following lines.
FPBR algorithm works in two phases: an offline route generation phase, and an online light-
path selection phase (shown in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4). In the route generation phase,
|Ms,d | pre-computed (candidate) routes are (offline) generated for each source-destination
pair by means of Dijkstra algorithm with a complexity of: O
(|Ms,d |× |E |+ |V |× log (|V |)).
For a worst case scenario, the online phase has a complexity of (assuming a single-fiber
network): O
(
2×|Ms,d |× |W |
)
, whereas for a multi-fiber network the complexity is:
O
(
2×|Ms,d |× |W ||× |F |
)
.
The rationale driving the adoption of a route pre-computation strategy is to minimize the
complexity of the lightpath selection phase and to ease the deployment of FPBR in comparison
with an adaptive routing strategy. Despite the fact, that a pre-computation strategy can impose
a storage overhead per source WR of |Ms,d |×|V |−1, assuming all WRs as possible destinations.
This storage overhead can be neglected for a low amount of candidate paths. Indeed, a
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Algorithm 3 Lightpath selection of FPBR for single fiber networks.
Input: (d)
Output: (route,λ)
{step. 1}
W ′ =W {create a copy of wavelengths set}
state=0
route,λ=;
for j in Ms,d do
λ=select(W ′){Randomly select a wavelength.}
W ′.remove (λ){Remove selected wavelength from the wavelengths set.}
if l sj ,λ < 2and λ is available on the output link of s to route j then
route= j
Provision(route,λ)
state=1
BREAK{end loop execution}
if state == 0 then
W ′ =W
{step. 2. In case that all lightpaths are considered unavailable}
for j in Ms,d do
λ=select(W ′){Randomly select a wavelength.}
W ′.remove (λ){Remove selected wavelength from the wavelengths set.}
if λ is available on the output link of s to route j then
route= j
state=1
Provision(route,λ)
BREAK{end loop execution}
for i in route do
if state == 1andC si ,λ > 0 and i 6=output link then
decrease C si ,λ{1 means that selected lightpath could not be provisioned.}
else if state == 0andC si ,λ < 3 then
increase C si ,λ
high amount of candidate paths is an overkill since they do not significantly improve the
performance of a route pre-computation strategy [23].
On the other hand, as described in this section, FPBR does not require global knowledge of
NSI. This is a feature highly appreciated for the scalability of source RWA algorithms using
distributed control planes, mainly motivated by the difficulty to maintain accurate NSI with
the ever increasing constraints such as PLI factors, energy consumption, among others.
Finally, the total amount of predictive counters per WR is shown in Equation (2.30).
C s = |E |×|W | (2.30)
However, for a worst-case scenario, i.e., a full-mesh network, the total amount of predictive
counters is computed as C s = (|V |× (|V |−1)×W |)|. Therefore, in large full-mesh networks C s
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Algorithm 4 Lightpath selection of FPBR for multi-fiber networks.
Input: (d)
Output: (route,λ)
{step. 1}
state=0
route,λ=;
for j in Ms,d do
W ′ =Select the wavelengths with the highest residual capacity on the first output link of s to route
j
λ=select(W ′){Randomly select a wavelength.}
W ′.remove (λ){Remove selected wavelength from the wavelengths set.}
if l sj ,λ < 2 then
route= j
state=Provision(route,λ)
state=1
{The rest of the algorithm is similar to Algorithm. 3}
is significantly greater than the total amount of coarse-granularity predictive counters per WR
which is
∑
d∈V |Ms,d |×W . However, C s can be significant reduced if it is assumed that each
WR solely maintains state of predictive counters state related to the optical links part of its set
of candidate paths. In this case the computation of C s is shown in Equation (2.31).
C s = ∑
d∈V
∣∣∣∣∣ ⋃k∈Ms,d k×|W |
∣∣∣∣∣ (2.31)
2.4.5 Simulation Results with regard to Finer Prediction based Routing
This section presents extensive simulation results related to the blocking probability of distinct
source RWA algorithms evaluated on the well-known NSFNET topology (14 nodes, 21 links)
with an Average Shortest Path Length (ASPL) of 2 hops, Spanish Backbone topology, ASPL=3.30
hops, and the DCN topology, ASPL=2.14 hops, see Fig. 2.27.
The simulation results presented in this section were obtained using the well-known
network simulation framework Omnetpp [85], and all plotted values have a 95% confidence
interval not larger than 0.5% of the plotted values.
The network models used namely Single-Fiber and Multi-Fiber to obtain the simulation
results are described in the following lines. For these two network models the following settings
apply.
• CRs arrive at a node according to a Poisson process with an inter-arrival mean time t in
an incremental manner: CR(t1 = t ) , CR(t1+ t ) , ....CR(tn−1+ t ).
• The connection holding time (th) is exponentially distributed with a mean of 50 time
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Figure 2.27: Evaluated network topologies: a) NSFNET topology (14 nodes, 21 links); b) Spanish
Backbone Topology; c) DCN topology.
units.
• WRs without wavelength conversion capabilities –a WS optical network.
• Each CR requires a full wavelength on each link –grooming is not assumed. This as-
sumption is motivated by the high bandwidth demands within DCNs scenarios –above
100 Gbps.
• NSI is periodically disseminated according to the update time parameter (tu), after this
dissemination it is instantaneously available at all WRs.
• Blocked CRs are not reattempted.
• Once a lightpath is provisioned it cannot be reconfigured during its lifetime.
• Control messages loss as well as both propagation and connection setup delays are
neglected. This assumption enables to solely focus on the study of RI affected by tu
intervals, which impact on the blocking probability is dominating.
• For every source-destination pair each WR has 4 candidate paths. The candidate paths
were computed off-line by means of Dijkstra’s algorithm with the number of hops as the
routing metric and are sorted according to their cost, i.e., the first and last candidate
path are the shortest and longest path respectively. The candidate paths are recomputed
whenever the network topology changes.
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• 5 WRs as sources and 6 as destinations.
• 8 wavelengths per fiber.
Moreover, for the single-fiber model it is assumed the following settings: 1) An offered load of 5
erlangs per node; and 2) a single fiber per link; whereas for the multi-fiber model it is assumed
the following settings: 1) An offered load of 10 erlangs per node; and 2) 2 fibers per link.
Figures 2.28a, 2.28b and 2.28c depict the blocking probability versus a diverse spectrum of
tu values in a single-fiber network for FF, RR (consisting on a random strategy for wavelength
assignment with shortest-path routing ), a Predictive RWA algorithm using coarse-granularity
counters hereinafter referred to as PBR , which is proposed by authors in [19], and the FPBR
RWA algorithm. As shown in Fig. 2.28, both FF and RR algorithms yield the lowest blocking
probability only when the update time is very low. However, when the update time increases
to higher (realistic) values, the blocking probability of both FF and RR increases significantly
and tends to settle when the update time is approximately equal to the holding time. Contrary
to FF and RR, Predictive RWA algorithms such as PBR and FPBR are not affected by the update
time. Remind that Predictive RWA algorithms do not require the global NSI.
It is worth mentioning that the Average Shortest Path Length (ASPL) is a collateral source
of inaccuracy with regard to NSI. According to [86],P j ,λ = 1−
(∏
i∈ j
(
1−ρFi
))|Wi |; Hence, a
longer path length implies a higher probability of no meeting the WCC constraint. This is
aggravated under inaccurate NSI where the blocking probability is highly sensitive to the
update time, as proved by [36]. For convenience let P t0j ,λ be the blocking probability of a
lightpath under a update time of 0 time units (100 % accurate NSI), hence it can be assumed
that P t0j ,λ < P
t1
j ,λ < ...P
th
j ,λ. This is assumption is validated by the obtained simulation results.
Notice that for single-fiber networks the blocking probability of RWA algorithms dependent of
NSI is lower and tends to settle faster with topologies with low ASPL such as NSFNET and DCN;
the contrary occurs with topologies with high ASPL such as the Spanish Backbone topology.
A secondary cause of inaccurate NSI is the dynamicity of CRAs. High frequency of CRAs
leads to highly inaccurate NSI, the contrary occurs with low arrival rates. In light of this, in
Fig. 2.29, it is shown the blocking probability versus a large spectrum of arrival rates with an
update time of 25 time units –the rest of the network parameters assumed for single-fiber
networks are the same. As it can be seen Predictive RWA algorithms are not affected by the
connection arrival rate, conversely to FF and RR.
Based on the obtained results, it can be stated that the performance of conventional RWA
algorithms such as FF and RR are strongly affected by the inaccuracy of NSI. This is not
the case for the proposed scheme, which has a low dependency of NSI dissemination. In
conclusion, FPBR presents the best performance of the evaluated schemes in single-fiber
scenarios, whereas FF (optimal under accurate NSI) yields the worst performance.
On the other hand, the proposed RWA algorithm was evaluated in multi-fiber scenarios and
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(b)
(a)
(c)
Figure 2.28: Blocking probability versus a large spectrum of update times considering a single-
fiber model for: a) NSFNET; b) Spanish Backbone Topology; c) DCN topology.
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(b)
(a)
(c)
Figure 2.29: Blocking probability versus a large spectrum of arrival rates considering a single-
fiber model for : a) NSFNET topology; b) Spanish Backbone Topology; c) DCN topology.
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compared with multi-fiber RWA algorithms such as Least Loaded (LL), PBR, and the Weighted
Selective Adaptive Routing (WSAR) [87].
The LL algorithm is explicitly designed for multi-fiber WRNs, this algorithm selects the
wavelength that has the largest residual capacity (the wavelength least used among the fibers
on a link) on the most congested link. The LL operation is as follows: 1) i ′ =mini∈ j
(|W si |);
then, 2) selected_wavelength= max
(
R si ′,λ
)
, where i ′ is the most congested link on a path j . It is
worth mentioning that the LL algorithm needs global NSI, hence is susceptible to inaccurate
NSI.
The WSAR algorithm is another algorithm devised for multi-fiber WRNs which incorpo-
rates an innovative weight function method that enables to choose lightpaths based on the
wavelength availability and multi-fiber segments. Once the shortest path is selected, WSAR
chooses a wavelength in a random manner.
Based on the results shown in Fig. 2.30, it can be concluded that indeed, multi-fiber
systems can reduce the blocking probability of any RWA algorithm. Moreover, similar to
single fiber scenarios, global RWA algorithms such as LL and WSAR outperform the evaluated
Predictive RWA algorithms solely when the update time is low; but when the update time
increases the opposite occurs. Unfortunately, though expected, the performance of fine-
granularity predictive counters tends to approximate to coarse-granularity predictive counters
performance. This is because the inaccuracy of NSI is decreased due to the use of multi-fiber
systems. Therefore, the advantages of fine-granularity predictive counters are neglected under
accurate NSI. Moreover, notice that since the adoption of multi-fiber systems decrease the
inaccuracy related to NSI, it is not surprising that the blocking probability of global RWA
algorithms increases significantly in topologies with low ASPL such as the DCN topology.
Finally, Fig. 2.31 shows the blocking probability for a large spectrum of arrival rates with
an update time= 25 time units –the rest of the network parameters assumed for multi-fiber
networks are the same. Similar to the results shown in Fig. 30, Predictive RWA algorithms
are not affected by the connection arrival rate in multi-fiber scenarios, conversely to LL and
WSAR, even thought the latest is less affected by the inaccuracy caused by high arrival rates.
Based on the obtained simulation results presented in this section, the following lessons
are learned related to the study of RWA in dynamic scenarios under inaccurate NSI.
• The update time, connection arrival rates, as well as topology characteristics such as the
ASPL impact the blocking probability of RWA algorithms under inaccurate NSI.
• Predictive RWA algorithms can outperform RWA algorithms relying on global NSI under
the assumption of realistic (greater than 5 time units) update times.
• Fine-granularity predictive counters are more suitable for predicting lightpaths availabil-
ity in comparison with a coarse-granularity approach in single-fiber networks. However,
in multi-fiber networks the performance of both types of predictive counters is similar.
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(b)
(a)
(c)
Figure 2.30: Blocking probability versus a large spectrum of update time values considering a
multi-fiber model for: a) NSFNET topology; b) Spanish Backbone Topology; c) DCN topology
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(b)
(a)
(c)
Figure 2.31: Blocking probability versus a large spectrum of arrival rates considering a multi-
fiber model for: a) NSFNET topology; b) Spanish Backbone Topology; c) DCN topology.
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2.4.6 Routing Inaccuracy Problem in Dynamic Protected Scenarios
In network research, the negative effects of inaccurate NSI on the routing performance have
been widely evaluated and analyzed in unprotected network scenarios. However, there is
limited information of the RI problem in protected scenarios. It is intuitive observing that
the negative effects of inaccurate NSI are more harmful in protected scenarios where two
paths must be computed per CR, i.e., a primary and a link-disjoint backup lightpath in order
to provide resilient services. This section focuses on the study of RI in protected scenarios
considering the WCC. To this end, proactive protection schemes such as NCP and Dedicated
Path Protection (DPP) are evaluated.
NCP has been widely studied in network research for offline scenarios, where CR demands
are known beforehand. Unfortunately, there is limited information related to the study of
NCP in online scenarios under inaccurate NSI. The rationale driving this section is to fill this
gap, by extensively studying the behavior of NCP in a source RWA scenario under dynamic
traffic and inaccurate NSI caused by a periodic updating policy. This section shall show that
NCP yields a lower Pcost because of its efficient usage of network resources in comparison
with conventional proactive protection schemes, such as DPP. However, NCP might be less
resilient to inaccurate NSI due to the routing constraints that must be met in order to obtain
the benefits of NC.
In order to mitigate the negative effects of inaccurate NSI on the performance of an NCP
scheme, we propose an innovative NCP scheme referred to as Predictive Network Coding
Protection (PNCP). PNCP leverages predictive techniques in order to compute both primary
and backup lightpaths meeting the follow requirements: 1) low blocking probability, 2) low
signaling overhead, 3) efficient utilization of network resources allocated for path protection
(hereinafter referred to the Pcost ), and 4) low recovery time. The main characteristic of PNCP
is that it can successfully mitigate the negative effects of inaccurate NSI by means of predictive
techniques and that it optimizes the Pcost .
Extensive simulation results are presented assessing that the proposed scheme significantly
outperforms conventional proactive protection schemes such as a DPP with regard to both
blocking probability and the Pcost .
Operation of NCP in Dynamic Scenarios
This section first introduces in a comprehensive manner the advantages of NCP with regard
to the Pcost . Then, it is distilled the negative effects that inaccurate NSI might have on the
performance of an NCP scheme. For the sake of understanding Table 2.11 lists the set of
symbols and terminology used through this section.
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Table 2.11: List of Symbols and Terminology used for Section 2.4.6.
Symbols and Terminology Meaning
G(V , E) Directed graph where E is the
set of optical links and V is set
of WRs.
CR Connection Request.
Pcost Amount of network resources al-
located for path protection.
W The set of optical wavelengths
available for any WR.
λn An optical wavelength, where
n ∈ {0, ..|W |−1}.
W si The set of optical wavelengths
along a link i locally computed
by a WR s, where i ∈ E and s ∈V .
Pr Blocking probability.
P si ,λ Predictive counter for link i and
wavelength λ locally computed
by a WR s, where λ ∈W , and
P si ,λ∈ {0,1,2,3}.
Asj ,λ Availability of a lightpath using
route j and wavelengthλ locally
computed by WR s.
N j Is the length of route j in terms
of hops.
Ms ,d The set of candidate paths for
endpoints s,d , where d ∈V .
ρi Utilization of a wavelength on
link i .
U The allocation of one optical
wavelength on an optical link.
Coding lightpath A lightpath that conveys coded
(protected) traffic.
To clearly illustrate the operation of proactive protection schemes under dynamic traffic
we consider the scenario shown in Fig 2.32. In this scenario, a CR (CR1) arrives to WR S1
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Figure 2.32: Operation of proactive protection schemes: a) and b) Protection with a DPP
scheme c) Protection with a DPPNC scheme.
requesting a resilient lightpath for endpoints S1 −D with a holding time of 50 time units.
For this purpose, a proactive DPP scheme based on shortest-path routing jointly with FF
for wavelength assignment purposes, hereinafter referred to as LCP-FF (in the rest of this
section the terms DPP and LCP-FF are used interchangeably) assuming source routing, will
compute two link-disjoint paths: 1) a primary lightpath consisting on the path S1−1−D using
wavelength λ0, and; 2) a backup lightpath consisting on a path S1−2−D using wavelength λ0,
see Fig. 2.32a.
Afterwards, a subsequent CR (CR2) arrives to WR S2 requesting a resilient lightpath between
endpoints S2−D with a holding time of 70 time units. As a result, a DPP scheme computes
paths S2−3−D using λ0 and path S2−2−D using λ1 for the primary and backup lightpaths
respectively, see Fig. 2.32b. The total Pcost allocated for the backup lightpaths of bothCR1 and
CR2 using DPP is 4U .
Nevertheless, the Pcost can be reduced if a DPPNC* scheme is used for the scenario de-
picted in Fig.2.32. A DPPNC scheme will select lightpath S1−2 using λ0 for CR1, lightpath
S2−2 using λ′0 for the backup path of CR2, and along optical link 2−D on optical wavelength
λ′′0 will be coded (perform the all-optical XOR operation) the backup traffic received along
optical links S1−2 and S2−2 corresponding to CR1 and CR2 respectively. Under this setting,
the total Pcost would be 3U . This is because by doing NC is possible to convey information of
more than one data stream allocating the same amount network resources to do so. Indeed,
the advantage of an NCP scheme relies on the coding of traffic. For the sake of convenience we
use the notation λ, λ′ and λ′′ to differentiate traffic sent along different optical links allocated
on the same optical wavelength.
As a result, in case of a failure affecting either the primary lightpath of CR1 or CR2, WR D
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Figure 2.33: Operation of proactive protection schemes under inaccurate NSI: a) protection
using DPPNC scheme; b) protection using a DPP scheme.
can recover the affected traffic by doing the all-optical XOR operation of λ′′0 and the traffic sent
along the unaffected primary lightpaths. Notice that the lightpath 2−D using λ′′0 is referred to
as a coding lightpath. A coding lightpath is a lightpath that conveys coded traffic.
It is worth mentioning that the holding time corresponding to a coding lightpath must be
equalized (extended) to the holding time corresponding to the CR with the longest holding
time allocated on this coding lightpath. For instance, once the backup traffic of CR2 is coded
along lightpath 2−D , the holding time of this lightpath —-set previously to the holding time of
CR1– must be equalized to the holding time of CR2, since this connection will remain longer
on the network. Otherwise, once the holding time of CR1 expires, the coded lightpath 2−D
will be torn down; hence; impacting on the traffic sent along the backup lightpath assigned
to CR2. For more information related to holding time connection awareness the reader is
referred to as [88].
The coding strategy used in Fig.2.32c, hereinafter referred to as Preference Coding consists
in considering the following rule. When NC may be enabled along a selected backup route the
selected optical wavelength is changed to the optical wavelength that enables NC, e.g., optical
wavelength λ1 was changed to optical wavelength λ′0 in Fig. 2.32c.
The scenario shown in Fig. 2.32 shows the operation of an NCP scheme under accurate
NSI. However, there are several issues that must be considered under inaccurate NSI. In light
of this, consider the scenario shown in Fig. 2.33. In this scenario, both WR S1 and WR S2 have
inaccurate (outdated) NSI regarding the wavelengths availability on link 2−D. This issue
might lead to the blocking of the backup lightpath for both CR1 and CR2, since wavelength
λ′′0 might not be really available along link 2−D (W accurate2−D =λ2,λ3), despite that appears as
available in the routing tables of both WRs, see Fig. 2.33a.
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Authors in [89] provide a simple but effective analytical model to evaluate the blocking
probability of a lightpath for single-fiber networks as shown in Equation (2.32). This equation
is valid for DPP schemes. However when NCP is enabled, the blocking probability of a coding
lightpath is computed as shown in Equation (2.33). Notice that a backup lightpath suitable
for NC is shorter, i.e., spans fewer optical links, since some of the network resources used
for a backup lightpath are already reserved for a different backup lightpath, e.g., lightpath
2−D using λ′′0 was previously reserved, see Fig. 2.33a, hence the lightpath to be provisioned
–hereinafter referred to as the uncoded lightpath– is path S2 − 2 using λ0. Recall that the
advantage of NCP relies on sharing backup network resources. However, under this constraint
the wavelength allocated along the coding lightpath (λ0) must be available along the uncoded
lightpath in order to enable NC. Therefore, in the absence of wavelength conversion, the use
of NCP (DPPNC) over no NCP (DPP) might be counterproductive in the presence of inaccurate
NSI. This is validated by extensive simulation results shown in the next section.
Pr =
(
1−∏
i∈ j
(
1−ρi
))|Wi |
(2.32)
Pr = 1−∏
i∈ j ′
(
1−ρi
)
(2.33)
In order to reduce the blocking probability of the DPPNC scheme while still exploiting
the advantages of NCP, a possible strategy to follow (hereinafter referred to as Opportunistic
Coding strategy) is to enable NC as long as it does not lead to blocking, as shown in Fig. 2.33b.
To this end, the wavelength selected by a DPPNC scheme will be changed for a wavelength
that enables NC as long as this wavelength is available along the uncoded path. Nevertheless,
the advantages of an Opportunistic Coding strategy can be reduced by the negative effects
driven by having inaccurate NSI.
Prediction based Network Coding Protection
By carefully observing the negative effects of inaccurate NSI on protected scenarios, an in-
tuitive reasoning is to devise a protection scheme that does not require global NSI. This
protection scheme should be able to compute lightpaths with low blocking probability by
solely using local NSI. This kind of protection scheme is referred to as predictive RWA algo-
rithms. Predictive RWA algorithms are not affected by the inaccuracy added by updating
policies; hence, avoiding periodic dissemination of NSI. As a matter of fact, this is a scalability
advantage looking forward to network scenarios such as DCNs where large signaling overhead
substantially impacts the performance of protection schemes.
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Motivated by the good performance of Predictive RWA algorithms under the presence
of inaccurate NSI, in this thesis it is devised a protection scheme so-called Predictive Net-
work Coding Protection (PNCP). PNCP is a proactive protection scheme that combines the
advantages related to network throughput improvement of NCP and the benefits of Predictive
RWA algorithms related to the blocking probability in order to mitigate the negative effects of
inaccurate NSI.
In this section, it is presented a thorough description with regard to the PNCP mechanism,
supported by two aligned conceptual arguments. Firstly, it is justified a potential utilization
of predictive protection RWA algorithms instead of conventional protection schemes by
highlighting its strengths and benefits. Then, it is provided a scalability analysis of the proposed
NCP scheme that clearly validates PNCP utilization in large scale scenarios.
PNCP is proposed as a predictive source RWA algorithm that computes resilient lightpaths
by means of both predictive counters and the wavelength availability of output links –it is
assumed that a WR have accurate NSI of its output links. To this end, PNCP extends the
predictive concepts used by [19],[77], and used in protected scenarios. However, PNCP adopts
a fine-granularity approach for predictive counters (predictive counters per link-wavelength),
contrary to authors in [19],[77], which used a coarse-granularity approach (predictive counters
per lightpath).
A predictive counter (P si ,λ) measures the availability of a lightpath along a link. Specifically,
PNCP adopts two-bit predictive counters. Values from 0 up to 1 predict that a lightpath is
available along link i using wavelength λ, whereas values from 2 up to 3 predict the contrary.
The reasoning driving us to adopt two-bit predictive counters is to control the degree of
hysteresis of predictive counters. It is proven by authors in [19] that two-bit counters are
sufficient for predicting lightpaths availability. It is worth noting that predictive counters are
locally computed by each source WR. The availability of a lightpath using route j and optical
wavelength λ (Asj ,λ) is computed as it shown in Equation (2.34). Notice that the predictive
counter values are squared in order to minimize the selection of lightpaths with predictive
counters greater than 2.
Asj ,λ =
∑
i∈ j
(
P si ,λ
)2
N j −1
(2.34)
In Algorithm 5 it is presented the overall procedure for PNCP. As it can be observed, PNCP
selects a primary lightpath based on is availability computed by the predictive counters and
the available bandwidth on its output link to a route j .
On one hand, PNCP selects optical wavelengths in a random manner, where the probability
of selection of each wavelength is uniformly distributed. On the other hand, for the routing
purposes, each source WR has at least 2 link-disjoint candidate paths. These candidate paths
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Algorithm 5 Overall Procedure of PNCP.
Input: (d)
Output: (Resi l i entLi ghtPath)
pr imar yLi ghtPath,backupLightPath=;{Initialize primary and backup lightpaths}
{A lightpath is a tuple formed by a route (lightpath[0]) and an optical wavelength (lightpath[1])}
pr imar yLi ghtPath =ResilientLightPath (d ,;,0)
if pr imar yLi ghtPath!=; then
backup,λ′ =ResilientLightPath (d ,pr imar yLi ghtPath[0],1)
Resi l i entLi ghtPath=
(
pr imar yLi ghtPath,backupLightPath
)
FUNCTION ResilientLightPath (d ,pr imar y ,opt )
{ opt Indicates if is a primary (0) or a backup lightpath (1) }
W ′ =W {create a copy of wavelengths set}
route,λ=;
step=0
for j in Ms,d do
if pr imar y ∩ j !=;and pr imar y !=; then
Continue
if opt == 0 then
λ=random_select(W ′){Randomly select a wavelength fir primary lightpaths}
else
λ=FF_select(W ′){select a wavelength in a First-Fit Fashion for backup lightpaths}
W ′.remove (λ){Remove selected wavelength from the wavelengths set.}
if Asj ,λ < 2and λ is available on the output link of s to route j then
route= j
state =Provision(route,λ)
step=1
BREAK{end loop execution}
if step == 0 then
W ′ =W
{step. 0. In case that all lightpaths are considered unavailable}
for j in Ms,d do
if opt == 0 then
λ=random_select(W ′){Randomly select a wavelength fir primary lightpaths}
else
λ=FF_select(W ′){select a wavelength in a First-Fit Fashion for backup lightpaths}
W ′.remove (λ){Remove selected wavelength from the wavelengths set.}
if λ is available on the output link of s to route j then
route= j
step=1
state=Provision(route,λ)
BREAK{end loop execution}
if opt != 0 then
λ=DoOpportunisticCoding(route,λ)
for i in route do
if state == 1and P si ,λ > 0 and i 6=output link then
decrease P si ,λ{1 means that selected lightpath could not be provisioned.}
else if state == 0and P si ,λ < 3 then
increase P si ,λ
RETURN (route,λ)
END FUNCTION
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are sorted from the shortest to the longest path taking into account the number of hops as a
routing metric. In case that all lightpaths are predicted to be unavailable, then, PNCP selects
a primary lightpaths solely based on the output links availability (which it is assumed to be
100% accurate). However, when a lightpath cannot be selected because all optical wavelengths
are unavailable along the output links, the primary lightpath is blocked.
When a primary lightpath is successfully provisioned, PNCP proceeds to compute a pro-
tection lightpath that must be link-disjoint from the primary lightpath recently provisioned.
For this purpose the operation of PNCP is similar as the computation of primary lightpaths,
but instead of using a random strategy for wavelength selection, PNCP selects protection
wavelengths in a First-Fit fashion, where wavelengths are sorted in a low frequency manner.
This is done in order to efficiently pack the optical spectrum, hence avoiding disperse op-
tical spectrum allocation. In this way, there are more chances to do NC in the absence of
wavelength conversion capabilities.
Once a protection lightpath is selected, a source WR with PNCP will proceed to provision
the selected lightpath. Nevertheless, in case that NC may be potentially enabled along the
selected route and another wavelength must be selected, PNCP will proceed to do an Oppor-
tunistic Coding strategy. In this case, the previously selected wavelength might be changed for
an optical wavelength suitable for NC solely based on local NSI, i.e., lightpaths availability and
output links bandwidth. Otherwise, NC would not be enabled.
In order to illustrate the operation of PNCP we consider the scenario shown in Fig. 2.34.
In this scenario a resilient lightpath must be provisioned between endpoints S and D1. In
the case that either a conventional RWA algorithm such as LCP-FF or PNCP are used, both
will select path S−D using λ0 for the primary lightpath and path S−2−D1 using λ0 for the
backup lightpath. Unfortunately, using any of the two schemes, the backup lightpath will not
be provisioned because λ0 is not available on link 2−D1, see Fig. 2.34a. This occurs because
the NSI related to link 2−D1 locally computed by WR S is inaccurate.
Now suppose that a subsequent CR arrives (before the next update time) to WR S requesting
a resilient lightpath between endpoints S−D2. In order to compute this resilient lightpath,
LCP-FF and PNCP will work differently. LCP-FF will continue selecting lightpath S−2−D1−D2
using λ0 as a backup lightpath, this will lead to the blocking of this lightpath because WR S
haven’t updated its NSI related to optical link 2−D . Conversely, PNCP will be able to capture
the unavailability of wavelength λ0 along link 2−D, i.e., P s i ,λ0 = 2. Thus, it will select λ1
instead, see Fig. 2.34b.
On the other hand, the operation of the PNCP algorithm comprises two phases: 1) an offline
route generation phase –assuming fixed-alternate path routing, and 2) an online lightpath
selection phase (as shown in Algorithm 5). In the route generation phase, |Ms,d | pre-computed
(candidate) link-disjoint routes using a two-step approach are generated offline for each
source-destination WR pair by means of Dijkstra’s algorithm.
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Figure 2.34: Operation of conventional and predictive proactive protection schemes under
inaccurate NSI: a) protection using DPP; b) protection using a PNCP.
An offline route generation strategy is adopted due to both, minimizing the complexity of
the lightpath selection phase and the scalability of fixed-alternate path routing strategies (in
comparison with adaptive routing strategies).
2.4.7 Simulation Results with regard to Dynamic Protection schemes Consider-
ing the RI Problem
In this section we introduce extensive simulation results with regard to the performance of
DPP and NCP evaluated using the NSFNET topology. The simulation results presented in
this section were obtained using the widely used network simulation framework Omnetpp.
Moreover, all plotted values have a 95% confidence interval not larger than 0.5% of the plotted
values. The evaluated protection schemes are the following. DPP implemented using LCP-FF,
DPPNC and DPPNC+, also based on LCP-FF, but along with a Preference and Opportunistic
Coding strategy respectively, and finally PNCP.
The following settings apply for the simulation results presented in this section:
• CRs arrive at a source WR according to a Poisson process with a inter-arrival mean time
t following an incremental manner: CR(t1 = t ) , CR(t1+ t ) , ....CR(tn−1+ t )
• The holding time of each connection is exponentially distributed with a mean of 50
time units. All CRs demand the provisioning of both a primary and backup lightpath
(resilient CRs).
• A backup lightpath is computed solely when its primary lightpaths was successfully
provisioned.
• Each connection request requires a full wavelength on each link –grooming is not
assumed. Therefore, the cost to send traffic along an optical link is 1U .
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• A periodical updating policy where NSI is disseminated it is instantaneously available at
all WRs.
• Blocked CRs are not reattempted.
• Once a (primary or backup) lightpath is provisioned it cannot be reconfigured.
• WRs do not have wavelength conversion capabilities.
• Control messages losses as well as both propagation and connection setup delays are
neglected. This assumption enables us to focus on the study of inaccurate NSI affected
solely by high update times, which impact with regard to the blocking probability is
dominating.
• For any source-destination pair each WR has at least 2 link-disjoint candidate paths.
• The candidate paths were computed off-line by means of Dijkstra’s algorithm consid-
ering the number of hops as the routing metric and are sorted according to their cost,
i.e., the first and last candidate path are the shortest and longest path respectively. The
candidate paths will be recomputed if the network topology changes.
• 5 WRs as sources.
• 16 wavelengths per WR.
• Single-fiber per optical link.
• An offered load of 5 erlangs per source WR.
• NSI regarding channel occupancy is not affected by updating policies. Hence, only the
inaccuracy NSI related to wavelengths availability is considered.
• For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that NC operations are based on the Exclusive-
Or operation (XOR) and are done over GF (2), i.e., the Galois field of two or more data
streams. In addition, it is also assumed all optical XOR gates.
Finally, only lightpaths with the same destination are suitable for NC in order to minimize the
Pcost [18], [90]. Recall that even though the protection of lightpaths with different terminal
vertices using a DPPNC scheme is possible, in this thesis we consider that this strategy is more
scalable in order to minimize the complexity of the control plane operations required on the
decoding process.
Figure 2.35 shows the blocking probability for all the evaluated protection schemes for
large spectrum of update time values. As it can be observed, the performance of DPP, DPPNC
and DPPNC+ is highly sensitive to the update time and it is optimal only for low update time
values. This is not the case for PNCP because it computes lightpaths based solely on local NSI;
hence, it does not require periodically dissemination of NSI.
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Figure 2.35: Blocking Probability vs update time.
On the other hand, Fig. 2.36 depicts the Average Protection Cost (APC) versus the Update
time. The APC is computed as the total Pcost divided by the number of backup paths suc-
cessfully provisioned. It is not surprising that among the evaluated schemes DPP yields the
highest APC, an average of 3.50U per backup path. This is because of DPP inability to code
traffic. PNCP yields the lowest APC, an average of 3U , because of its preference for selecting
shortest-routes as long as it successfully enables either NC. Notice that the APC of DPPNC+
is not as low as DPPNC since the former does not give preference to NC. Therefore, it can be
stated that there is a tradeoff between the blocking probability and APC achieved by an NCP
scheme. In addition, notice that the APC is not as sensitive to the update time as it is the case
for the blocking probability.
Finally, Figure 2.37 depicts the blocking probability versus the interarrival mean time.
In this test, it is attempted to evaluate the inaccuracy added by the dynamic of CR arrivals.
Low inter-arrival mean times leads to highly inaccurate NSI. The contrary occurs with high
inter-arrival mean times.
Based on the simulation results shown in this section, the following lessons were learned
related to the study of dynamic proactive protection schemes under inaccurate NSI.
• The frequency of NSI dissemination as well as the inter-arrival mean time substantially
impact on the blocking probability of protection schemes in dynamic scenarios.
• Predictive NCP schemes can outperform conventional protection schemes as well as
NCP schemes which rely on global NSI under the assumption of realistic (greater than 5
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Figure 2.37: Blocking Probability vs inter-arrival mean time.
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time units) update time values.
• The blocking Probability of an NCP scheme with a Preference Coding strategy is slightly
higher than conventional DPP under inaccurate NSI.
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3 Routing and Resilience in Multi-Layer
Carrier-Grade Networks
This section is devoted to the study of resilience in multi-layer CGNs. To this end, this section
first surveys distinct resilience schemes. Secondly, it distills the challenges for managing
resilience. Then, it presents a novel study with regard to the deployment of NCP schemes in
multi-layer CGNs. Finally, it introduces an innovative vendor-agnostic algorithm for dynamic
discovery of cross-layer connections.
3.1 Resilience Schemes for Managing Resilience in Multi-Layer CGNs
The introduction of optical technologies in telecommunication networks enables high speed
transmissions, necessary for the provisioning of services requiring a high amount of band-
width, such as, IPTV or Video on Demand (VoD). This set of services is usually associated to a
Service Level Agreement (SLA) clearly specifying and demanding the end-to-end connectivity
expected characteristics and features that must be maintained. When these features refer
to resilient communications, the IP/MPLS over Optical networks must be endowed with re-
silience mechanisms in order to provide fault tolerance services. This section surveys several
protection and restoration schemes commonly deployed to meet such objective.
The schemes devoted to enhance the resilience level in multi-layer CGNs can be catego-
rized into three main approaches according to which network layer (IP/MPLS or Optical) is
executing the recovery actions require to restore affected traffic: 1) Single-Layer Resilience
(SLR); 2) Multi-Layer Resilience Bottom-UP (MLRBU) ; and 3) Multi-Layer Resilience Top-
Down (MLRTD) .
SLR schemes do not require cross-layer coordination, i.e., interaction between network
layers. Thus, the recovery actions are executed solely within one network layer. Many studies
available in the literature argue that SLR schemes are inefficient and in some cases ineffective,
because there are failure scenarios where SLR schemes might not be able to recover the
affected traffic [3], [91]. In table 3.1 it is shown a collection of SLR schemes for both IP/MPLS
and Optical network layers.
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Table 3.1: Protection and Restoration schemes for IP and Optical networks.
Network Layer Recovery Schemes
Protection Restoration
IP/MPLS IP Fast Reroute [92], Resilient Routing Layer
(RRL) [93], Redundant Trees [94], NCP [55],
Equal Cost Multipath Forwarding (ECMF)
[95].
Optical Dedicated Path Switched WDM self-healing
ring (DP-WSHR), Dedicated Path Protec-
tion (DPP), Generalized Loop-back (GL) [96],
Backward Restoration (BRS) [97], Shared
Line Switched WDM self-healing ring (SL-
WSHR), Dedicated Line Protection (DLP), Re-
dundant Trees [98], RPR (Resilient Packet
Ring), Shared Link Protection (SLP), p-cycles
[99], Hamiltonian cycles [100], NCP [42] [90].
Maximal Mutual Links (MML)[101], PCE
based restoration [102], Threshold based
selective restoration [103], Active restora-
tion (AR) [104], Other related works:
[105],[106],[107].
MLRBU is a resilience scheme which upon a failure event triggers the execution of recovery
actions at the bottom network layer, e.g., the Optical layer; in case the affected traffic cannot
be restored, then recovery actions are triggered at an upper network layer, e.g., the IP/MPLS
layer. On the other hand, the operation of a MLRTD scheme is similar to a MLRBU scheme,
but the former triggers recovery actions from the upper down to the bottom network layer.
It must be noticed that in this thesis we consider that the IP/MPLS layer is on top of the
Optical layer, because the latest is used as the transport medium for the former. Other authors
refer to the IP/MPLS domain as the Client layer and the Optical domain as the Service layer
[61].
Authors [108] [109] are devoted to the study of MLRBU schemes. They claim that MLRBU
schemes are more agile (lower recovery times) compared to MLRTD schemes because of their
coarse-granularity recovery actions. Other studies such as [110] propose MLRBU schemes,
because they argue that this type of resilience schemes can execute recovery actions with a
finer granularity level. This is an advantage in order to select distinct protection paths for
traffic flows with distinct characteristics, e.g., data traffic, video traffic (sensitive to network
delay).
Both MLRBU and MLRTD schemes require cross-layer coordination in order to trigger the
recovery actions at different network layers. In case that no cross-layer coordination is used,
this type of resilience scheme is referred to as Uncoordinated Multi-Layer Resilience (UMLR).
A UMLR scheme triggers recovery actions in a parallel manner at all network layers. This can
lead to both suboptimal recovery actions (high Pcost ) and inconsistent network states, i.e., a
network setting leading to traffic loss.
A Multi-Layer Resilience (MLR) scheme can achieve cross-layer coordination by means of
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two main approaches: 1) Sequential Strategy ; and 2) An Integrated Strategy .
For a Sequential Strategy a pre-defined mechanism defines when a network layer is not
able to restore affected traffic. When this occurs, recovery actions at an upper or inferior
network layer are triggered. A sequential strategy uses two mechanisms to delegate recovery
actions to a network layer.
1. Hold-off timers: are based on the use of predefined timeouts. Upon a failure event, the
recovery mechanism of each network layer has a predefined timeout defining the time
limit to restore affected traffic. Once this timeout expires, the recovery mechanism being
executed stops, and the recovery mechanism of the upper or bottom network layer is
then triggered. It is worth mentioning that there may be several timeouts assigned to
each network layer, i.e., timeout per failure event. Each timeout could be customized
according to the expected behavior to certain failure scenarios.
2. SignalingMessages : refers to the use of notification messages among the network layers
to either stop or start the execution of recovery actions.
On the other hand, an Integrated Strategy gathers NSI related to all network layers upon a
failure affecting the network. Then, based on the collected NSI, a recovery action is chosen. A
MLR scheme that uses an integrated strategy can follow three approaches.
For the first approach referred to as Fully Integrated MLR scheme, the Network Elements
(NEs) within the IP/MPLS and Optical network layers can coordinate and trigger recovery
actions. As it is shown in Fig. 3.1a, each NE embeds a set of recovery capabilities that enables
the control and management of its own and other NEs features. Therefore, substantial modifi-
cations are needed for conventional routing protocols such as OSPF as well as for distributed
control planes technologies such as GMPLS or ASON in order to enable the signaling required
to support multi-layer recovery capabilities such as Multi-Layer Traffic Engineering (MTE).
MTE provides enhanced recovery capabilities with low recovery times. In [111] it can be
found extensions for conventional routing protocols such as OSPF to achieve MTE. For more
information related to signaling technologies supporting MTE the reader is referred to [112].
On the other hand, for Relay MLR schemes, all the recovery capabilities are embedded
into a centralized NE referred to as Relay Coordinator, which coordinates recovery actions
in all network layers. In a Relay MLR scheme, the NEs (IP/MPLS routers and ROADMs from
different vendors) are restricted solely to send NSI –they do not trigger any recovery action.
As it is shown in Fig. 3.1b, a Relay MLR scheme uses the features of the management plane
of all network layers (IP/MPLS and Optical) to coordinate and trigger the required recovery
actions. Therefore, a Relay MLR scheme must be able to orchestrate multi-layer interactions.
This implies the modification of the data models of IP/MPLS and Optical NEs, as well as the
communication with Third-Party systems, such as a PCE, or an OpenFlow Controller.
A proposal of a Relay MLR scheme referred to as ONE Adapter can be found in [113]. The
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Figure 3.1: Integrated Strategies for MLR schemes: a) Fully Integrated MLR; b) Relay MLR; c)
Hybrid MLR.
ONE adapter is a middle box which may communicate with the IP/MPLS and Optical layer
and coordinate actions between them. The ONE Adapter enables the dynamic provision of
a wide and diverse set of services, such as IP service Provisioning, IP offloading actions, and
recovery actions.
Finally, another strategy used for Integrated MLR scheme is referred to as Hybrid MLR. As
it is described in this thesis, in the recent years, there is a trend in network research referred to
as hybrid optical network architectures, which consists in combining the functionalities of
optical circuit and packet switching technologies. In these hybrid networks, hybrid nodes also
known as PHRs can be programmed in order to enable packet switching, optical switching,
low-level electronic packet routing or even all network features at the same time.
Moreover, in hybrid network scenarios both management and control planes of the Optical
and IP/MPLS network layers are merged, as it can be observed in Fig. 3.1c. Thus, a Hybrid
MLR scheme must be able to orchestrate a variety of services, as well as to reconfigure the
routing and optical features of the PHRs. To this end, protocols such as ForCES have been
proposed [114].
In Fig. 3.2 is depicted a taxonomy of the MLR schemes discussed in this section.
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3.2 Challenges for Managing Resilience in Multi-Layer CGNs
In this section it is differentiated three issues that hinder the deployment of resilience schemes
in multi-layer CGNs: (1) Coordination of actions, (2) Correlation of NSI, and (3) Integration
with Third-Party Systems. These three issues are the major reason preventing the deployment
of MLR schemes proposed in current multi-layer CGNs. A comprehensive knowledge of these
issues is mandatory to understand why the deployment of MLR schemes is not fully achieved
at present. In the following lines, these problems are described in detail.
3.2.1 Coordination of Actions
The coordination of actions in multi-layer CGNs can be grouped into two sets. (1) The cross-
layer coordination (communication among network layers); and (2) the intra-layer coordina-
tion (communication between NEs belonging to the same network layer technology). In the
following lines it is illustrated in a compressive manner the need for both cross and intra-layer
coordination in multi-layer CGNs by means of illustrative network scenarios. Even though, it
may be debated that the network scenarios shown in this section came up as a result of a bad
network planning. It must be noticed that these scenarios may show a network state caused
by multiple failures, i.e., the scenarios shown represent a topology previously affected by one
or more link failures. This section is intended to show that even if a careful network planning
is made, a recovery scheme might not be able to recover the affected traffic in certain network
scenarios. Therefore, both protection and restoration schemes are required to fully guarantee
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Figure 3.3: Operation of SLR schemes in multi-layer CGNs.
network resilience against failures.
As described in the last section, network resilience can be achieved by means of SLR
schemes. Unfortunately, SLR schemes are inefficient in multi-layer CGNs. To illustrate the
inefficiency of SLR schemes consider the network scenarios shown in Fig. 3.3. It must be
noticed that the network scenarios shown in this section are modeled by the following network
layers: the IP or the IP/MPLS layer, and the Optical layer. All IP or IP/MPLS inks are virtual
links. This means that the optical links serve as a transport medium (server links) for the
virtual links.
In Fig. 3.3a, the traffic sent by router A destined to routerB(tr a f f i cA−B ) is sent along
the path A−D −B . If there is a failure affecting routerD, a SLR deployed at the IP layer
can successfully restore the affected traffic, by rerouting this traffic along the path A−C −B .
However, consider the scenario shown in Fig. 3.3b. If there is a failure on the optical link c−d ,
this failure affects both virtual links B−D , andC−D , because the optical link c−d is the server
link of these virtual links (the traffic on the links B −D and C −D is sent along the optical link
c −d). In a failure scenario such as the one shown in Fig. 3.3b is impossible to restore the
affected traffic by solely using a SLR scheme deployed at the IP layer, because at present the IP
layer cannot trigger the provision of an optical circuit (even though there are recent advances
for addressing this issue [115]). Consider that a possible recovery action could be to set up a
new optical circuit between WRs c and d along the path c−a−d for reestablish virtual link
C −D, and set up a new optical circuit between WRs b and d along the path b− c −a−d to
reestablish virtual link B −D .
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There are also network scenarios where a SLR scheme deployed at the Optical layer can be
ineffective to restore affected traffic. In this regard, Fig. 3.3c depicts a scenario where there is
a failure on the optical link c−a, affecting the virtual links C − A, and C −D (assuming that
the traffic sent along these links is forwarded along the optical link c−a). As a consequence,
an optical circuit is setup between WRs c and d , along the optical path c−b−d , in order to
restore the traffic sent on the virtual link C −D . In addition, an optical circuit is setup between
WRs a and c, along the optical path c−b−d −a, to restore the traffic sent on the virtual link
C − A. In this failure scenario a SLR scheme deployed a IP/MPLS network layer is ineffective to
restore the affected traffic since a IP/MPLS recovery scheme cannot trigger the setup of an
optical circuit.
However, consider the scenario shown in Fig. 3.3d. In this scenario there is a malfunction
in routerD (a software failure) affecting its data plane features, such as the traffic sent by
router A destined to routerB (tr a f f i cA−B ). A possible recovery action will be to reroute
to routerC the tr a f f i cA−B . This recovery action can be triggered solely at the IP layer
because NEs belonging to the Optical layer are not aware of any failures affecting an IP NE,
i.e., the alarms generated by a malfunctioning router will be received only by the Network
Management System (NMS) of the IP layer (IP-NMS).
Moreover, there are also scenarios where a SLR scheme deployed either at the IP or Optical
layer cannot restore affected traffic. To illustrate this, we consider the topology shown in Fig.
3.4. This topology shows a network scenario where there are multiple simultaneous failure
events. A failure on optical link a− c that affects virtual link A−C , and there is a malfunction
affecting routerD. A SLR scheme deployed at either the IP or the Optical layers cannot
restore the traffic sent by router A destined to routerB sent along the path A−D−B because
the Optical layer is not aware of the failure on routerD, and the IP layer cannot trigger the
provision of a new circuit between WRs a and c. However, if the recovery mechanisms on
the IP and the Optical layers would coordinate their respective recovery actions, it may be
possible to set up a new optical circuit between WRs a and c along the optical path a−d −c,
to reestablish the virtual link A−C , and then reroute the traffic from A destined to router B
along the path A−C −B , restoring in this way the affected traffic.
An intuitive reasoning is to deploy recovery schemes at all network layers in order to
cope with all possible failure scenarios. To this end, the coordination of recovery actions is
highly required. Otherwise, an uncoordinated MLR scheme may lead to both inconsistent
network states and high Pcost . With the aim of illustrating the negative effects of the lack of
coordination in multi-layer CGNs, consider the network scenario shown in Fig. 3.5, which
depicts a multi-layer topology based on the convergence of IP/MPLS and Optical technologies.
During normal operation, the traffic sent by router A destined to routerE is sent along
the virtual link A−C (along optical link a− c) using the MPLS label L6. Suppose that there is a
failure affecting the optical link a− c. As a consequence of this failure, the traffic sent from
router A destined to E is lost. Thus, the recovery mechanism of the IP/MPLS layer reroutes
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Figure 3.6: Single layer protection under the presence of multi-failure events.
the traffic sent by router A destined to routerE by assigning a new MPLS label (L5), and
forwarding this traffic along the IP path A−D −C −E . In a parallel manner, the recovery
mechanism of the optical layer triggers the provision of a new optical circuit between WRs a
and c, along the optical path a−b− c, which reestablishes the virtual link A−C . Once this
virtual link is reestablished, the IP routing mechanism reroutes the affected traffic.
A recovery policy of the IP/MPLS layer states that the label L5 (the MPLS label used for all
traffic sent from A destined to E) must be maintained, i.e., no to swap label L5 with another
MPLS label such as L6. However, router A acquired the MPLS label L5 from routerD . Thus,
routerC does not have label L5 on its Label Information Base (LIBs). This will cause that
routerC drop all traffic with a L5 label.
The scenarios described so far in this section are valid for SLR and UMLR schemes where
the recovery action is computed after of the failure event occurs, i.e., restoration schemes.
However, both UMLR and SLR schemes based on protection actions, i.e., protection schemes
can be also inefficient with the aim of recovering affected traffic in multi-layer network scenar-
ios. In this regard, consider the network scenario depicted in Fig. 3.6, where a SLR scheme
based on a DPP strategy is deployed at the Optical layer. In addition, notice that within the IP
layer broadcast segmentation is enabled by means of OSPF areas at the IP layer [116].
In case that both primary and the backup optical links between WRs a and d fail. As a
result, the virtual link between routers A and D also fail. In order to restore the affected traffic
it is necessary to set-up on the fly a new virtual link between routers A and D – restoration
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scheme is required. This is so because the recovery actions of a protection scheme are defined
at the network planning phase.
It is worth mentioning that is not possible to restore the affected traffic, by rerouting it
along the path A−B −C −D , since the virtual link A−B belongs to a different OSPF area from
link A−D .
By carefully observing the network scenarios described in this section it can be concluded
that if recovery actions are only executed at a certain layer it will not be possible to restore
affected traffic. For this reason, a SLR scheme might be inefficient in multi-layer networks.
Thus, coordinated MLR schemes are required. Moreover, the coordination of recovery actions
is a must in multi-layer CGNs in order to recover affected traffic in an efficient and agile
manner.
The MLR schemes described in the last section are proposed to coordinate actions between
the IP/MPLS and the Optical network layers aiming at achieving multi-layer resilience. Main
of the issues related to both cross-layer and intra-layer coordination are rooted on the fact
that each network layer has its own NMS System (IP-NMS and T-NMS). As a matter of fact,
to manage NEs belonging to the same network technology—intra-layer coordination– each
network vendor imposes its own NMS. This leads to both an unnecessary duplication of
actions, and difficult configuration tasks for network administrators, because each vendor
has its proprietary configuration data model. This situation is magnified at the IP/MPLS layer
because a network administrator often uses a CLI interface for the configuration of NEs.
As a consequence, the use of control plane proposals such as GMPLS or ASON is becoming
a widespread practice among network operators. However, neither of these two technologies
provides the required granularity level for the provisioning tasks required by recovery actions.
This is the reason why mainly in the IP/MPLS layer, network operators rely on the use of
management protocols such as Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).
Nevertheless, SNMP has been mainly adopted for monitoring purposes, rather than for
configuration tasks. This mainly occurs for two reasons. (i) The coarse granularity level offered
by SNMP, and; (ii) the lack of a vendor-agnostic data model. These two issues motivated the
development of more robust and flexible management protocols such as NETCONF. NETCONF
is an XML based protocol that provides configuration actions with a high degree of granularity
compared to SNMP, and also offers a vendor-agnostic data model termed as YANG [117].
NETCONF jointly with YANG can provide support to deal with the intra-layer interoperability
issues. However, the development of a common data model that embraces the configuration
syntax for all different network vendors is a difficult task, because each network vendor adds
its own “ingredient” to the protocols running on their NEs. It is also worth mentioning that
another issue requiring attention is the impact of a common data model might have on the
current business models, because it may lead to reluctance among network vendors.
Despite of the several management features provided by NETCONF but there is an issue
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that deserves further attention which is the coordination of recovery actions in multi-layer
CGNs. As described in the previous section, two major approaches for multi-layer coordination
are Sequential and Integrated strategies.
On one hand, for the case of MLR scheme based on an integrated strategy, current control
plane protocols are not capable enough to orchestrate complex recovery actions, i.e., actions
that involve the simultaneous configuration of several features of a NE. Moreover, the necessary
signaling mechanisms must be defined to achieve cross-layer coordination [118]. Even though
there are proprietary solutions, there is not a vendor-agnostic signaling mechanism available.
On the other hand, for MLR schemes based on a Sequential strategy there are several issues
related to the escalation mechanisms that must be addressed. For instance, even thought
the use of Hold-off timers is very pragmatic and easy to implement, adjusting it could be
troublesome. Consider that a high Hold-off timer may prolong the restoration time, causing
the loss of packets. On the contrary, a Hold-off timer too low may not be enough for restoring
affected traffic in some network scenarios.
Nonetheless, the use of signaling messages are more efficient than timers [3], but are harder
to implement in multi-vendor environments due to standardization issues.
As a matter of fact, since the required signaling messages for cross-layer communication
needs to be defined, the deployment of MLR schemes is limited. Moreover, the deployment
of MLR schemes is also limited by intra-layer interoperability issues caused by multi-vendor
settings.
On the other hand, the lack of coordination in multi-layer CGNs also affects other types
of MLR schemes such as Hybrid schemes. Indeed, several issues must be considered to the
proper achievement resilience in hybrid networks. Figure 3.7 illustrates as a didactic example
a failure scenario in a hybrid network where node b is an hybrid node programmed as optical
switch. The traffic from router A destined to routers B andC is groomed in optical lambda λ1
and then is sent to hybrid node b. The hybrid node b does the dropping of λ1 and forwards the
traffic to routerB ; routerB receives the traffic destined to itself; then checks its forwarding
table and forwards the traffic destined to routerC by allocating it into optical lambda λ2 so it
can be able to reach its destination.
In the case that the cross-layer connection between routerB and hybrid node b (marked
as 1 in the Fig. 3.7) fails, the traffic destined to routerC will be lost, because it is necessary
to have a cross-layer connection on routerB to establish virtual link between this one and
router A. However, the only cross-layer connection available in routerB is already being use
for the virtual link B −C . A possible recovery action could be to reconfigure the hybrid node b
with both IP and optical routing features. Thus, a new virtual link can be established between
router A and hybrid node b, then hybrid node b can be able to route IP tr a f f i cA−C without
dropping it to routerB –notice that an optical switch cannot route IP traffic. Also note that a
virtual link between routers A and C cannot be established because there are not cross-layer
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Figure 3.7: Negative effects caused by the lack of coordination in Hybrid MLR schemes.
connections available in routerC .
Therefore, in case of a failure event the functionality to be activated on a hybrid node (IP
or optical routing) is a decision that a MLR scheme must take. To this end, a high level of
coordination is demanded.
Based on the described in this section, it can be stated that the coordination of actions is a
major drawback hindering the management of resilience in multi-layer CGNs. Even though
the issues related to cross-layer coordination may be minimized by using a simple escalation
strategy such as Hold-off timers, intra-layer coordination can be arduous to achieve in multi-
vendor environments. Although major advances have been done on this aspect regarding the
control plane, the management plane needs further development.
3.2.2 Correlation of NSI
In current multi-layer CGNs there is a lack of mechanisms that enable multi-layer topology
discovery in multi-vendor settings in a dynamic manner. The multi-layer topology should
reflect the set of physical (optical) paths followed by a virtual link, as well as the set of cross-
layer connections (connection between an IP/MPLS node and a WR). In order to build the
multi-layer topology it is required NSI from both IP/MPLS and Optical network layers. The
dynamic discovery of the multi-layer network topology could be troublesome in multi-vendor
settings because of two reasons; 1) The IP/MPLS NEs are not aware of the optical network
topology and vice-versa, and; 2) the protocols available for topology discovery only operate
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among NEs belonging to the same vendor.
To the best of our knowledge, the multi-layer topology can be only obtained statically
(this is traditionally done by observing the status of the virtual links when disconnecting an
optical link in the optical layer), but there is not an algorithm for dynamically obtaining the
multi-layer topology.
The lack of a multi-layer topology discovery algorithm limits operations such as the alarm
correlation and the severity assessment of a failure (Fig. 3.8). These two features are very
useful for a network operator to know how failures in a server layer could affect a client layer
[119], e.g., computation of Shared Risk Link Groups (SRLGs), which it could be very handy
for an MLR scheme to have accurate NSI regarding the scale of a failure, as well as how the
network performance will be affected by a failure, e.g., assessing the Expected Traffic Loss
(ETL) [120].
At present the most realistic solution for alarm correlation in multi-layer networks is LMP
[121]. Nevertheless, LMP is a notification protocol; hence, it does not perform advanced
computational tasks such as the assessment of the ETL.
To clearly illustrate the negative effects that the lack of correlation of NSI we consider
the scenario depicted at the upper side of Fig. 3.8, where there is a failure affecting optical
link c−b. In case that the multi-layer topology is known, it can be easily estimated that the
failure affecting link c −b impacts on the traffic sent along virtual links A−C and C −B . As
a consequence, an MLR scheme might compute the Pcost required with the aim of avoiding
possible network congestion. Furthermore, an MLR scheme (specifically, a stateful MLR
scheme) could store recovery state information, so in case optical c−b fails again, the recovery
paths are foreknown.
The features of alarm correlation, the severity assessment of a failure, and the multi-layer
topology discovery, are all adding computational complexity in the NEs. As a result, it would
be very difficult to embed these features in the NEs. Therefore, it may be more feasible (from a
deployment perspective) to embed these functionalities into a centralized-server, such as a
Relay MLR scheme.
Indeed, a Relay MLR scheme outperforms a Fully-Integrated scheme in scenarios where
a significant amount of NSI needs to be processed to perform the online computation of a
recovery path [113]. As a matter of fact, the implementation of a Fully-Integrated MLR scheme
is difficult because the integration of the control and management planes is an arduous task
due to several issues, such as the computational burden and the high complexity added to
each NE. This limits correlation-actions such as the multi-layer topology discovery. Notice
that the mechanisms provided by routing mechanisms such as OSPF for IP topology discovery
may cause both routers congestion, and high convergence time in large network scenarios
[122]. This can be more severe if this is extrapolated to the multi-layer topology scenario.
Thus, regarding the execution of correlation-actions, it can be stated that the scalability of
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Fully-Integrated MLR schemes is low.
3.2.3 Integration of third-party systems and new network architectures
The integration of third-party systems and new network architectures such as a Path Compu-
tation Element (PCE) or an OpenFlow controller may enhance the resilience level of a MLR
scheme. Therefore, MLR schemes should be able to leverage the features provided by other
network architectures in order to improve their performance.
Notice that by means of a PCE it is possible to compute recovery paths in an agile manner
[123]. In light of this, there are significant efforts related to standardize the integration of PCE
schemes in current CGNs [124], [125], [126]. Moreover, there are several studies available in
the literature dealing with path computation in multi-layer CGNs by means of a PCE , [127],
[128].
In order to illustrate the features provided by a PCE scheme consider the scenario shown
in Fig. 3.9. In this scenario, a PCE interact with a NE called as the Virtual Network Topology
Manager (VNTM). The VNTM is in charge of provisioning tasks. It also has NSI related the
multi-layer topology.
As it can be seen in Fig.3.9, an IP NMS informs a MLR scheme of the failure affecting virtual
link A−C (step 1). As a consequence, a MLR scheme sends to a PCE a path computation
request for a new lightpath between nodes A and C using the Path Computation Element
Protocol (PCEP), (see step 2). Then, the PCE checks with the VNTM the set of candidate optical
paths available between WRs A and C (step 3). Hereafter, the VNTM initiates the provisioning
of a new lightpath between nodes a and d (step 4). After the optical path is provisioned, the
virtual link A−C is reestablished. By means of a PCE an MLR scheme can coordinate path
computation while reducing signaling overhead and delay as well avoiding the additional
components and extended capabilities required at the NEs [107].
Despite of the advantages provided by PCE schemes, enabling interaction between the
NEs and a PCE might be very sophisticated, e.g., consider a Fully-integrated MLR scheme,
since this leads to an extra feature which is not native in current NEs, i.e., deploy the PCEP in
the NEs.
In addition, consider that in a multiple failure scenario it is required to coordinate recovery
actions in order to avoid sending duplicated path computation requests to a PCE. Otherwise,
some contention process must be done by a PCE. Therefore, the coordination of actions must
be done either by the MLR or the PCE scheme (“choose your poison”).
On the other hand, SDN is gaining momentum in recent years. The rationale behind
SDNs is to enable the programmability of the forwarding table of NEs. SDNs are conceptually
based on decoupling the control and data planes. In this way the mechanisms related to
traffic forwarding (data plane) are placed within the NEs, whereas the control planes features
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are embedded in a separate hardware entity called Remote Controller, which is typically a
stand-alone server.
At present, network vendors are unwilling to expose the internal operation of their network
products because of their business policies, which hinders the design and evaluation of new
protocols, such as a TE features or an MLR scheme. As a consequence, the flexibility provided
by SDNs for real-time programming of the traffic flow has been well received in network
research.
One of the possible solutions facilitating a real deployment of SDNs is OpenFlow. OpenFlow
is a protocol used to program the forwarding table of a NE by means of a Remote Controller.
With OpenFlow the traffic flow can be controlled using several parameters such as VLAN
ID, source/destination IP/MAC address, or a TCP port. It is worth mentioning that “flow”
in the jargon of OpenFlow refers to packets or circuits (optical circuit); hence, optical cir-
cuit parameters can be also employed for controlling the direction of a flow, e.g., an optical
wavelength.
Indeed, OpenFlow can be considered as a useful tool with the aim of designing more ad-
vanced MLR schemes. This is because OpenFlow offers a more flexible interface to configure
the forwarding plane of NEs from different vendors in comparison with conventional manage-
ment protocols, such as SNMP or NETCONF. One of the advantages provided by OpenFlow
is that it reduces complexity of an MLR, since fewer protocols are required for configuration
actions. This may result in agile MLR schemes.
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Figure 3.10 depicts a scenario that illustrates how a MLR scheme can leverage the features
provided by OpenFlow. The failure in link c−d affects the traffic sent by routerC destined to
routerD . As a consequence, an IP-NMS informs the MLR scheme of the failure event (step 1).
Then, the MLR scheme sends a request to modify the forwarding table of WR c to the Remote
Controller (step 2). The Remote Controller sends an OpenFlow message for modifying the
forwarding table of WR c in order to route the delay sensible traffic (Video traffic) destined to
routerD along optical path c−b−d and non-sensible delay traffic (data traffic) destined to
routerD along the optical path c−a−b−d , (step 3). This is so, because of the lack of network
resources on the optical link c−d to convey all traffic from routerC destined to routerD . A
MLR scheme can achieve this fine-granularity related to the selection of recovery paths by
means of OpenFlow.
3.3 NCP in Multi-Layer CGNs
As mentioned in the previous sections, multi-layer CGNs formed by the convergence of IP/M-
PLS and Optical technologies are nowadays a widespread practice among network providers
because of the vast transmission capacity offered by optical technologies. This section presents
a promising NCP scheme referred to as DPNC+. The main objective of DPNC+ is to improve
network reliability at the network planning phase, specifically for link protection in single fail-
ure scenarios in multi-layer CGNs –even though it can be easily extended for path protection.
The novelty of the proposed scheme is that exploits cross-layer NSI for computing backup
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paths. In particular, the main goals of DPNC+ are: 1) maximizing the amount of coded traffic;
and 2) minimizing the Pcost .
To the best of our knowledge, there are no studies addressing the deployment of NCP
schemes that leverage cross-layer NSI in multi-layer CGNs despite the fact that the current
network backbone is mainly a multi-layer network. Indeed, this challenge is the rationale
driving the design of DPNC+.
Cross-layer NSI is required to guarantee that both primary and backup paths are link-
disjoint at all network layers. This is very relevant in multi-layer CGNs in order to avoid SRLGs
that can lead to multiple failure scenarios. For instance, a failure affecting an optical link
may affect a primary virtual link, i.e., a virtual link and its backup path at the IP/MPLS layer.
Moreover, cross-layer NSI is useful to compute the Pcost at different network layers to enable
link protection. Notice that even though the IP/MPLS (Packet) Pcost required to protect a
certain group of virtual links using two different backup paths may be the same, the Optical
Pcost may be different. Thus, computing the Pcost solely for a single network layer may lead to
an improper deployment of an NCP scheme in multi-layer scenarios.
To illustrate the basic operation and limitations of an NCP scheme we consider the directed
graph topology shown in Fig. 3.11a. In this scenario, as well as those shown in Fig.3.11b, c, d
and e, we assume the following.
• The cost to send a data stream along any link is 1U .
• The network resources required to send traffic along both ways of a link are the same.
• We consider a systematic coding strategy similar to the found presented by authors in
[42] [45].
• All links are bidirectional.
• Traffic data units are fixed and equal in size.
• The proposed protection strategy is deployed at the IP/MPLS network layer.
• The backup paths associated to a certain set of primary connections that are jointly
coded (protected) are link-disjoint.
• All primary virtual links follow a transparent model, i.e., transparent lightpaths are
assigned to all primary virtual links.
• For simplicity, coding operations are done electrically, based on the exclusive-or opera-
tion (XOR) and are done over GF(2).
We also assume the following network model. A directed graph G (E ,V ) representing a
Virtual network topology, where V is the set of nodes, specifically IP/MPLS nodes, and E is
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the set of edges, specifically packet connections, i.e., virtual links. Our objective is to obtain a
new graph G ′
(
E ′,V
)
, which is a directed multigraph, where G is an edge-induced subgraph
of G ′ with E ⊆ E ′, such that the amount of coded traffic can be maximized. Our proposal can
be useful to any NCP scheme (such as the ones using a systematic coding strategy) highly
impacting on protecting those topologies where the network connectivity hinders the coding
of traffic. In addition, the symbols and terminologies used in the rest of this section are listed
in Table 3.2.
In the topology shown in Fig. 3.11a the traffic sent along links e1,3 and e2,3 (T1,3, T2,3)
cannot be coded (protected) because there is not a link-disjoint backup path from e1,3 and e2,3
with node 3 as its terminal vertex. Recall one of the main goals of an NCP scheme is to code
traffic aiming at reducing the bandwidth used for protection. In the case that the traffic T1,3
and T2,3 are jointly coded (T1,3⊕T2,3) and sent along either link e1,3, e2,3, or sent on both links,
this would be inefficient compared to the use of conventional proactive protection schemes
such as DP. It is important to notice that coded traffic must be sent along a path link-disjoint
from the primary links to be protected, i.e., ρ1,3∩e1,3∩e2,3 =;, and ρ2,3∩e1,3∩e2,3=;, where
ρx,y is a backup path of link ex,y .
As a consequence, two possible solutions can be followed. One is to use a DP scheme for
those links that could not be coded. Contrary to an NCP scheme, a DP scheme does not code
traffic. Thus, the path
(
e1,4 e4,2 e2,3
)
and
(
e2,4 e4,1 e1,3
)
can be the backup path for links e1,3 and
e2,3 respectively.
The other possible solution includes the provisioning of a new link that serves as backup
path. For instance, if a new link is provisioned between nodes 4 and 3 (e4,3), it would be
possible to code the traffic T1,3 and T2,3 and obtain T ′′4,3 see Fig. 3.11b. This can be achieved by
setting up node 4 as a coding node and link e4,3 as a coding path. As a result node 3 receives
the data stream T ′′4,3, that codes T1,3 and T2,3 (T
′′
4,3= T1,3⊕T2,3). Thus, in the case of a failure
of links e1,3 or e2,3, node 3 can decode T ′′4,3 and obtain T1,3 or T2,3 by executing T
′′
4,3⊕T2,3 or
T ′′4,3⊕T1,3 respectively.
Indeed, when traffic T1,3 and T 2,3 are coded at node 4 (see Fig. 3.11b) the Pcost is 3U
of bandwidth. But when conventional DP is used the Pcost is 4U of bandwidth (count the
number of T ′x, y and T ′′x, y on Fig. 3.11c).
Note that the terminal vertex of the protected links and the terminal vertex of their coding
path is the same (node 3 in the topology shown in Fig. 3.11b), that is termed as node d . This
holds true if it is assumed that only links with common terminal vertices are protected 1.
The other endpoint of the coding path is the coding node (node 4 in the topology shown in
Fig. 3.11b). However, there can be more than one single coding node. Indeed, in a connected
graph, all nodes i are potential coding nodes, where i² {1, ...., |V |} and i 6=d . Aligned to this, we
1It is worth mentioning that there are studies available in the literature that deal with NCP with different
destinations [44].
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Table 3.2: List of Symbols and terminologies used thought section 3.2
Symbols and Terminology Meaning
G(V , E) Directed graph where V is the
set of nodes and E is the set of
edges.
Tx,y Traffic sent by node x destined
to node y , where x, y∈V .
T ′x,y Replica of traffic Tx,y .
T ′′x,y Coded traffic sent by node x des-
tined to node y .
Coding Node Node that codes protected traf-
fic.
φ() Function that returns the
shortest-path between two
nodes (we consider the number
of hops as the routing metric).
h () Function that given a path re-
turns the set of nodes belonging
to this one.
Ω Set of potential coding nodes.
L Set of links suitable for NC.
χ Set of provisioned links to be
used as backup paths.
Lm Set of lightpaths assigned to
each virtual link, where m ∈
{1, ...|E |}.
β Set containing all combinations
of shortest-paths among the
source vertices of the links to be
coded.
β=φ (nk ,nk+1) ,φ (nk ,nk+2) , ..,.
where k∈ {1, ....|L|}, and nk is a
source vertex of link k.
propose the following procedures to obtain the set of coding nodes offering minimum Pcost
according to the links to be protected.
1. Only two links (with common terminal vertex) are to be protected:
• Remove links to be protected from G (V ,E), then computeΩ= h {φ (nk ,nk+1)}.
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2. More than two links (with common terminal vertex) will be protected by enabling NC:
• First, obtain the set β, where |β| = (|L|2 ), and L is the number of links suitable for NC.
• Second, remove links to be protected from G (V ,E), then obtainΩ=∩|β|s=1h (bs), where
bs²β.
In the following lines we illustrate the procedure to obtain the set of coding nodes with a
simple example. Consider the topology depicted in Fig. 1d where the links suitable for NC
are: L = (e1,3, e2,3, e8,3). For this case β=φ (1,2) , φ (2,8) , φ (1,8), andΩ= 1, 6, 2, 8. Therefore,
a backup link may be provisioned between node 3 and any of the nodes belonging to the setΩ
(such as e21,3 see Fig. 3.11e) to be used as the backup path for the protected primary links.
The cost of provisioning new links may be expensive when there is no infrastructure cur-
rently in place, such as dark fiber. However, if the links to be provisioned are virtual links, e.g.,
IP/MPLS label switched paths (LSPs) in a multi-layer network scenario, the backup link provi-
sioning process is related to: 1) the availability of physical resources (transponders, optical
wavelengths); and 2) the graph properties of the optical topology, e.g., graph connectivity.
Moreover, all coding nodes belonging to the set Ω offer the same Pcost . This holds true
assuming that the cost to send a data stream along a given link is the same independently of
the path length.
In the scenario depicted in Fig. 3.11e, the Pcost required to protect links e1,3, e2,3 and e8,3,
i.e., P
(
e1,3, e2,3, e8,3
)
, is 4U (U is a network resource unit) if link e21,3 is provisioned to be used
as a backup path. Notice that node 2 codes the traffic T ′2,3 (not shown in Fig. 3.11e) and T
′
8,3,
producing T ′′2,3. In a similar manner, node 1 codes T
′
1,3 (not shown in Fig. 3.11e) and T
′′
2,3
producing T ′′1,3. This traffic is then sent along the recently provisioned backup path. Therefore,
the path traversed by the coded traffic is (e8,2, e2,6, e6,1, e21,3). Moreover, if a new link e6,3 is
provisioned as a backup path the Pcost is also 4U , since 1U is needed for paths e1,6 and e6,3
respectively, and 2U for path e8,2, e2,6. Nevertheless, we must consider that in a multi-layer
scenario, equal protection costs computed at the virtual topology when using two different
coding paths –such as the ones obtained when using links e21,3 or e6,3– may be different when
the lightpaths assigned to each coding path are considered. For instance, even though Packet
Pcost1 =Packet Pcost2 , it can be possible that the Optical Pcost1 6=Optical Pcost2 , where Pcost1 and
Pcost2 are protection costs obtained when using two different coding paths.
The scenario described in Fig. 3.11 illustrates how to provision backup links to be used as
backup paths in such a way that the amount of coded traffic is maximized. As a result, Pcost is
minimized when an NCP scheme is used in single layer networks. In the following section, we
plunge into several issues that need to be addressed to provision backup links in multi-layer
scenarios.
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Figure 3.12: a) Multi-layer protection with router C as a coding node; b) Multi-layer protection
with router A as a coding node.
3.3.1 Operation of DPNC+
This section introduces a novel NCP scheme for multi-layer networks namely DPNC+. The
main purpose of DPNC+ is to improve network reliability by provisioning backup virtual links
by means of cross-layer NSI. In particular we intend to: 1) maximize coded traffic; and 2)
reduce the Pcost on a multi-layer network scenario.
In order to illustrate the operation of the proposed multi-layer protection scheme we
consider the multi-layer network scenario shown in Fig. 3.12. The main objective pursued
with this example is to elucidate the need of using cross-layer NSI when provisioning links to
be used as backup paths.
In order to protect the traffic sent along the virtual links eA,D and eB ,D using DPNC+ two
approaches can be followed, represented in Fig. 3.12a and Fig. 3.12b respectively. The
configuration shown in Fig. 3.12a consists of the following: 1) Virtual link eC ,D is provisioned
as a backup path; 2) router C is configured as a coding node. The Packet and the Optical Pcost
are 3U each (count the number of T ′x,yand T ′′x,y ).
On the other hand, the configuration shown in Fig. 3.12b consists of the following: 1) a
new virtual link e2A,D is provisioned to be used as a backup path; 2) router A is configured
as a coding node. With this configuration the Packet Pcost is 3U , but the Optical Pcost is 4U
(count the number of T ′x,y and T ′′x,y ), because the primary and its respective protected traffic
need to be sent along different paths (Packet and Optical paths) to avoid SRLGs. Thus, the
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configuration shown in Fig. 3.12a should be the option chosen to protect the traffic sent along
virtual links eA,D and eB ,D .
To compute the Optical Pcost the set of lightpaths (L ) associated to each virtual link is
required, i.e., cross-layer NSI must be known beforehand. However, cross-layer NSI might be
also obtained on demand by a multi-layer coordinator.
After carefully observing the example described in Fig. 3.12 it can be concluded that the
backup link provisioning process must consider cross-layer NSI in order to address two issues.
First, the backup path (including the provisioned backup link) and the primary links protected
by this path must be link-disjoint at both Packet and Optical layers in order to avoid SRLGs.
Moreover, primary virtual links suitable for coding must be link-disjoint at the Optical layer
as well, in order to properly decode protected traffic, i.e., enable protection against double
link failures. Second, both Packet and Optical Pcost must be computed to provision the most
suitable backup path, i.e., obtain the smallest Pcost .
As described in the previous section, two solutions may be applied when NCP does not
show enough resources to react to a link failure: 1) use DP; or 2) use backup link provisioning.
The protection scheme presented in this section provisions backup links with the aim of
enabling the coding of traffic, but also introduces a function to decide when this backup
link must be used instead of DP. This is also useful because the avoidance of SRLGs strongly
depends on the connectivity of the packet and optical topologies. Thus, when traffic cannot
be coded or coding is expensive (a high Pcost ), conventional DP is used.
Finally, Algorithm 6 shows the overall procedure for DPNC+. Notice that a backup link is
only provisioned as long as a Pcost reduction is achieved in comparison with conventional DP.
This is the reason why in an NCP scenario, the provisioning of a backup link must be done
solely when it enables the coding of traffic.
3.3.2 Numerical Results with regard to protection schemes in Multi-Layer CGNs
This section provides numerical results related to the proposed scheme and other similar
proactive protection solutions. The proposed protection scheme (DPNC+) is evaluated in
terms of IP/MPLS and Optical Pcost (using the well known python graph library NetworkX, in
comparison with DP (conventional proactive protection), and DPNC (NCP without cross-layer
NSI) schemes. To ensure realistic findings the evaluated schemes were modeled over the
multi-layer Spanish backbone topology see Fig. 3.13a.
The Virtual topology configuration of the multi-layer Spanish backbone topology is based
on realistic network topologies extracted from [129], which is a vast online repository of real
telecommunication networks. On this basis, we configured the Virtual Topologies, shown in
Fig. 3.13b and Fig. 3.13c. We considered it more reasonable to evaluate more than one Virtual
topology, while using only one physical topology design, because on a real multi-layer network
scenario the Virtual topology design changes faster than the physical topology (fueled by the
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Algorithm 6 Overview of DPNC+
Input: (G(E ,V ), G2(E2,V2),L )
Output: (Pcost )
{G and G2 are the IP/MPLS (Packet) and Optical topology respectively.}
Pcost = 0{Initialize the total Packet Protection Cost}
S =Group virtual links (E) by common destination node
for i in S do
L =Create Sub-groups of minimum length equal to 2. {since at least 2 working links with common
destination are required to enable NC.}
for L in S do
for j in L do
DPNCPcost =Run DPNC for each j (links suitable to NC or link subgroup), then compute the
protection cost for each link subgroup {Protect each link subgroup with NCP strategy described
in [45]}
DPPcost =Run DP for each link that could not be protected by DPNC, then compute the
protection cost
Ω=ObtainCodingNodes( j ){Obtain the set of coding nodes by using the procedure described
in Section III.B.}
χ j = Provi sionBackupLink
(
L ,G ,G2, j
)
{Provision a backup link which endpoints are one of
the coding nodes obtained and the terminal vertex of protected links, consider the both Virtual
(packet) and Optical topologies in order to select the optimal backup link}
DPNC+Pcost =Run DPNC+ for each j then compute the protection cost {protect each link
subgroup using the logical backup links}
if DPNC Pcost+DPcost>DPNC+Pcost then
F j =DPNC Pcost +DP Pcost {F j is the protection cost of sub-group j .}
{protection group j is protected with DPNC combined with DP.}
Tear-Down backup link χ j
else
F j =DPNC+Pcost
protection group j is protected DPNC+.
PLcost=min (F ){Select the sub-group with the minimum Pcost .}
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Figure 3.13: Multi-layer Spanish backbone topology; b) Virtual topology based on Sanren
topology; c) Virtual topology based on Abilene topology
low economic cost, and ease of provisioning tasks).
Several trials have been carried out assuming the following settings: 1) the shortest-path
routing algorithm used for route computations is based on the hop metric; 2) IP/MPLS router
line cards of 100 Gbps capacity; 3) homogenous traffic demands of 20 Gbps along each virtual
link; and 4) cross-layer NSI is known beforehand.
The IP/MPLS Pcost for the three evaluated protection schemes is depicted in Fig. 3.14. It
can be seen that with DPNC+ a considerable reduction of the IP/MPLS Pcost is achieved, up
to 50% reduction. Note that for the Sanren topology the IP/MPLS Pcost for DP and DPNC
schemes is the same. This is expected since all nodes in this topology have an indegree equal
to two. As a consequence, an NCP scheme (based on a systematic coding strategy) cannot
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of IP/MPLS Pcost .
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of the Optical Pcost .
code traffic, i.e., DPNC does not perform better than DP in this type of topology. Conversely,
DPNC+ is able to code traffic due to its capability for backup link provisioning.
Regarding the Abilene topology, DPNC offers a smaller IP/MPLS Pcost in comparison with
a DP scheme. However, using DPNC+ is possible to obtain a 40% and 35% Pcost reduction
compared to DP and DPNC schemes respectively.
Furthermore, Fig. 3.15 quantifies the Optical Pcost . Similar to the results shown in Fig. 3.15,
it can be observed that the DPNC+ scheme requires less Optical resources in comparison with
the other schemes evaluated.
Finally, Table 3.3 shows the percentage of non-coded connections by DPNC and DPNC+ re-
spectively. Based on the obtained results it can be stated that the proposed scheme maximizes
coding in an effective manner, i.e., enable coding solely when the Pcost is reduced. Moreover,
the evaluation results substantiate that DPNC+ significantly reduces both the Packet and
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Table 3.3: Percentage of Non-Coded Connections.
Protection schemes Evaluated network topologies
Abilene Sanren
DPNC 100% 35.7%
DPNC+ 14.2% 10.7%
Optical Pcost compared to other proactive protection schemes.
3.4 Interface Correlation in Multi-Layer CGNs
As mention in previous sections, cross-layer NSI is useful for MLR schemes in order to improve
their performance. This was validated by the Pcost reduction achieved by NCP schemes that
leverage cross-layer NSI such as DPNC+. However, NSI such as cross-layer connections is
difficult to obtain in a dynamic and agile manner because of vendor interoperability issues.
Indeed, to the best of our knowledge, the NEs belonging to the IP/MPLS are unaware of their
directly connected neighbor at the Optical Layer, and vice-versa.
Therefore, driven by the high performance achieved when cross-layer NSI is available, this
section presents a topology discovery algorithm referred to as Multi-layer Topology Discovery
(MTD). MTD is able to discover cross-layer connections between an IP/MPLS node and a
transport (Optical, Ethernet) node in a precisely and dynamic manner. The main advantage
of MTD in comparison with similar topology discovery algorithms such as Cisco Discovery
Protocol (CDP) [130] is that is vendor agnostic.
The first version of MTD algorithm is based on python and it is depicted in Fig. 3.16. As
it can be observed, the operation of MTD is based on the correlation of statistics counters
available on NEs. Statistics counters such as packets sent or received are available in NEs
of different vendors and technologies. Moreover, they can be easily accessed by means of a
management protocol such as SNMP, NETCONF or OpenFlow. By means of simple correlation
algorithms and approximation methods, MTD is able to correlate the endpoints of a cross-layer
connection.
In order to prove the efficiency of MTD, we build a real simulation testbed shown in Fig.
3.17, whereas the software model of this testbed is shown in Fig. 3.18. In Fig. 3.18, the
correlation module is the MTD algorithm. MTD is split into two functional blocks. 1) The
Correlation Engine which is in charge of the discovering the cross-layer connections; and 2)
the Correlation Presenter, which is in charge of organizing the cross-layer NSI provided by
the Correlation Engine in a legible way –xml was used for modeling cross-layer connection
information.
Finally, NSI information is gathered by the Data Gathering Module by means of manage-
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Figure 3.16: MTD algorithm.
Figure 3.17: Testbed scenario for the evaluation of MTD.
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Figure 3.18: Testbed Software Modular View.
ment protocols such as SNMP and OpenFlow.
As shown in Fig. 3.17, we build a multi-layer topology formed by 6 IP routers running
Juniper and Quagga [131] software; and 4 virtualized transport switches. The traffic model
was created using the well-known traffic generation tool called MGEN [132]. For the net-
work topology shown in Fig. 3.17, MTD has a 100% hit related to discovery of cross-layer
connections.
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and Resilience
This section is devoted to the study of new network architectures that can improve the perfor-
mance of routing and resilience in CGNs. To this end, we propose a new PCE scheme referred
to as Context-Aware PCE. The proposed scheme leverages ILSA schemes in order to enhance
conventional PCE schemes to fully exploit the advantages provided by new communication
models. In the following lines we describe the future challenges and trends for routing and
resilience, as well as the proposed PCE scheme.
4.1 Future Challenges for Routing and Resilience
“Networking” as a single word is undergoing a noticeable evolution. On one hand, the advent
of novel network paradigms such as SDN, Cloud Networking or Network Virtualization, all
as a whole requiring significant changes in the currently deployed network architecture. On
the other hand, network users are offered with new services and applications, all accessible
from anywhere and at anytime. Fueled by the continuous evolution of networking, the
research community started to seek new solutions aiming at optimizing network resources
utilization, while facilitating the birth of new markets and business models. It is a must to
have a comprehensive knowledge on where the network is and where is the network going in
order to have the opportunity to propose new solutions. This section is devoted to describe
the challenges faced by current networking architectures.
For many years, Internet has been constantly evolving in a wide set of areas e.g., technical,
social, etc, what has been demanding a continuous effort from the scientific community to
face the technological challenges linked to this unstoppable evolution. The socialization
of Internet as well as the rapid dissemination of new user-friendly/appealing services and
applications are both fueling network connectivity to become a basic need for users. Thus,
it is widely shared among the scientific community that the near future for Internet will
draw a network scenario enriched by network features such as End to End security, Resilient
Communications, Mobility, Traffic Engineering and Multi-Homing), with a huge volume of
heterogeneous devices all demanding Internet connectivity anywhere, anyhow and at anytime.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison between current and Future Internet.
It is evident that the network protocols supporting the current Internet were not designed
to provide such new features. As a result, network research community is pushing for the
demise of the conventional location/host-oriented communication model deployed in current
Internet and it is starting to migrate to the Future Internet, also referred to as the Internet of
Things (IoT) see Fig. 4.1. An IoT architecture must undoubtedly overcome the limitations
inherent to the currently deployed network protocols.
The IoT comprises a large and heterogeneous amount of devices demanding ubiquitous
and seamless connectivity round the clock [133]. Unfortunately, though expected, the highly
demanding constraints required by a Future Internet scenario cannot be appropriately sup-
ported by the current location/host oriented communication model, see table 4.1.
As a consequence, particular research efforts must be devoted to study the limitations
caused by the existing IP-based addressing scheme, specifically with regard to two main issues:
the depletion of addresses, i.e., the availability of the addressing space, and the semantic
overload of addresses, i.e., double functionality of an address. The first refers to the fact that
the overall size of the IPv4 address space is definitely not enough to support the current and
expected increase in the density of identifiable NEs in Internet (worth noticing that the IPv4
address space has almost reached the end of its lifetime [134],[135].
As a matter of fact, since the early days of the Internet, IP is being deployed as the main
underlying technology supporting routing and addressing strategies on the Internet. Despite
some of the well-known weaknesses and limitations inherent to an IP-based addressing
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Table 4.1: Requirements the Future Internet.
Requirements/Features
Devices demanding internet connectionÀ 232
Smart devices with enhanced capabilities
Network features: social networking, green networking
Mobility without communication disruption (Full Mobility)
Proactive network reconfiguration
Set up/tear down connections in short-term basis
New network scenarios: Virtualized Data Centers, Smart Cities
New users roles: consumers+producers = prosumers
scheme, traditionally the scientific community has invested much more efforts in routing,
in particular in the inter-domain area than in addressing [136], [137]. It was Geoff Houston
in [138], who warned the scientific community about the addressing space reality, when he
showed that the IPv4 depletion time would be shorter than the one previously foreseen by
many organizations (some of them reaching the year 2030).
The second issue of the current addressing scheme is the so-called semantic overload of
addresses, refers to the fact that current (IP-based) Internet addresses act as both locator and
identifier. Thus, adopting a double functionality clearly imposes a burden on the current
routing system, hence affecting several network features (e.g., roaming users or operator
portability could be accomplished smoothly if this double functionality is removed).
Mobile communications are indeed affected by the double functionality problem. The
following real scenario can better illustrate this statement. Nowadays, users are not statically
connected to Internet but rather users are demanding connectivity on the move.
This novel mobility context imposes some effects on the connectivity. In particular, in the
current routing architecture, when a user moves from one network to another one or changes
his/her ISP, (because he/she moved to a new geographic location or he/she subscribed to a
new ISP), his/her assigned IP address also changes. This IP address modification significantly
degrades the communications quality or, even worse, causes a disruption of all established
connections that are bound to this IP address. Notice however that, in the first case, the user
only changes its location but its identity is certainly the same. Hence, while changes on the
user location should be only reported to the routing layer, nowadays represent a change in the
overall IP address. It is the routing (IP/MPLS) layer that should be aware of any change in a
user’s location. Even though there are protocols, such as Mobile IP that enable users mobility
in a network, these are only a work-around that do not solve the root-cause of the addressing
problems, i.e., the double functionality problem.
Resilient communications are also affected by the double functionality of the IP addresses.
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Let’s assume the case of a data center in which a 1:1 protection is used, therefore having a set
of primary and backup servers in different geographic locations.
In the case a failure pops up in a primary server, the routing process at the network layer
will shift all traffic routed to the failed server towards the backup server. This shifting action has
a significant impact on all established connections with the failed server, potentially causing
connections disruption.
Moreover, in today’s routing architecture it is very hard to use an address to identify multiple
hosts. For instance, if address x.x.x.x is assigned to node A, in the case there is a failure in node
A, the process to reassign the address x.x.x.x to a node B can be troublesome. Protocols such
as Hot Standby Router Protocol (HSRP) can provide support for this, but unfortunately these
protocols are vendor dependent, i.e., they operate only among nodes from the same vendor.
On the other hand, multihoming features also affected by the double functionality of
IPv4 addresses. Multihoming is a common practice nowadays that significantly fuels the
geometrical growth of the routing tables. It basically consists in setting up different alternatives
to connect a client to the network. In fact, multihoming comes up as an essential feature for
network administrators mainly due to the two following characteristics: 1) it endows a network
with fault tolerant capabilities, and; 2) it enables load balancing. These two patent benefits
together with the fall of the cost of Internet connections have highly encouraged network
administrators to offer and support multihoming.
But, how does a network manage multidomain?. To achieve multihoming, a site (Au-
tonomous System) acquires a Provider Independent (PI) or a Provider Aggregatable (PA) prefix
from its providers. It then announces them through all of its providers. PA and PI prefixes are
blocks of IP addresses assigned by a Regional Internet Registry (an organization that manages
the assignment and registration of IP addresses and Autonomous System (AS) numbers within
a particular region of the world) to a site. The difference between them is that unlike PI prefixes,
the PA-prefixes assigned to a site cannot be reused if a site changes its Internet provider.
A multihoming site using PI address space allocates its prefixes in the forwarding and
routing tables of each of its providers. Therefore, PI prefixes are not aggregated. For PA
prefixes, the Internet provider of a site could aggregate the customer (site) advertisement into
a shorter prefix when advertising the prefix to other customers or peers. In the practice of
multihoming an Internet Service Provider ISP has to advertise more specific (less aggregated)
IP routing prefix to the Internet and rely on the traditional and problematic longest-prefix
match route selection algorithm of Border Gateway Protocol (BGP).
In addition, to multi-homing features, the double functionality of addresses hinders the
deployment of multi-interface applications. For instance, consider a scenario where a NE can
have multiple addresses assigned according to the transport technology used for communica-
tion to this NE, i.e., legacy application use the conventional IPv4 wired networks, while new
wireless technologies use IPv6 addresses.
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On the other hand, the majority of routing and resilience schemes deployed in current
CGNs are distributed schemes. It is well known that distributed schemes have several issues
such as they are highly susceptible to NSI inaccuracy, high signaling overhead, interoperability
issues, among others. As a result, the design of new routing architectures is gaining momentum
in network research.
4.2 Trends for Routing and Resilience
As it has been mentioned in this thesis the main technologies commonly adopted in CGNs are
IP/MPLS and WDM technologies. In a CGN, features such as fast connection-provisioning, re-
covery actions, and TE, are commonly achieved by source routing strategies using a distributed
control plane scheme (e.g., GMPLS or ASON) handling connections setup and teardown in
a short-term basis. However, sourced routing strategies have significant weaknesses when
facing path computation actions, specifically in large network scenarios, where it is difficult to
have precise knowledge of NSI.
As a result, a centralized entity referred to as PCE has started to gain momentum among
both network researches and carriers. There are many studies already available in network
research introducing contributions on PCE architectures, all devised for the conventional
location/host-oriented network scenario. Despite the fact that the host-oriented model
embeds several well-known short-comings, the main one referred to as the semantic overload
of addresses as it was described in the previous section. As a consequence, the network
community is focusing on the study of new network paradigms, such ILSAs and information-
centric or context-aware communication models.
In order to address the limitations of the host-oriented model, a diverse set of ad-hoc
solutions have been proposed. Most of these solutions are focusing solely on specific issues.
Thus, these solutions introduce two harmful consequences. First, several different solutions
must be deployed in order to provide the overall set of requirements for an IoT scenario. This
may lead to chaos in multi-technology/vendor scenarios due to the costly actions required
to deploy a large and diverse set of solutions. Second, the use of an isolated strategy to
propose solutions for each individual issue may raise negative collateral effects on the others
that are making the overall solution ever complex, such as difficulties in the deployment
of communications protocols such as Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and IPsec, i.e., NAT
sensitive protocols.
There are other attempts with the aim of proposing solutions to face the short-comings
related to the current location oriented communication model and offering an alternative to
the traditional “OSIfied IP networks”. These research attempts are centered in two research
lines: Non-disruptive approaches and clean slate architectures.
Among the clean-slate architectures it is worth to mention IPv6. IPv6 was proposed as an
(evolutionary) alternative to cope with the exhaustion of addresses, conceptually supported
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by enlarging the addressing space. However, as of today, network providers are reluctant to
widely deploy IPv6 mainly because of two reasons [139], [140]: 1) the expenditure of resources,
referring to the fact that the required tasks to migrate from an IPv4 to an IPv6 core require
a considerable amount of time, and represent an operational expenditure not only in terms
of firmware updates of NEs but also on IPv6 training for the operational personnel; 2) the
migration process may cause an undesired disruption of the offered network services.
Moreover, while enlarging the addressing space may contribute to solve the depletion of
addresses problem, it is clear that this does not have any effect on the semantic overload
problem.
On the other hand, ILSA schemes falls into the set of Non-disruptive approaches. ILSA
schemes are proposed as a way to address the issues related to the current addressing space.
ILSA schemes deal with both the double functionality problem and the exhaustion of addresses
by assigning an independent set of addresses for identification and location functions. For
instance, the network layer supporting end-to-end connectivity operates with an address
scheme commonly referred to as an Identifier (ID); whereas, the network layer responsible
for location functions operates with an addressing scheme commonly referred to as Locators
(LOCs). ILSA schemes have received a great acceptance in network research. As a matter of
fact, conversely to the majority of clean-slate architectures, ILSA schemes are already available
as commercial solutions and it is also a IETF standard protocol (with some active working
groups)[141],[142].
It is worth mentioning that ILSA schemes and IPv6 can work jointly. As an example, the use
of ILSAs along with an addressing scheme such as IPv6 could reduce the IP-based addressing
limitations, especially in network scenarios requiring multihoming, traffic engineering and
Full mobility [143]. Furthermore, ILSAs can smooth the migration of IPv4 to IPv6, what strongly
lowers the barrier operators keep to deploy IPv6 on their IPv4 networks.
Moreover, ILSAs may slow down the address exhaustion issue, even though the latest seems
to be solved by the huge address space provided by IPv6. However, migrating from IPv6 to
IPv4 is a task not pleasant for network providers. An ILSA scheme can provide support to the
migration process between addressing schemes, see Fig. 4.2. For instance, in a network of an
ISP, the border routers can have IPv6 addresses assigned whereas the core routers remains
untouched with the conventional IPv4 addresses. An ILSA solution may be able to map the
IPv6 to IPv4 addresses and vice-versa. This is a reduction of time and tasks that reflects in
OPEX and CAPEX. At present, the interoperation between IPv4 and IPv6 using ILSAs is a
solution that is already being offered by network-vendors.
In addition, ILSAs schemes may boosts up other network features such as mobility. In this
regard, consider the scenario shown in Fig. 4.3a. It can be observed that the user device keeps
its same ID even in the case it changes its location site (ISP provider), without impacting on
any already established. Furthermore, providers do not have to reassign new IDs to new users,
keeping in some cases the hosts’ configuration untouched.
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Figure 4.2: ILSAs aiming migration from IPv4 to IPv6.
A highly well positioned real use case for mobility, completely detached from user mobility
is drawn nowadays in Virtualized Data Centers. Indeed, Virtual Machines) can be deployed
anywhere (supported by real network infrastructure) regardless the address assigned to the
IP/MPLS layer, freely moving (migrating) resources across different geographic locations or
different racks within a data center. But Virtual Machines migration is not the only added
value feature getting benefit from a potential ILSA scheme deployment. Nowadays, a failure in
the infrastructure of a data center or a cloud model, will severely impact on the live services
offered to the users.
It is possible to enable resilient communications by means of an ILSA scheme. Let’s
consider the “resilience scenario” shown in Fig. 4.3b, in this scenario a 1:1 protection scheme
is employed, i.e., there are two Data centers, the main and the backup, for the purpose
of offering fault tolerant services. In the case there is a failure in the main data center, a
protection action is triggered for relocating the affected services to the backup Data Center.,
which consists in mapping the ID xxx to a different locator, the locator z.z.z.z.
The application layer is not aware of any failures in the network layer. The application
layer as mentioned before is bound to IDs. In the case of the example shown in Fig. 4.3b, the
application layer is not aware that the network element with the ID “xxx”, is now a different
node in a different geographic location. It is important to remark that even though the
connections are not disrupted, the quality of delay sensitive communications, e.g., VoIP or
video streaming, could be degraded [144].
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Figure 4.3: An ILSA scheme boosting up mobility and resilience features.
4.3 Dealing with availability and reachability of ILSA schemes
As mentioned in the last section the current internet and routing architecture embeds several
issues. Indeed, recent studies including the Internet Architecture Board (AB) report [145],
reveal that current Internet routing architecture is facing several scalability problems related
to both the size and dynamics of the global routing table in the Internet’s Default Free Zone
(DFZ). For instance, the global routing table size in the DFZ has been growing at an alarming
rate in recent years [146], till reaching now a total of 36.717 ASes that originate 355,262 IPv4
prefixes (see Fig. 4.4 ) despite several limitations such as lack of IPv4 addresses, strict address
allocation and routing announcement policies. Although IPv6 deployment would remove the
problem of lack of IPv4 addresses, there is a strong concern that the deployment of IPv6 on a
large scale could result in a significant growth of the routing table.
The AB report identified the following sources behind the rapid growth of the global routing
table in the DFZ:
• Multihoming.
• Traffic engineering.
• Non-aggregable address allocations.
In [146] authors conclude that address fragmentation, caused by multi-homing and load
balancing is the major reason of BGP table growth.
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Figure 4.4: Growth of the BGP Tables at DFZ Routers.
4.3.1 ILSAs Overview
Two high level research challenges, the ID/LOC generation and the Mapping System (the
entity in charge of the ID/LOC mapping and vice-avers) must be faced when designing an
ILSA architecture. As for the first challenge, nowadays, several alternatives may already be
found in the recent literature differently handling the ID/LOC generation depending on the
network segment they operate at. Thus, as shown in Fig. 4.5, regarding the ID/LOC generation
challenge a preliminary ILSA classification turns into two sets of ILSAs schemes, namely
Network based and Host based schemes.
Network based schemes: Operating at the network level, usually on the border routers at
the network backbone; hence, no modifications are required on the end-nodes (host level).
One of the most relevant network based ILSA schemes is LISP [142].
Network based ILSA schemes can be further categorized into: 1) Map-Encap schemes,
and 2) Address Rewriting schemes. In Map-Encap schemes (such as LISP), a network packet
destined to a certain object (packet with an ID as a destination), is encapsulated into a new
packet, whose destination will be a locator. This strategy is widely used in many network-
ing aspects and is usually referred to as tunneling in network jargon. Unlike this tunneling
approach, Address Rewriting architectures operate similarly to NAT (Network Address Transla-
tion), replacing a packet ID by a locator.
Host based ILSA schemes: Operating at the host level, specifically at the end-nodes, no
modifications are required at the network level. A Host based ILSA scheme is a more appealing
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Figure 4.5: Taxonomy of ILSAs.
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solution than a Network base scheme for network operators since cost investment is not
demanded on the network. However, this solution drives software providers to update their
products to meet specific requirements of a Host based ILSA scenario, what of course does not
sound that attractive for them. One of the most relevant Host based ILSA schemes is HIP [147].
There is a conceptual difference between both approaches that deserves to be mentioned.
Unlike a Network based ILSA scheme, where the ID/LOC space (an ID/LOC space is a collection
of all valid ID/LOCs) is fixed, Host based ILSA deployments are not restricted to use a unique
LOC or ID space. This feature could be helpful in some scenarios, for example, a two locators
space scenario, may assign one locator space for global routing and the other one for local
routing, or a two IDs space scenario, may assign one for the identification of virtual objects (e.g.,
network groups), and the other one for the identification of physical objects (e.g., computers
or mobiles nodes). This characteristic increases the addressing granularity.
The second high level challenge refers to the bidirectional mapping between an ID and
a Locator (ID⇔ LOC ). Notice that a different level of mapping is also needed in Host based
ILSA schemes between ID spaces (IDs1, IDs2), i.e., an ID could be mapped to another ID
which may belong to the same or to a different ID space.
While initial ILSA proposals, such as LISP and Six/One, handled the ID/LOC mapping
process over the data plane (Data plane architectures), the current trend on ILSAs design is
pushing for Control plane architectures. In these architectures the mapping process is run by a
Mapping System completely decoupled from the data plane. The Mapping System is a crucial
component on any ILSAs scheme, since it is responsible for the mapping between IDs and
locators. Mapping systems are conceptually supported by different technological approaches:
Domain Name System (DNS), Distributed Hast Table (DHT), Distributed Mapping Systems
and Routing protocols generating different Mapping System types. It can be stated that the
chosen type of Mapping System is an important design decision because this one will adopt
most weaknesses and flaws of its parent technology. For example, a Mapping System based
on a routing technology such as BGP will inherit most of the yet unsolved problems of this
routing protocol.
4.3.2 LISP Operation
As mentioned in the last sub-section LISP is a Network based ILSA scheme that use Map-
Encap processes, e.g., IP-over-IP tunnels deployed between border routers located at different
domains. To this end, the IP addresses allocated to the external interfaces of the border routers
act as Routing Locator (RLOC) addresses for the end systems in the local domain. Since an
AS usually groups several border routers, the local Endpoint Identifier (EID) addresses can
be reached through multiple RLOC addresses. Hence, LISP separates the overall address
space into two parts, where only addresses from the RLOC address space are assigned to the
transit Internet. Therefore, only RLOC addresses are routable through the Internet, that is, EID
addresses are considered routable only within their local domain.
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The basic idea is that an EID represents an end-host IP address, while a RLOC represent
the IP addresses where end hosts are located. At border routers EID are mapped into RLOC,
according to a Map-and-Encap scheme. The scaling benefits arise when EID addresses are
not routable through the Internet — only RLOC addresses are globally routable. This allows
efficient aggregation of the RLOC address space.
Moreover, recent studies show that LISP offers some key advantages. For instance, authors
in [148] show that the size of the global routing table can be reduced by roughly two orders of
magnitude with LISP.
To illustrate the basic operation of LISP see Fig. 4.6. Notice that when the host S with EID
190.1.1.1 wants to communicate with host D with EID 200.1.1.2 in a different domain, the
following sequence of events occur in LISP: 1) The usual lookup of the destination address
EID in the DNS is performed; 2) Once the EID is obtained, data is forwarded to at least one
of the local border routers referred to as Ingress Tunnel Routers (ITRs); 3) since only RLOC
addresses are globally routable, when an ITR receives packets destined to a host outside
its domain, it queries a mapping system to retrieve the EID-to-RLOC mapping; 4) After the
EID-to-RLOC mapping resolution, the ITR encapsulates and tunnels packets between the
local RLOC address (ITR address 3.3.3.2 in the Fig. 4.6) and the RLOC address retrieved from
the mapping system, which is a Egress Tunnel Router (ETR) address in LISP terminology
(either 4.4.4.2 or 10.0.0.2); 5) At the destination domain, the ETR decapsulates the packets
received through the tunnel and forwards them to their final destination (host D). It is worth
mentioning that from the first packet received, a ETR is able to cache a new entry, solving in
this way the reverse mapping for the packets to be tunneled back from destination to source.
The adoption of an ILSA scheme such as LISP provides several benefits such as 1) reduction
of the routing tables size; 2) cost-effective multihoming; 3) easy address renumbering; 4) TE
capabilities; 5) Full Mobility, among others. Nevertheless, there several issues related to LISP
resilience capabilities that must be addressed in order to consider a future deployment of LISP
in current CGNs.
4.3.3 Making the way to a Fault Tolerance LISP
One of the main weaknesses of LISP is related to resilience. In order to increase the resilience
degree of LISP, authors in [149] propose control plane based on the novel concept of retrieving
EID-to-RLOC mappings within the DNS Resolution time. To this end, the mappings between
EIDs and RLOCs are replicated in all of the edge routers within the same AS. Despite the fact
that this approach ensures improved reachability, it may lead to scalability problems since
each border router must store mapping information that rarely needs to be used, increasing
in this way the mapping table size. In order to minimize the amount mapping information
managed by a border router, while ensuring the highest possible reachability, the author of
this thesis contribute to the design of the so-called LISP Redundancy Protocol (LRP). LRP is
inspired by the Cisco’s Hot Standby Routing Protocol (HSRP) [150]. HSRP permits to configure
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Figure 4.6: Operation of LISP.
two routers one as a main border router and the other as a backup –Master-Slave model. LRP
extends this functionality by creating different logical groups. By means of logical groups,
border routers are not restricted solely to Slave or Master modes (see Fig. 4.7). This leads to 1)
all border routers can forward data –since only primary routers do so, and; 2) there is not need
to replicate the entire mapping information on all the border routers, it can be obtained on
the fly.
In summary, the main features offered by LRP are:
• The xTRs (ETR or ITRs) can be clustered into different LRP groups or pairs.
• The Mappings are pushed onto the LRP groups or pairs.
• All the xTRs in the group can carry traffic (active rather than standby).
• No need for data-probes (message used to obtain mapping entries) when the xTR does
not have a mapping.
Handling Inter-domain link failures with LRP
In the following we will discuss and describe the actions that are executed in order to address
a failure affecting an inter-domain link. In step 1 of Fig. 4.8, a high volume of traffic is
sent to a border router (ITR1), which is responsible for encapsulating the traffic and send it
through its international links to the destination. When a inter-domain link fails (step 2), ITR1
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Figure 4.7: Master/Slave Model HSRP vs. LRP.
automatically detects this event and (in real time) forwards all the incoming traffic to the other
ITR (ITR2) belonging to its LRP group (step 3). ITR2 has the correspondent mapping since
it shares a virtual group with ITR1 and now is in charge of encapsulating and sending this
traffic to its destination (step 4). On the other hand, by means of the internal routing protocol
(running in the AS), the failure of the inter-domain link is notified to update the routing tables
in order to reroute the traffic (step 5). Meanwhile, the LISP Control Box (LCB) –the entity
in charge of the configuration of xTRs related to LISP capabilities – would reconfiguring the
mapping of the different ITRs with the aim of load balancing the outbound traffic (step 6).
Finally, the restored traffic is rerouted according to the internal routing policies (step 7).
Handling ITR failures with LRP
The following lines describes how LRP is capable to prevent traffic loss while minimizing the
amount of signaling overhead required to so. As shown in Fig 4.9 (step 1), a large volume of
traffic is sent to border router ITR1, which is responsible for encapsulating this traffic and send
it to its final destination. In case of a failure affecting ITR1 (step 2), the resilience mechanism
(HSRP) deployed in the network automatically selects ITR2 for the role of Master. This is done
i a short-term basis by HSRP, nearly 3 seconds, which it is much faster than the reaction of
any routing protocol against a failure event. Moments later, the routing protocol deployed
in the network notifies the failure of ITR1 (step 4), updating in this way the routing tables
and allowing the traffic to be rerouted. On the other hand, the LCB would be responsible for
reconfiguring the mapping of the different ITR to balance the outbound traffic load (step 5).
Finally, the traffic is rerouted according to the routing protocol policies (step 6).
Based on the illustrative examples described in this section related to failures in a LISP
scenario, it can be stated that LRP prevents packet loss and in particular the sending of data-
probes, i.e., reduces the signaling overhead under the presence of links and nodes failures.
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Figure 4.8: Dealing with Inter-domain link failures by means of LRP.
Figure 4.9: Dealing with ITR failures by means of LRP.
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4.4 Context-Aware PCE
In summary, the network is facing a new highly demanding scenario, where technology must
evolve fast enough to support the ever growing users’ demands. Indeed, the pendulum has
swung from location/host to information/context-oriented communication models. In this
thesis, we push for positioning the PCE concept into a context-aware communication model.
To this end, we introduce the novel concept of Context-Aware PCE, based on the synergy
between conventional PCE architectures and ILSA schemes. Contrary to a conventional PCE
where the endpoints of a Path Computation Request (PCReq) are location dependent, i.e.,
host-oriented PCE, in a context-aware PCE scenario, the endpoints are IDs (identifiers). The
IDs are finally mapped to locators (LOCs) by using an ILSA scheme according to a given
“context”.
Context-aware networking can be adopted in PCE scenarios by the following: 1) enabling
the interaction between PCEs and ILSA schemes, 2) Coupling the endpoints of a PCReq to
IDs, and; 3) Perform the mapping between an ID and a LOC according to a given context,
e.g., location, time, traffic volume, etc. On this basis, the amount of network resources
(optical wavelength, cross-layer connections) allocated to a connection might change during
its holding time according to the context specified by a Path Computation Client (PCC)– a PCC
is the entity requesting a path computation. Indeed, the paradigm of a context-aware PCE
stems in the fact that PCCs are solely interested in setting up a connection to a certain endpoint
or content no matter its location. The relevant is the “What” (“connection to something”)
rather than the “Where” (“connection to a location”).
Moreover, bear in mind that coupling the endpoints of a connection to IDs take off from
the PCCs several tasks such as keeping state of nodes location, validation of node status
(availability), and opens the possibility to the re-optimization of connections in a proactive
manner –referred to as Active-PCE by authors in [151] .
In the following lines, we illustrate how the synergy between PCE and ILSA schemes
can enhance the current location/host oriented communication model in order to augment
distinct network features such as resilience, or traffic-oriented routing.
Figure 4.10 shows a possible use-case of collaboration between a context-aware PCE and
an ILSA scheme in order to augment the resilience level in a multi-domain optical scenario.
As shown in Fig. 4.10a, a PCC within domain 1 sends a PCReq for a LSP with LOC A and ID
Building-Domain 2 as endpoints (step 1). A context-aware PCE communicates with an ILSA
scheme to obtain the set of LOCs corresponding to the ID Building-Domain2, which are B
and C (step 2). The PCE computes two LSPs (one for each LOC). Then the context-aware PCE
sends the Path Computation Reply (PCRep) to the PCC (step 3). Based on a policy defined
by the administrator of domain 1, the LSP for Wavelength Router (WR) B is configured as a
primary connection, whereas the path to WR C is configured as a backup connection (step 4).
In case of a failure affecting WR B , see Fig. 4.10b, WR A can switch the traffic to WR C .
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Figure 4.10: A Context-Aware PCE for augmenting the network resilience level: a) LSP compu-
tation; b) LSP re-optimization.
As a consequence of this failure, a pre-configured recovery action triggers the provisioning
of WR D as the backup for WR C . Domain 2 sends update information to the ILSA scheme
specifying that ID Building-Domain 2 is coupled to LOCs C and D (step 1). Then, the ILSA
scheme sends this update to the PCE (step 2). The PCE re-optimizes LSP (A, Building-Domain
2) by computing a path between WRs A and D and send a Path Computation Update message
(PCRUpd) to the PCC (step 3). Finally, the PCC triggers the provisioning of LSP (A,D), and the
affected traffic is once again is routed along the primary path recently provisioned (step 4).
In order to support the scenario shown in Fig. 4.10 in the conventional host-oriented
model, it is required a control plane capable of distributing location information among PCCs
within different domains. Foremost, the deployment of a multi-domain control plane can be
arduous due to scalability, confidentially and technical issues [152]. As such, ILSA schemes
should be considered as scalable solution to disseminate control information such as location
data.
Moreover, Fig. 4.11 shows another use-case of collaboration between a context-aware
PCE and ILSA scheme, where an Open-Data Skateholder (Domain 1) collects information
from Data Repositories (Domain 2, and 3) by means of an Open-Data Middleware [153]. The
rationale of this scenario is to illustrate how network operators can optimize the allocation of
resources in their networks by: 1) interacting with both ILSA and PCE schemes; and 2) user
behavior characterization, i.e., analyze the trending topic or traffic behavior.
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Figure 4.11: A Context-Aware PCE for defining context-aware connections: a) Trending-Topic:
Movie Theaters; b) Trending-Topic: Restaurants.
As shown in Fig. 4.11a, a PCC sends a PCReq for an LSP with LOC A and ID Repositories
as endpoints (step 1). Notice that the conventional PCReq and PCRep are enhanced with
a new parameter so-called Connection-Context. The purpose of the Connection-Context
parameter is to define the main drivers of a connection. For the scenario shown in Fig.4.11,
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a PCC is interested on establishing a connection to all devices mapped by ID Repositories
with the constraint that more network resources must be allocated to the connection whose
destination is the device corresponding to the trending-topic “Movie Theaters”.
By means of interaction with an ILSA scheme, ID Repositories is mapped to LOCs B
and C (step 2). Then a Context-Aware sends a PCRep to the PCC specifying two paths
(pathToB , pathToC ) corresponding to the given Connection-Context (step 3). Finally, the
PCC triggers the provision of a connection between LOCs A−B and A−C , but more network
resources–cross-layer connections or transponders– are allocated to connection A−C (step
4).
As a final example of interaction between PCE and ILSA scheme we consider the scenario
shown in Fig, 4.12a, which depicts a green-networking scenario, where a certain domain
(Domain 1) wants to set up a connection with a Geographic Information System (GIS) provider
using the sun as its main energy source (solar energy). To this end, a PCC within Domain 1
sends a PCReq with IDGIS−Provider as destination and “Energy Source” as the Connection-
Context (step 1). Hereinafter, an ILSA scheme maps ID GIS−Provider to a LOC belonging to
a router within domainGIS−Provider1 (step 2). Finally, a connection is established between
router A and routerC .
The GIS−Provider1 switches to conventional energy (oil energy), and GIS−provider2
switches to solar energy, see Fig. 4.12b. This is informed to a context-aware PCE (step 1), this
one re-optimizes path A−GIS−Provider (step 2). Then, a PCC tear down connection A−C ,
and triggers the setup of connection A−B (step 3).
It can be assumed that based on time information, an ILSA scheme can recognize which do-
main is using solar energy, hence no signaling is required. However, NSI such as energy source
can be sent/requested for each domain in order to update the mapping entries (information
concerning IDs and LOCs) stored by an ILSA scheme.
The scenarios depicted in Fig. 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12, drive us to encourage the practice of
context-aware connections, where the establishment and the network resources allocated to
a connection are done according to a given context-information. Furthermore, we consider
that for suitable handling the IoT requirements neither PCCs nor PCEs should manage any
location information concerning a connection destination. As it is stated in the literature, for
the purpose of managing location information ILSA schemes are second to none.
On the other hand, in the following lines, we describe how the interaction between a
context-aware PCE and ILSA scheme can address several of the requirements of an IoT model.
To this end, we introduce the concept of a Context-Aware Graph, which can enhance the
capabilities of a context-aware PCE.
Driven by the advent of new technologies related to transport capacity and both diversity
and capabilities of end-devices, there is an increasing deployment of smart devices (sen-
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Figure 4.12: A Context-Aware PCE in an green-networking scenario.
sors, etc), and open data gathering servers, coining the so-called Smart Cities –a concept
encompassed by the IoT. A Smart City infrastructure embodies a massive deployment of smart-
services such as energy efficiency systems, urban transportation optimization, and interactive
information systems, among others. Consequently, city councils and local governments are
starting to develop new internet applications that exploit Smart City services.
Upon the composition of a smart-service, i.e., a service that collects information from sev-
eral data sources, physical connectivity to the data sources must be established. Traditionally,
both service composition and path computation have been two processes independently
from each other. Nonetheless, we believe that this myopic practice limits the scalability
and performance of Apps devoted to service composition. This issue motivated us to intro-
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duce the concept of an overlay graph for modeling context-aware connections, termed as
Context-Aware Graph.
Our intention is to combine Apps devoted to service composition and a context-aware PCE
scheme into a collaborative ecosystem, where a context-aware PCE computes a path based
on both the context-aware Graph and Transport Network Graph. The context-aware graph is
used for service composition, i.e., forward a request across different data sources in order to
compose a smart-service. Once a smart-service is composed, the transport network graph
is used to compute a path in order to establish physical connectivity to the data repositories
required by the smart-service.
To illustrate the features of the context-aware graph, imagine that a network carrier wants
to offer to its clients a smart-service through they can: select a movie to watch, pick the movie
theater of their preference, along with both street map and transportation information related
to the selected movie-theater. This scenario is depicted in Fig. 4.13. As shown in Fig. 4.13,
an App –as the role of a PCC– sends a PCReq with ID “Entertainment” as destination (step 1).
Then, in order to compose the requested smart service, the context-aware PCE computes two
paths to ID “Entertainment”, both having the same cost on the context-aware graph: (Movies-
Theaters DB, GIS Provider 1, Taxis-DB), (Movies-Theaters DB, GIS Provider 2, Taxis-DB), step
2. In this example, the number of hops along a path is used as the cost metric.
A tie breaker process is required to select only one of the computed paths. As a conse-
quence, the context-aware PCE requests to an ILSA the LOCs of each node belonging to the
computed paths (step3). Then, the context-aware PCE computes the shortest-path based on
the transport network graph, and sends the selected path (Movies-Theaters DB, GIS Provider
1, Taxis-DB) to the App (step 4).
With the scenario described in Fig. 4.13 we intend to position the context-aware PCE as the
role of not only computation of physical paths, but also virtual paths representing a service
composition. It is worth mentioning that the context-aware graph introduced in this section is
modeled as G(V ,E ), where V is the of nodes representing an Open Data provider, and E is the
set of edges representing that data from a source vertex is required by the terminal vertex of
an edge in order to provide certain information (service). However, the context-aware graph
can represent other types of graphs such as a Web-scale workflow system [154].
4.5 Validation of the Context-Aware PCE
In this section, we provide numerical results related to the time required to provision a path
(Tpp ) by the conventional PCE and the proposed context-aware PCE in an IoT scenario. In
addition, in order to ensure realistic findings, we present real data that provides some light
on both periodic and highly dynamic behavior regarding trending-topics, which is one of the
use-cases presented in the previous section.
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Figure 4.13: A Context-Aware Graph.
We compare both the proposed context-aware and the conventional PCE schemes in order
to evaluate Tpp in an IoT scenario. To this end, Tpp is obtained as shown in Equation (4.1),
where Tmp is the time required to obtain the mapping between a ID-LOC pair, commonly
known as the mapping phase, and Tsc is the time to set up a circuit.
Tpp = Tmp +Tsc (4.1)
Tsc is computed in the same manner for both context-aware and conventional PCE
schemes as shown in Equation 4.2), where H is the average path length, H = 4 hops; d is
the average delay between two nodes under uniform traffic, d = 50ms; C is the time to set
up a cross-connect, C = 500us; finally, P is the message processing time, P = 10µs.– values
extracted from [155]. Under these assumptions Tsc = 351ms.
Tsc = (2H −1)×d +C +2×H ×P (4.2)
The time required by the mapping phase for the context-aware PCE scenario (T 1mp ) is
computed as shown in Equation (4.3), where Tchord−nodes is the number of nodes (Chord
Nodes) forming the ILSA scheme, and d1 is average delay between two nodes in ILSA scheme,
d1 = 10ms. We assume that the mapping phase engine of the evaluated ILSA scheme is based
on the Chord algorithm, similar to authors in [156]. The rationale driving this assumption boils
down to the high performance achieved by ILSA schemes based on DHT mapping systems
related to lookup times [157],[156]. This makes them reliable for the mapping system of an
ILSA scheme. It is worth mentioning that there are DNS-based mapping systems available in
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Figure 4.14: Time required to provision a path for context-aware and the conventional PCE
schemes in an IoT scenario.
the literature [158]. Nevertheless, they are positioned in intra-domain scenarios where the
amount of possible identifiable NEs is far less than the expected in an IoT scenario.
T 1mp = 0.5× log ×Tchord−nodes ×d1 (4.3)
To obtain the time required by the mapping phase for the conventional PCE scenario (T 2mp ),
we assume that the mapping phase related to ID-LOCs relies on the current DNS architecture
for its operation. According to authors in [159], the mapping phase for DNS systems varies
from 100 ms up to 1 second according to parameters such as Time to Live (TTLs) and cache
sharing. Thereby, we assume that on average T 2mp = 200ms. Fig.4.14, shows the Tpp for both
context-aware and conventional PCE schemes. As it can be observed, the Tpp for the context-
aware PCE is significantly less even for large network scenarios (high number of control/Chord
nodes). In addition notice, that the performance of the conventional PCE could be worse, if it
is assumed than the DNS-mapping system needs to perform the conventional DNS lookup in
addition the ID-LOC mapping.
The obtained results were expected since several studies already available in network
research claim that in an IoT scenario, the mapping phase should be decoupled from the
network elements, and placed in a dedicated element for its execution, namely an ILSA
scheme.
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Figure 4.15: Daily queries distribution for search topics restaurants, banks, erotic-content and
movie theaters.
Moreover, with the aim of demonstrating that it is not unrealistic to assume a periodic
and highly-dynamic behavior regarding trending-topics, we consider the numerical results
shown in Fig. 4.15, which depict the daily queries distribution concerning the following search
topics: restaurants, banks, erotic-content, and movie theaters, between June and September
in Barcelona, Spain.
The numerical results shown in Fig. 4.15 are relative values extracted from [160]. Notice
that certain search topics such as movie theaters exhibit a drastic increase during weekends,
nearly 41%; the opposite occurs with search topics such as banks, a reduction up to 48%. The
obtained results provide some light on a periodic and dynamic behavior that regularly follow
search topics.
It can be stated that the results presented in this section fuel the development of new
applications which jointly with both a context-aware PCE and ILSA schemes can support the
requirements of an IoT scenario.
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This thesis focuses on the study of routing and protection algorithms with the aim of providing
solutions that can enhance the resilience of Carrier-Grade Networks. To this end, two technical
objectives were defined: 1) Proposing and validating innovative Network Coding Protection
(NCP)-based strategies to enhance network resilience considering both planning and dynamic
scenarios; and 2) Evaluating the benefits of new network paradigms such as Path Computa-
tion Element (PCE) and context-aware communications to enhance the performance of the
proposed routing and protection algorithms.
This thesis considers NCP as a technical solution contributing to improve overall network
protection because of the low network resources consumption and the fast recovery times as
obtained by this type of protection scheme. With regard to the study of NCP strategies, this
thesis evaluates NCP schemes in both single and multi-layer scenarios considering planning
as well as dynamic scenarios. For single-layer scenarios it was presented a techno-economic
study for assessing the protection cost obtained when employing three proactive protection
strategies, namely Dedicated Protection (DP), network coding with a DP scheme (DPNC), and
multiple-coding with a DP scheme (DPNC*). It was assumed that the evaluated protection
schemes were deployed either at the IP/MPLS or at the Optical layer of a multi-layer network.
Based on the obtained results, we conclude that the use of DPNC, specifically the multiple-
coding feature (DPNC*), can significantly reduce both CAPEX and OPEX, independently of the
network layer where they are deployed, in comparison with conventional protection proactive
schemes and despite of the cost associated to enable NC capabilities. An average of 60.5% of
CAPEX reduction can be achieved independently of the network layer technology. Indeed,
49% and 72% of CAPEX reduction is obtained when deploying DPNC* at the Optical and the
IP/MPLS layers respectively. In addition, a 52% of OPEX reduction is obtained at the IP layer.
Moreover, we evaluate the benefits of multiple-coding in flexible-grid scenarios. Flexible-
grid provides a substantial reduction on both network resources and power consumption.
These advantages cannot be neglected in new scenarios such as Data Center Networks (DCNs)
where the available transport capacity as well as other issues such as control signaling and
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power consumption significantly affects the scalability of a protection scheme.
We conclude that by means of multiple-coding combined with the benefits provided by a
flexible-grid, the network resources required for protection tasks can be substantially reduced.
Indeed, multiple-coding with flexible-grid outperforms conventional proactive protection
schemes as well as multiple-coding deployed in a conventional fixed-grid scenario.
On the other hand, for multi-layer scenarios, we propose a novel NCP scheme, referred
to as DPNC+. The novelty of DPNC+ is that it leverages Network Coding (NC) techniques,
backup path provisioning, and cross-layer Network State Information (NSI), in order to reduce
the network resources allocated to link protection. Simulation results obtained using real
network topologies show that the proposed scheme provides a significant reduction (about
50%) of both IP/MPLS and Optical bandwidth required for link protection, in comparison with
other proactive protection schemes. We believe that network operators should consider NCP
schemes combined with cross-layer information as an appealing solution to design efficient
proactive protection schemes.
Motivated by the good performance of NCP schemes in planning scenarios, this thesis also
evaluates NCP schemes in dynamic scenarios. For this purpose, we present a novel proactive
protection scheme, referred to as Predictive Network Coding Protection (PNCP). PNCP is a
source Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) Algorithm devised to mitigate the negative
effects of inaccurate NSI on the blocking probability in dynamic protected scenarios. In
dynamic scenarios there are several sources leading to have inaccurate NSI such as 1) non-
neglected delay propagation; 2) updating policies; 3) high level of aggregation imposed by a
hierarchical network design; 4) frequent CRs arrivals, and; 5) control messages failures. This
thesis focuses on the study of inaccurate NSI caused by updating policies in both single and
multi-fiber networks since this source of inaccuracy is dominant compared with the other
potential sources. To the best of our knowledge, this thesis is the first work related to the study
of NCP schemes in dynamic scenarios considering inaccurate NSI.
It is worth mentioning that we first evaluated Prediction techniques –considering fine and
coarse granularity predictive counters– in unprotected scenarios, in comparison with other
RWA algorithms. The evaluated Prediction techniques consist in using predictive counters in
order to model a route availability.
Indeed, the main mechanism of PNCP is a Predictive RWA algorithm based on the use of
fine-granularity predictive counters for the purpose of predicting route availability contrary
to other proposals adopting coarse-granularity counters. Based on the performance yielded
by PNCP, we conclude that indeed, fine-granularity predictive counters can substantially
mitigate the negative effects of inaccurate NSI while avoiding periodic dissemination of NSI.
In addition, we also conclude that PNCP significantly improves the performance obtained by
conventional protection schemes in network scenarios with routing inaccuracy, as well as it
yields a lower utilization of the network resources dedicated for protection.
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Finally, this thesis focuses on the analysis and evaluation of new trends for routing and
resilience. The rationale driven this objective, is the advent of new network architectures such
as the PCE. PCE-based schemes can substantially overcome the weaknesses related to path
computation of source RWA strategies in the current location/host-oriented communication
model.
However, there is a wide consensus in the network research community pushing for the
demise of location/host-oriented communication models in the coming years, specifically
for new network paradigms, such as the so-called Internet of Things (IoT). Indeed, an IoT
scenario is raising new challenges requiring novel research efforts that turned into new network
architectures, such as ID/LOC Split Architectures (ILSAs) or information-centric or context-
aware communication models. Therefore, this thesis also benefits from the knowledge on
ILSA schemes, and introduces a novel PCE-like architecture, so-called context-aware PCE,
that enhances conventional PCE schemes to fully exploit the advantages provided by new
communication models.
The building block of a Context-Aware PCE is the synergy with ILSA schemes. ILSA schemes
are a widespread strategy to address the problem related to the double functionality of ad-
dresses, while avoiding Clean-Slate approaches. This problem is well-known in network
research because it hinders the deployment of new application and services as well as the
scalability of the current addressing scheme.
Contrary to the conventional PCE, in a context-aware PCE, the endpoints of a path compu-
tation request are coupled to an Identifier (ID). The mapping of an ID to a IP based locator
is done according to a given context, traffic volume, trending topic. We believe that in order
to address the requirements–mobility, traffic engineering, green-networking, smart internet
applications– of future internet architectures such as the IoT, interaction between PCE and
ILSA schemes would be eventually required.
The following areas of work might be set from this thesis. The first, to evaluate distinct
coding strategies that can potentially improve the performance of NCP schemes. In particular,
we consider that four main issues related to the performance of NCP schemes which are: 1)
the amount of network resources required for protection; 2) dealing with Shared Risk Link
Groups (SRLG), i.e., optical link failures affecting more than one virtual (IP/MPLS) link; 3)
NCP schemes that can operate jointly with restoration schemes; and 4) the deployment of
NCP schemes on multi-domain scenarios. We consider that the third issue is highly important
within multi-layer large scenarios where there can be several potential failure sources. As a
matter of fact, we consider that protection strategies such as NCP schemes cannot be the only
resilience strategy deployed in a network, i.e., protection and restoration schemes deployed at
all network layers (IP /MPLS and Optical) are required.
Another future line of work inferred from this thesis is the study related to the performance
of protection algorithms under inaccurate NSI, considering both flexible-spectrum grid and
dynamic scenarios. In recent years, the pendulum has swung from the study of RWA algorithms
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to Routing Spectrum Assignment Algorithms (RSA) motivated by benefits of a flexible-grid. RSA
algorithms must consider additional constraints such as the Spectrum Contiguous Constraint
in order to avoid the negative effects caused by spectrum fragmentation. To the best of our
knowledge, there is not any study already available dealing with the inaccurate NSI in dynamic
flexible-grid scenarios.
Finally, we consider that the novel concept of a context-aware PCE presented in this thesis
can be further elaborated to generate consensus and wide visibility on the community while
also providing new evaluation results supporting this concept.
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Overview of Network Coding
This appendix section presents in a nutshell the state of the art regarding the use of NC for
enabling resilience in wired networks.
Coding theory is related to the study of the codes and their use for specific applications.
Codes can be used used for data compression, cryptography, error-correction or for Network
Coding (NC).
NC is a technique commonly used for throughput reduction specifically in multicast
and wireless network scenarios [41],[161]. This technique consists in the aggregation (com-
pression) of several data streams by means of coding strategies (typically an Exclusive-Or
operation) in order to reduce the network resources allocated to data transmission. There
are several coding techniques such as Variable-rate Linear NC, Random Linear NC, Vector
NC, among others. Due to its low complexity, Linear NC is commonly assumed in network
research related to wired networks. For more information related to coding techniques the
reader is referred to [162]. In recent years, there is a trend in network research that consists in
using NC to enable resilience in wired networks. By means of NC a protection scheme can
improve network throughput and thereby reduce power consumption.
Early works related to NCP for wired networks can be found in [163], [164]. It is worth
noting that these works do not provide a evaluation of NCP schemes considering distinct
network topologies configurations. Other works such as [17] proposed the use of NC combined
with a 1+N protection strategy on p-cycles. Moreover, the studies available in [42], [18] and
[45] proposed to enhance conventional DP schemes with NC features. Another work dealing
with NCP for wired networks can be found in [165], which presented a novel coding structure
and discussed design issues of an NCP scheme.
Moreover, contrary to the works described above proposing to use NC for link/path protec-
tion in single or multiple failure scenarios in single domain networks, the work presented in
[166] addressed the use of network coding to endow multidomain networks with resilience
capabilities.
On the other hand, there are several studies in network research that focus on offering
security features to NC schemes, specifically concerning the integrity and confidentiality of the
coded data. The latest is related to guarantee that coded data can be only accessed or decoded
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by trusted nodes, while the former is necessary to verify that coded data is not polluted by
malicious nodes. For more information about securing network coding the reader is referred
to [167], [168]. These works are focused on P2P, wireless, or ad-hoc network scenarios, hence,
they do not address network coding security for intra-domain or interdomain wired networks
which are also vulnerable to security threats. Moreover, the algorithms proposed in these
works operate electrically, thus, if an NCP scheme is endowed with security features this
one must be deployed at the IP/MPLS network layer (rather than at the Optical network
layer). This may be an issue for a network operator that opted for Optical layer protection,
because the optical implementation of security operations is harder compared to electrically.
Nevertheless, in recent years there are works in the research literature that attempt to provide
information security purely optical [169]. In summary, most of the works introduced in this
section present evaluations of NCP in distinct network topologies in an agnostic manner. For
instance, it is not considered the network layer technology, IP or Optical. Indeed, there is
limited information in network research regarding the performance of NCP deployed over
Optical and IP topologies, and the advantages that this may bring to a network provider
concerning its CAPEX investments. This thesis addresses this issue.
On other hand, it must be remarked that there are two concepts which must be considered
on any NCP scheme as relevantly impacting on their performance. 1) Protection groups: A
protection group is the possible combination of links that are suitable for network coding
protection. This thesis assumes the formation of protection group with data streams that
have common terminal vertices is suitable to reduce the complexity of an NCP scheme. 2)
Coding Paths. A coding path is defined as the path carrying the coded (protected) traffic for a
particular set of primary data streams to be protected.
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